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OFDM Turbo Transceivers
In this thesis a variety of diﬀerent techniques designed for the sake of improving the at-
tainable eﬃciency of wireless system are considered in the context of Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM). More explicitly, powerful turbo transceivers invoking Sphere
Packing (SP) modulation are designed using EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts for
both single-user and multi-user transmission.
In order to provide an attractive suite of single-user OFDM transceivers, we contrive a
SP-aided OFDM scheme for maximizing the achievable coding advantage. The correspond-
ing capacity equation shows that the SP-OFDM scheme exhibits a higher capacity than its
counterpart dispensing with SP. Furthermore, a carefully designed Sphere Packing symbol To
Sub-Carrier Mapping (SPTSCM) scheme is contrived, which results in an improved Discrete
Input Continuous Output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity. This is achieved by reducing
the correlation between the multiple OFDM sub-carriers conveying a speciﬁc SP symbol. In
order to enhance the attainable BER performance of the SP-OFDM scheme, iterative detection
is invoked for exchanging extrinsic information between the SP symbol-to-bit demapper and
the channel decoder. In contrast to the classic SP signal construction, sophisticated SP schemes
are designed with the aid of EXIT charts for the sake of improving the convergence behaviour
of the iteratively detected schemes. Explicitly, an approximately 0.15bit/s/Hz DCMC capacity
improvement is achieved and the proposed iterative detection aided SP-OFDM scheme becomes
capable of performing within 2.1dB of the maximum achievable rate limit obtained using EXIT
charts at BER = 10−4.
Some of the proposed advances are then extended to a multi-user Space Division Multiple
Access (SDMA) OFDM scheme. Novel turbo MUDs are designed and investigated in terms of
their complexity, EXIT characteristics and BER performance. More explicitly, the linear turbo
MUDs considered include the Complex-valued Minimum Mean Square Error (SIC-CMMSE)
scheme, the Soft Interference Cancellation based Real-valued Minimum Mean Square Error
(SIC-RMMSE) arrangement and the Soft Interference Cancellation based Minimum Bit-Error
Rate (SIC-MBER) MUD schemes. The SIC-RMMSE is only applicable in the context of
BPSK modulated schemes. A Reduced-complexity Minimum Bit-Error Rate (RMBER) isalso designed for the sake of arriving at a complexity reduction by slightly compromising the
attainable performance in comparison to the SIC-MBER MUD. Furthermore, a hybrid scheme
was designed to eliminate the performance degradation imposed by the RMBER MUD. In
contrast to above-mentioned linear schemes, Bayesian turbo MUD and the K-best iterative
Sphere Decoder (SD) belong to the family of non-linear MUDs. Then a general complexity-
reduction technique was contrived in order to reduce the complexity imposed by the turbo
MUDs, which was referred to as the A-priori-LLR-Threshold (ALT) aided MUD algorithm,
which was introduced for the sake of striking an attractive trade-oﬀ between the attainable
complexity-reduction and the performance degradation imposed.
Finally, the novel framework of Transmit Domain Processing based Detectors (TDPD)
was contrived for a generalized multi-access or multiplexing based channel model in order
to circumvent the exponentially increasing complexity imposed by the Maximum Likelihood
(ML) MUD as a function of both the number of antennas and the number of bits per symbol.
Explicitly, the TDPD may be separated into three basic steps including the MUD’s Search
Center (SC) calculation, detection candidate list generation and LLR output calculation. A
range of diﬀerent schemes were considered for each of the three steps, and the SIC-CMMSE
SC aided hybrid K-best subset combination based iterative TDPD was capable of achieving a
similar BER performance to the optimal ML detector at a signiﬁcantly reduced-complexity.
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xiChapter 1
Introduction
During the past few decades, wireless comunications techniques have made substantial progress.
Three generations of cellular standards have been rolled out, ranging from analogue mobile radio
to the digital second generation (2G) mobile networks including the Global System for Mobile
(GSM) [1–6] communications and the Interim Standard 95 (IS-95) [7–9]. The third generation
mobile radio systems [10–13], such as for example the Pan-American Code division multiple
access (CDMA) system known as cdma2000 [7,10,14,15], the European and Japanese Wide-
band Code division multiple access (W-CDMA) system [16–20] and the Chinese Time Division
Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA) [21–27], all rely on direct sequence
spread spectrum techniques [28,29]. At the time of writing, cellular mobile radio systems aim
for providing ﬂawless real-time multimedia services at a low cost. Similarly, wireless broadcast
services have also achieved similar advances, moving from analogue AM/FM services to Digital
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) [30–34], from analogue TV to both Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB) [35–40] and to Digital Multimedia Broadcast-Terrestrial/Handheld (DMB-T/H) [41,42]
services. Despite these advances, wireless services still fail to match the services oﬀered by
their wireline based counterpart. The limited resources include the available radio spectrum,
the physical size of the transceiver, the aﬀordable complexity of processing the data, the power
required by the transmitter and so on. The associated design trade-oﬀs include the best achiev-
able performance in terms of the Quality of Service (QoS) [43–45], the Bit-Error-Ratio (BER),
the receiver’s Dynamic Range (DR) [46], aﬀordable hardware cost and so on. In other words,
the aim of designing a wireless system may be that of maximizing the eﬃciency of the system
under some unnegotiable constraints. Generally, a system’s eﬃciency Ef is a function f() of
its appropriately weighted quatity metrics, such as the Bit Error Ratio (BER), Symbol Error
Ratio (SER), Frame Error Ratio (FER), Delay etc, which are the elements of the vector q,
as well as of the resources required to maintain the targeted quality metrics. These resources
are typically related to the complexity and hence price as well as power consumption invested,
12
which are elements of the vector r.
The outer shell of boxes in Figure 1.1 denote some of the available enabling techniques,
while the inner core characterizes the contradictory factors inﬂuencing the design of a wireless
system.
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Figure 1.1: Factors aﬀecting the design of channel coding and modulation scheme.
A number of enabling techniques are listed as follows:
• Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [47–65]. converts disper-
sive frequency selective channels to a multiplicity of parallel non-dispersive ﬂat-fading
channels. Owing to its beneﬁts, it has been employed in the third-Generation Partner-
ship Project’s (3GPP) [10,11] Long Time Evolution (LTE) [66–71], as well as in Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) [72–76] and broadcast standards.
• Diversity. In a severely fading environment, the transmitted signal can not be detected3
error-free at the receiver, unless some less attenuated replicas of the transmitted signal
are available. Hence, the employment of diversity techniques, such as for example tem-
poral diversity, frequency diversity and spatial diversity can be introduced. Explicitly,
when diﬀerent time slots are allocated for conveying the same information bits, we cre-
ated temporal diversity. A typical example of utilizing temporal diversity is constituted
by interleaved channel coding or DS spreading. Similarly, frequency diversity may be
achieved by assigning multiple signal replicas to independently fading carrier frequencies,
as in the case of OFDM or when employing Frequency-Hopping (FH) [77–81] techniques.
Finally, spatial diversity or antenna diversity can be attained by exploiting multiple spa-
tially separated or diﬀerently polarised antennas, as in the case of Space-Time Codes
(STC) [82–89]. Again, the underlying principle of diversity is that the redundant replicas
carrying the same signal would be conveyed over independently fading propagation paths.
However, the employment of multiple antennas may not be feasible in handheld devices.
This is due to the fact that a minimum physical separation of several wavelengths has to
be maintained between the diﬀerent antennas for the sake of achieving spatial diversity.
• Multiplexing. By contrast, instead of achieving a diversity gain we may aim for attaining
a multiplexing gain, which refers to the achievable throughput improvement of the system,
such as in the case of Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) [72,75,90,91]. From an
information-theoretic perspective, the diversity gain improvement may be exchanged for
a multiplexing gain and vice versa. Thus, we can contrive either a system for improving
the attainable spectral eﬃciency by transmitting the signals independently from each
other, as for example in the case of Space Division Multiplexing (SDM)/SDMA [63].
Alternatively, we may aim for a diversity gain, as in the case of STC or Space-Time
Spreading (STS) schemes, for example [16,92,93].
• Sphere Packing. Sphere Packing (SP) [94] modulation constitutes a speciﬁc application
of multi-dimensional modulation schemes, which are capable of maximising the achievable
coding advantage. A SP scheme can be employed in conjunction with temporal diversity,
frequency diversity and/or spatial diversity arrangements. It will be demonstrated that
the SP scheme is capable of increasing the attainable channel capacity in comparison
to conventional modulation schemes, such as QPSK and QAM or that of conventional
orthogonal design based Space-Time Block Codes (STBC) [95–99] as well as of STS
schemes.
• Turbo Detection. The turbo principle was introduced by Berrou et al. in [100] in
the context of iteratively decoding two parallel concatenated convolutional codes jointly
referred to as a turbo-code. Their work has later found further applications in channel1.1. Novel Contributions 4
coding [101], channel estimation, equalization [101] and Multi-User Detection (MUD)
[101,102]. In [94], the turbo detector employed in the context of a SP aided STBC system
was demonstrated to be capable of further improving the attainable system performance
with the aid of iterative detection at the cost of a commensurately increased complexity.
For the sake of studying the convergence behaviour of the above-mentioned turbo schemes,
the so-called EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) [103,104] chart technique has attracted
considerable attention. In EXIT chart based semi-analytical studies the receiver components
map a sequence of received signal observations augmented with the aid of the a priori infor-
mation La to a new sequence constituting the so-called extrinsic information Le. This semi-
analytical technique was also found to be capable of quantifying the throughput discrepancy
of the system considered with respect to the attainable channel capacity. Hence, EXIT charts
enable us to invoke an EXIT-curve matching procedure between the irregular outer and the
inner component of a serially concatenated code, which results in a diminishing area between
the two curves. As a beneﬁt, it was demonstrated in [105] that in this case the system becomes
capable of approaching the channel capacity.
From the above-mentioned suite of solutions summarized in Figure 1.1, in this thesis we
focus our attention on a subset of techniques including OFDM, SP, irregular signal construction,
SDMA/SDM and iterative decoding, contriving reduced-complexity solutions in the context of
both single-access and multiple-access transmissions.
1.1 Novel Contributions
The thesis is based on a range of publications and manuscript submissions, including the fol-
lowing novel contributions:
• In Chapter 2, we proposed a sophisticated scheme combining SP modulation with a
frequency-diversity or time-diversity aided OFDM transceiver in the context of single-
user transmission, which we refer to as the SP-OFDM arrangement [106].
• The bit-to-SP symbol mapper is designed using the EXIT-chart based procedure of Sec-
tion 2.4.1, which allows us to achieve diverse design objectives.
• For the sake of improving the match between the EXIT curves of the SP symbol-to-bit
demapper and the outer channel code, an irregular SP construction method is proposed
in Section 2.4.1, which replaces the conventional SP bit-to-symbol mapping requiring a1.1. Novel Contributions 5
complex exhaustive search procedure with a low-complexity EXIT-chart matching pro-
cedure. This provides an increased grade of ﬂexibility, when aiming for diverse system
design objectives.
• As the upper-bound performance limit of the SP-OFDM scheme of Chapter 2, the Dis-
crete Input Continuous Output Memoryless Channel’s (DCMC) capacity evaluated in
the context of this system is formulated in Section 2.6, where we consider the correlation
between the multiple OFDM subcarriers employed for conveying a single SP symbol [106].
• In order to maximize the attainable performance of the SP-OFDM scheme of Chapter 2,
we design a beneﬁcial SP-to-OFDM-SubCarrier Mapping (SPTSCM) regime in conjunc-
tion with diﬀerent TD or FD spacing patterns. This design is demonstrated to provide
an approximately 0.15bit/s/Hz DCMC capacity beneﬁt [106].
• The iteratively detected SP-OFDM scheme of Figure 2.1 is shown to be capable of pro-
viding substantial iteration gains over the equivalent-spectral-eﬃciency QPSK-OFDM
scheme of Figure 2.2 in conjunction with appropriate SPTSCM regimes and diﬀerent bit-
to-symbol mappings. Furthermore, it is also demonstrated that the proposed iterative
detection aided SP-OFDM scheme is capable of performing within 2.1dB of the maximum
achievable rate limit obtained using EXIT charts at BER = 10−4, when employing the
bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 4 to be outlined in Table 2.5 in conjunction with L = 16-
ary SP symbols. These 4-bit SP symbols were conveyed by M = 2 subcarriers having
a FD spacing of four subcarriers when communicating over a fading channel having an
OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001 at an interleaver depth of
D = 1,310,720 [106].
• In Chapter 3, we proposed a variety of novel turbo MUDs capable of operating in the con-
text of rank-deﬁcient SDMA OFDM, which were characterized in terms of the complexity
imposed and the attainable performance. These novel turbo MUDs include the Soft In-
terference Cancellation based Real-valued Minimum Mean Square Error (SIC-RMMSE)
MUD, the Soft Interference Cancellation based Minimum Bit-Error Rate (SIC-MBER)
MUD, the Reduced-Complexity Minimum Bit-Error Rate (RMBER) MUD, the hybrid-
RMBER MUD and the Bayesian MUD [54,107,108].
• A novel a priori information control technique referred to as the A-priori-LLR-Threshold
(ALT) aided arrangement is proposed for the sake of reducing the computational complex-
ity of the turbo MUDs in Section 3.4.6. This technique is capable of striking an attractive
tradeoﬀ between the attainable complexity reduction and the performance degradation
imposed. The design and attainable performance of an ALT aided Bayesian turbo MUD,1.1. Novel Contributions 6
of the SIC-MBER turbo MUD and of the K-best SD assisted turbo MUD are investigated.
it is demonstrated that these techniques are capable of signiﬁcantly reducing the complex-
ity imposed without any signiﬁcant performance loss, provided that the threshold value
was carefully chosen. Furthermore, the eﬀects of the non-Gaussian distributed LLRs of
the ALT technique are studied in Section 3.4.6.4, which clariﬁes the reason behind the
EXIT-chart mismatch seen in Figure 3.25 [109,110].
• The complexity reduction ratio quantiﬁed as a function of the LLR threshold in the
context of the ALT assisted Bayesian and SIC-MBER turbo MUDs is analyzed in Section
3.4.6.1 and portrayed in Figure 3.19 [109].
• The EXIT chart based analysis of diverse MUDs is provided in Section 3.3, where the
EXIT-chart based BER estimation, the EXIT-chart aided convergence analysis and our
EXIT curve gradient approximation techniques are detailed in a multi-user transmission
scenario. In order to circumvent the employment of L-dimensional EXIT charts required
for an (L − 1)-user communication system, we develop two-dimensional EXIT curves by
averaging all the users’ mutual information. Provided that the average of each Channel
Impulse Response (CIR) tap as well as each user’s bit energy (Eb) to noise power spectral
density (N0) ratio may be deemed similar, these assumptions may be judiciously exploited
for the sake of simplifying the L-user EXIT chart analysis. This condition is valid in
accurately power-controlled scenarios [107].
• In Chapter 4, we design MUDs for a generalized multiple-access or multiplexing model,
namely for the Linear Gaussian Vector Channel (LGVC) of Section 4.2 and analyze the
intrinsic reason for the exponentially increased complexity of the MAP detector, when
increasing the number of antennas and/or the number of bits per symbol. Inspired by
this analysis, we propose the concept of Transmit Domain Processing based Detectors
(TDPD) in Section 4.3 and provide its theoretical characterization. The basic philosophy
of TDPDs is that of transforming the received signal to the transmitter’s phasor domain
and then carrying out detection in the transmit signal phasor constellation’s domain. As
a result, a reduced-size detection candidate set is obtained. The resultant soft-metrics
may be passed to the channel decoder. The TDPD procedure is constituted of three basic
steps, including the Search Center (SC) calculation, detection candidate list generation
and LLR output calculation [111].
• A variety of diﬀerent SC calculation methods, namely the Complex-valued Minimum
Mean Square Error (SIC-CMMSE) technique, the SIC-RMMSE assisted SC, the SIC-
MBER arrangement, the a posteriori Direct-Hard-Decision (DHD) aided SC, the a pos-
teriori Direct-Soft-Decision (DSD) scheme, the extrinsic DHD aided SC, the extrinsic1.2. Outline of Thesis 7
DSD solution, the partial a posteriori LLR based SC and various hybrid SC schemes are
detailed in Section 4.4. Furthermore, three eﬃcient candidate list generation schemes,
including the K-best Sphere Decoder (SD), the SubSet Combination (SSC) and a hybrid
approach are detailed in Section 4.5.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
As argued above, the kernel problem of wireless system design is that of improving the attainable
eﬃciency. Hence this thesis is dedicated to contriving various schemes meeting these objectives.
A Single-user OFDM scenario is considered in Chapter 2. In order to improve the attainable
channel capacity and BER performance, SP modulation, irregular system-components and
iterative detection are employed. Subsequently, we consider the senario of a multi-user OFDM
SDMA uplink in Chapter 3. For the sake of eﬃciently detecting the transmitted multi-user
signal streams, a variety of diﬀerent turbo MUDs are studied in terms of their complexity and
attainable performance. Moreover, in Chapter 4 we proposed the above-mentioned novel TDPD
framework for our generalized multiple-access or multiplexing model in order to circumvent the
exponentially increasing complexity imposed by the conventional MAP detector as a function
of both the number of antennas and the number of bits per symbol, while still approaching the
optimal BER performance of the latter.
A brief outline of the thesis is provided below.
1.2.1 Chapter 2: Iteratively Detected Sphere Packing Modulated
Single-User OFDM
This chapter introduces the basics of SP aided single-user OFDM communications. For the sake
of improving the attainable BER performance, iterative detection is employed in conjunction
with convolutional channel encoding. Furthermore, we will introduce both the classic regular
SP and the Irregular SP (IrSP) signal construction in order to provide an increased design
ﬂexibility, which allows us to aim for diverse optimization objectives such as that of striking an
attractive trade-oﬀ between low-SNR operation and a low error ﬂoor. As the best possible up-
perbound performance limit, the DCMC capacity of the SP-OFDM system will be formulated
in Section 2.6, where the correlation between diﬀerent sub-carriers conveying the two QPSK
symbols of a 4-bit SP symbol will be considered. For the sake of increasing the achievable
DCMC capacity, it will be shown in Section 2.6 that the correlation between the two subcarri-
ers conveying a SP symbol should be as low as possible. Consequently, the SPTSCM component1.2.2. Chapter 3: OFDM SDMA Uplink Multiuser Turbo Detectors 8
is designed with this aim, which is capable of providing further 0.15bit/s/H DCMC capacity
beneﬁt. Additionally, the SP-OFDM symbol-to-bit demapper operates in a Soft-In-Soft-Out
(SISO) manner for supporting the employment of iterative detection. Finally, the attainable
performance will be investigated in Section 2.8 in the context of diﬀerent system conﬁgura-
tions, such as diverse SPTSCM regimes, diﬀerent interleaver depths, diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol
mapping schemes, etc.
1.2.2 Chapter 3: OFDM SDMA Uplink Multiuser Turbo Detectors
In this chapter a multi-user SDMA OFDM scheme is considered. We focus our attention on
diﬀerent SISO turbo MUD designs in order to improve the eﬃciency of the detection procedure.
The SIC-CMMSE MUD is used as our benchmarker and then we introduce the design of
turbo SIC-RMMSE MUDs contrived for BPSK modulation. The SIC-MBER MUD and its
reduced-complexity RMBER MUD counterpart will be discussed in Section 3.4.3, while the
Bayesian MUD and the K-best SD MUD will be detailed in Section 3.4.4 and in Section 3.4.5,
respectively. The implementational complexity, EXIT chart characteristics and the simulated
BER performance of these turbo MUDs are studied in detail. Since the individual users’ signals
interfere with each other and hence they inﬂuence each other’s extrinsic mutual information IE
contributions, an L-dimensional EXIT chart would be required, which is unfeasible. Instead,
we present an average-based 2D EXIT chart for the MUDs in Section 3.3 to circumvent this
problem.
Moreover, when the RMBER turbo MUD is considered, we will propose a hybrid scheme,
which initially employs the RMBER MUD during the ﬁrst few iterations and subsequently
activates the SIC-CMMSE or the SIC-RMMSE MUD for the rest of the iterative process. As
a result, this solution achieves a similar performance at a signiﬁcantly lower complexity in
comparison to the full-complexity SIC-MBER MUD.
For the sake of reducing the complexity imposed by the turbo MUDs considered, in Section
3.4.6 we discuss a general ALT technique. Specially, when the ALT based complexity-reduction
technique is combined with the SIC-CMMSE, the ALT arrangement can be interpreted as the
soft version of a so-called rank reduction technique. Thus it is more attractive.
1.2.3 Chapter 4: Iterative TDPDs for LGVC
As a further step, we endeavour to improve the achievable performance versus complexity re-
lationship in multiple-access scenarios. The novel framework of TDPDs is proposed in this
chapter. As the beneﬁt of iterative TDPDs, the complexity imposed is signiﬁcantly reduced,1.2.4. Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 9
while still approaching the optimal BER performance of the MAP detector. The system model
of LGVC is introduced for the generalized multiple-access channel. In Section 4.3 we will de-
tail the TDPD principle and demonstrate that the error probability of TDPD decisions is an
increasing function of the Euclidean Distance (ED) between the SC vector and the true trans-
mitted vector. To elaborate a little further, diﬀerent techniques will be designed for the three
basic procedures of TDPD, namely for the SC calculation methods, for the detection candidate
list generation regimes and for output LLR computation. The complexities associated with
diﬀerent TDPDs will also be characterized. Finally, we investigate the attainable performance
of diﬀerent TDPDs in conjunction with BPSK modulation and 4-QAM communicating over
OFDM-symbol-normalized Rayleigh faded LGVC.
1.2.4 Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter summarises the main ﬁndings of our research and proposes future research ideas.Chapter 2
Iteratively Dectected Sphere Packing
Modulated Single-User OFDM
2.1 Introduction
In recent years, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has found its way into a
range of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Broadcast standards owing to its numerous
beneﬁts, such as for example that of converting frequency selective channels to parallel non-
dispersive ﬂat-fading channels. [112]
SP schemes [113] have the best-known minimum Euclidean distance in the multi-dimensional
real-valued Euclidean space R [114], and hence they achieve a higher Discrete Input Contin-
uous Output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity, when the number of SP dimensions is
increased. The concept of combining orthogonal transmit diversity designs with the principle
of SP modulation was introduced by Su et al. in [114], where it was demonstrated that the
proposed SP aided Space-Time Block-Coding (STBC) scheme was capable of outperforming
the conventional orthogonal design based STBC schemes of [115]. In [93], a sphere packing
aided Diﬀerential Space-Time Spreading (DSTS) scheme was shown to be capable of maximis-
ing the coding advantage of the transmission scheme by jointly designing and detecting the
sphere-packed DSTS symbols.
The turbo principle was applied to the detection of spectrally eﬃcient modulation schemes
by several authors [116], where a soft symbol-to-bit demapper was used between the multilevel
demodulator and the binary channel decoder. In [94], the turbo dectector employed in the
SP aided STBC system was demonstrated to be capable of further improving the attainable
system performance with the aid of iterative detection at the cost of a commensurately increased
complexity.
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Motivated by these advances in Section 2.2, we will propose a sophisticated scheme combin-
ing SP modulation with either a freqency-diversity or a time-diversity aided OFDM transceiver,
which we refer to as the SP-OFDM arrangement. As its upper-bound performance limit, the
DCMC capacity of this system is formulated in Section 2.6.
Moreover, in order to maximize the DCMC capacity, in Section 2.6 a SP-to-OFDM-sub-
carrier mapper (SPTSCM) is designed, which is shown to be capable of providing an approx-
imately 0.1bit/s/Hz DCMC capacity beneﬁt in Section 2.8, provided that the best SPTSCM
arrangement is used. Additionally, the proposed SP-OFDM scheme is shown to exhibit a DCMC
capacity advantage of 0.2bit/s/Hz in Section 2.8 over the conventional equivalent-throughput
Gray Mapping (GM) and Anti-Gray Mapping (AGM) based QPSK-OFDM schemes. Further-
more, the performance of the SP-OFDM system is improved by serially concatenated convolu-
tional coding relying on iterative extrinsic information exchange between the SP-symbol-to-bit
demapper and the channel decoder. In order to exploit the beneﬁts of iterative symbol-to-bit
demapping and decoding, the soft SP-OFDM demapper was speciﬁcally designed for the sake
of accepting the a priori information passed to it from the binary channel decoder as extrin-
sic information. In Section 2.8 EXIT charts [103] are employed for analyzing the associated
convergence behaviour and for calculating the channel capacity of the system.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. First, the schematic of the iteratively detected
OFDM system employing both SP modulation and conventional modulation is described in
Section 2.2. Then, the construction of both SP as well as irregular SP scheme is carried
out in Section 2.4. Section 2.6 analyzes the capacity of the SP modulation aided OFDM
scheme employing the aforementioned SPTSCM, which is optimized by maximising the DCMC
channel capacity. In Section 2.7 we describe the iterative demapper designed for processing
soft information. Section 2.6 provides the comparative study of the system using diﬀerent
parameter conﬁgurations, followed by our summary in Section 2.9.
2.2 System Overview
The schematic of the entire system employing SP modulation is shown in Figure 2.1, where
the transmitted source bits are convolutionally encoded and then interleaved by a random
bit interleaver. A rate R = 1/2 Non-Systematic Convolutional (NSC) code was employed.
After channel interleaving, the SP modulator ﬁrst maps B number of channel-coded bits b =
b0,...,B−1 ∈ {0,1} to a SP symbol s ∈ S, so that we have
s = mapsp(b), (2.1)2.2. System Overview 12
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Turbo Detection Aided Single-User SP-OFDM System.
where B = log2L and L is the size of the legitimate SP modulation constellation. Furthermore,
either regular or irregular SP modulation can be invoked during this process, as we will detail
in Section 2.4. Subsequently, we have a set of SP symbols that are mapped to the subcarriers
of a single or multiple OFDM symbols by an appropriately designed SPTSCM scheme. After
SPTSCM mapping, the resultant sequence of Figure 2.1 is serial-to-parallel converted and then
modulated on to the K OFDM sub-carriers by the classic Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
(IFFT). Finally, the Cyclic Preﬁx (CP) is attached for protecting the OFDM signal from inter-
symbol-interference (ISI) imposed by the multi-path channel. The complex Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) of n = nI + jnQ is also superimposed on the received signal, where
nI and nQ are two independent zero mean Gaussian random variables having a variance of
σ
2
n = σ
2
nI = σ
2
nQ = N0/2, (2.2)
per dimension, with N0/2 representing the double-sided noise power spectral density expressed
in W/Hz.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the received stream is ﬁrst windowed to remove the CP and then
OFDM demodulated by the FFT. Subsequently, the complex-valued OFDM sub-carrier symbols
are de-mapped to SP symbols and then to their Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) representation for
each of the B coded bits per SP symbol. The a priori LLR values LM,a of the SP demodulator
are subtracted from the a posteriori LLR values LM,p for the sake of generating the extrinsic
LLR values LM,e, and then the LLRs LM,e are deinterleaved by a soft-bit deinterleaver, as
seen in Figure 2.1. Next, the soft bits LD,a are passed to the convolutional decoder in order
to compute the a posteriori LLR values LD,p provided by the Max-Log MAP algorithm [117]
for all the channel-coded bits. During the last iteration, only the LLR values of the original
uncoded systematic information bits are passed to the hard decision channel decoder in order2.3. Extrinsic Information Transfer Chart Analysis 13
to determine the estimated source bits. As usual, the extrinsic information LD,e, is generated
by subtracting the a priori information from the a posteriori information according to
LD,e = LD,p − LD,a, (2.3)
which is then fed back to the SP demapper as the a priori information LM,a after appropriately
reordering them using the interleaver of Figure 2.1. The SP demapper utilizes the a priori
information for the sake of providing improved a posteriori LLR values, which are then passed
to the channel decoder and then back to the demodulator for further iterations.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the Turbo Detection Aided Conventional Single-User OFDM System.
By contrast, Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of the conventional Single-User OFDM system
employing turbo detection. It is seen that the SP modulation component is replaced by a
conventional modulation block, such as for example QPSK modulator and the SPTSCM mapper
and demapper are removed. This is due to the fact that the SPTSCM does not improve the
system’s performance, when employing conventional modulation. Except for these diﬀerences,
all the other components of both the systems seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are the same.
2.3 Extrinsic Information Transfer Chart Analysis
In order to analyze and predict the convergence behavior of SISO iterative decoders or demap-
pers we introduce the concept of EXtrinsic Information Transfer-function (EXIT) charts, which
were ﬁrst proposed in [103] for analyzing the iterative detection characteristics of turbo codes,
where the evolution of the input/output mutual information exchange between the inner and
outer decoders in consecutive iterations was examined. In order to use EXIT charts, the re-
ceiver components are modeled as components superimposing a sequence of continuous-valued2.3. Extrinsic Information Transfer Chart Analysis 14
received signal observations and the a priori information La in order to generate a new se-
quence constituting the extrinsic information Le. It computes the mutual information between
either the extrinsic or the a priori information and the corresponding logical bit values S at
the input of the iterative SISO components, and then displays the mutual information of both
the extrinsic information IE and the a priori information IA in the same coordinate system as
a function of each other in an alternating manner as explained in [103]. This is why both the
X and Y axes are labelled by IA and IE.
The accuracy of EXIT charts analysis is based on two main assumptions, namely that the
a priori LLR values are fairly uncorrelated and that the Probability Density Function (PDF)
of the a priori LLR values is Gaussian distributed.
The mutual information between the LLRs and the corresponding bits is used to quantify
the information content of the a priori knowledge expressed as [103]:
I =
1
2
 
s∈{+1,−1}
  ∞
−∞
pL(x|s)   log2
2pL(x|s)
pL(x| + 1) + pL(x| − 1)
dx, (2.4)
where pL(x|s) is the conditional probability distribution of the LLRs. We can now substitute
the conditional probability distribution of the extrinsic information LE and that of the a priori
information LA into Equation 2.4 in order to derive the mutual information between either LE
or LA and the legitimate bipolar bits, respectively. The distribution of the LLRs in Equation 2.4
can be approximated by the experimentally generated LLR histogram or using the ubiquitous
Gaussian distribution for modeling the LLR distribution.
It is seen in Figure 2.1 that the interleaver is employed in order to isolate the SP demapper
and the channel decoder, which guarantees that the extrinsic information fed into each of the
components is suﬃciently independent of the other. In order to employ EXIT chart analysis,
we generate the EXIT curves of the demapper and channel decoders ﬁrst.
Since the output of one of the concatenated SISO components is the input of the other after
appropriate reordering, we can plot the EXIT curves for the SP demapper and the channel
decoder in the same EXIT plane having coordinate axes of (IM,a = ID,e), (IM,e = ID,a). The
EXIT chart curves are then obtained by experimentally changing the values of σl in Equation
2.4 to calculate pairs of values (IM,a,ID,e), (ID,a,IM,e), for example as shown as Figure 2.3. Thus
the relationship between the output and the input for both the SP demapper and the channel
decoder is characterized by the EXIT curves. Ideally, in order for the exchange of extrinsic
information between the SP demapper and the outer channel decoder to converge at a speciﬁc
Eb/N0 value, the EXIT curve of the SP demapper at the Eb/N0 value of interest and that of the
outer channel decoder should not intersect before reaching the (1.0, 1.0) point. If this condition
stands, a so-called open convergence tunnel exists and this enables the system to achieve an2.3. Extrinsic Information Transfer Chart Analysis 15
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Figure 2.3: EXIT chart example for the SP-OFDM iterative scheme at E − b/N0 = 7dB.
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Figure 2.4: BER peformance of EXIT chart analysis example for the SP-OFDM iterative
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inﬁnitesimally low BER at the Eb/N0 value considered. However, when the two EXIT curves
do intersect, but nevertheless this occurs at a point close to the line of IM,a = 1.0 rather than at
the (1.0, 1.0) point, a moderately low BER may be still achievable. The corresponding EXIT
tunnel may be referred to as a semi-convergent tunnel.
When using Monte-Carlo simulations, the detection trajectory can be obtained, representing
the pratical mutual information transition during each of the iterations, as shown in Figure 2.3.
If the independence of the extrinsic information and a priori information is satisﬁed, the simu-
lated detection trajectory would closely match the Gaussian-distribution-based prediction and
the stair-case-shaped actual decoding trajectory evolves by always touching the continuous
EXIT curves within the so-called open tunnel between the EXIT curves. The decoding trajec-
tory explicitly shows the number of iterations required to obtain the best possible performance.
Figure 2.4 portrays the corresponding BER performance of the SP-OFDM scheme achieved
by exchanging extrinsic information between the SP demapper and the outer channel decoder
at each of the iteration indices. The BER values recorded at Eb/N0 = 7dB for each of the
iteration indices in Figure 2.4 correspond to the points indicated by the arrows in Figure 2.3.
Therefore, instead of using time-consuming Monte-Carlo BER performance evaluation, we are
able to predict the BER performance by invoking the EXIT chart analysis.
Furthermore, the EXIT chart analysis can be extended multi=user scenarios for the analysis
of multi-user detectors as discussed in Chapter 3.
2.4 Construction of Sphere Packing Modulation
2.4.1 Construction of Regular Sphere Packing Modulation
In the STBC-SP design of [94], the so-called diversity product quantifying the achievable cod-
ing advantage of an orthogonal transmit diversity scheme was maximised by employing SP
modulation having the best known minimum Euclidean distance for the sake of accounting for
the eﬀects of the temporal correlation exhibited by the fading channel. By contrast, in this
section we exploit the SP scheme to improve either the OFDM scheme’s frequency diversity or
temporal diversity potential, as detailed below.
For the sake of generalising our treatment, let us assume that there are L legitimate complex-
valued vectors
s = (xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M) ∈ C
M, l = 0,1,...,L − 1, (2.5)
where L represents the number of sphere-packed modulated symbols. The transmitter then has2.4.1. Construction of Regular Sphere Packing Modulation 17
to choose the modulated signal from these L legitimate symbols, which have to be transmitted
over M number of OFDM sub-carriers, where the throughput of the SP aided OFDM system
is given by (log2L)   K/M bits per OFDM symbol. Since the diversity product is determined
by the Minimum Euclidean Distance (MED) of the L number of the M-dimensional complex-
valued vectors in Figure 2.1, our aim is to design xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M jointly, so that they have
the best MED from all other (L − 1) legitimate SP symbols in the M-dimensional complex-
valued space CM, as this minimises the system’s SP symbol error probability. By contrast, the
conventional independent signals are transmitted in the conventional OFDM scheme of Figure
2.2. If each of the L number of M-dimensional complex-valued vectors is expressed using its
real and imaginary components, then we have
(xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M) ⇐⇒ (al,1 + jal,2,al,3 + jal,4,    ,al,2M−1 + jal,2M), l = 0,1,...,L − 1.
(2.6)
The design problem can be readily transformed from the M-dimensional complex-valued space
CM to the 2M-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R2M. Let (al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4,    ,al,2M−1,
al,2M),l = 0,1,...,L − 1, be the legitimate phasor points of the 2M-dimensional real-valued
Euclidean space R2M. Hence, (xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M) may be written as
{xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M} =Tsp(al,1,al,2,    ,al,2M−1,al,2M,)
=
 
al,1 + jal,2,al,3 + jal,4,    ,al,2M−1 + jal,2M
 
. (2.7)
where the SP-function Tsp represents the mapping of the 2M-dimensional SP symbols (al,1,al,2,al,3,
al,4,     ,al,2M−1,al,2M) to the complex-valued symbols xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M, l = 0,1,...,L − 1
transmitted through M number of speciﬁc time and frequency slot combinations, which are
selected by the SPTSCM mapping scheme of Figure 2.1, as we will detail in Section 2.6.
In the 2M-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R2M, the lattice D2M is deﬁned as a SP
having the best minimum Euclidean distance from all other (L − 1) legitimate constellation
points in R2M [113], since we jointly design the component vector of legitimate 2M-dimenstional
SP constellations. More speciﬁcally, D2M may be deﬁned as a lattice that consists of all
legitimate SP constellation points having integer coordinates of [a1 a2 a3 a4     a2M−1 a2M],
which uniquely and unambiguously describe the legitimate combinations of the modulated
symbols xl,1,     , xl,M, while subjected to the SP constraint of [118]
a1 + a2 +     + a2M−1 + a2M = O, (2.8)
where O is an even integer. Satisfying this constraint guarantees that the resultant constellation
points are on the same sphere.2.4.1. Construction of Regular Sphere Packing Modulation 18
Assuming that S = {sl = [al,1,al,2,    ,al,2M−1,al,2M] ∈ R2M : 0 ≤ l ≤ L−1} constitutes a
set of L legitimate constellation points belonging to the lattice D2M having a total energy of
E
△
=
L−1  
l=0
(|al,1|
2 + |al,2|
2 +     + |al,2M|
2 + |al,2M|
2), (2.9)
and upon introducing the notation
Cl =
 
M   L
E
(xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M), l = 0,1,...,L − 1, (2.10)
we have a set of D2M SP constellation symbols, {Cl : 0 ≤ l ≤ L−1}, whose diversity product is
determined by the minimum Euclidean distance of the set of L legitimate constellation points
in S.
...................
00    11     ....................   01  
b = 0011101100....................01
xl,1 xl,2 xl,M
Figure 2.5: Mapping of two bits to conventional QPSK symbols
To summarize, we outline the process of conventional modulation in Figure 2.5 and SP
modulation in Figure 2.6, respectively. It is seen that the SP modulation is jointly mapping of
M number of QPSK symbols to a SP symbol, while the conventional modulation individually
maps two bits to a conventional QPSK symbol, which is represented by a complex value.
Since the SP signals constructed are normalized by constraining the total tranmission energy
to unity according to Equation (2.10), it is desirable to ﬁnd that speciﬁc subset of L SP
constellation points from the entire set of legitimate SP constellation points hosted by D4,
which results in the minimum total energy Etotal, while maintaining a given minimum Euclidean
distance amongst the SP symbols. Viewing this design trade-oﬀ from a diﬀerent perspective,
an exhaustive computer search is carried out for determining the optimum choice of the L SP
constellation points namely to ﬁnd that speciﬁc set of L points, which has the highest MED out
of all possible points, if more than L SP points satisfy the minimum total energy constraint.2.4.1. Construction of Regular Sphere Packing Modulation 19
b = 0011101100....................01
(al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4,    ,al,2M−1,al,2M,)
 
al,1 + jal,2,al,3 + jal,4,    ,al,2M−1 + jal,2M
 
{xl,1,xl,2,    ,xl,M}
Figure 2.6: Mapping of 2M bits to a SP symbol by combining M QPSK symbols.
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Figure 2.7: EXIT curves of the SP-symbol-to-bit demapper employing diﬀerent bits to symbol
mappings for both the conventional QPSK modulation and the SP modulation associated with
L = 16 and M = 2 at Eb/N0 = 7dB.2.4.2. Construction of Irregular Sphere Packing Modulation 20
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 -1 -1 0 0 8 -1 0 0 -1
1 0 -1 -1 0 9 0 0 -1 -1
2 0 -1 +1 0 10 0 0 +1 -1
3 +1 -1 0 0 11 +1 0 0 -1
4 -1 0 0 +1 12 -1 +1 0 0
5 0 0 -1 +1 13 0 +1 -1 0
6 0 0 +1 +1 14 0 +1 +1 0
7 +1 0 0 +1 15 +1 +1 0 0
Table 2.1: Gray Mapping of q = 0 for L = 16 SP.
Furthermore, after the optimized subset of L SP constellation points has been found, a
variety of diﬀerent schemes for mapping B number of source bits to the L SP constellation may
be considered for designing the EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) characteristics of the
associated demapper. Figure 2.7 shows the EXIT characteristics of both the SP-symbol-to-bit
demapper in conjunction with L = 16 and the conventional QPSK demapper as discussed in
the previous subsection, when employing diﬀerent mapping schemes.
As also demonstrated in [119], Gray mapping (GM) does not provide any iteration gain upon
increasing the mutual information at the input of the demapper. However, using a variety of
diﬀerent so-called anti-Gray mapping (AGM) schemes 1 results in diﬀerent EXIT characteristics,
as illustrated by the diﬀerent slopes seen in Figure 2.7. The 10 diﬀerent mapping schemes q ∈
[0,1,2    ,9] shown in Figure 2.7 were speciﬁcally selected from all the possible AGM schemes
for L = 16 in order to demonstrate the diﬀerent extrinsic information transfer characteristics
associated with diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mapping schemes. Both the Gray mapping of q = 0 as
well as the various AGM mapping schemes of q = 1   9 considered in this chapter are detailed
in Tables 2.1 to 2.10. Observe in Figure 2.7 that the SP modulated schemes outperform the
conventional QPSK approach in terms of providing a higher potentional iteration gain.
2.4.2 Construction of Irregular Sphere Packing Modulation
In this section, we will demonstrate how to construct Irregular Sphere Packing (IrSP) modula-
tion by combining diﬀerent bit-to-SP-symbol mapping schemes, which are capable of matching
the demapper’s EXIT curve to that of the outer channel decoder. The term irregular is used
1Any bit-to-SP-symbol mapping scheme, which deviates from the GM rules is referred to here as an AGM
scheme.2.4.2. Construction of Irregular Sphere Packing Modulation 21
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 +1 -1 0 0 8 -1 0 0 -1
1 0 -1 -1 0 9 0 0 -1 -1
2 0 -1 +1 0 10 0 0 +1 -1
3 -1 -1 0 0 11 +1 0 0 -1
4 -1 0 0 +1 12 -1 +1 0 0
5 0 0 -1 +1 13 0 +1 -1 0
6 0 0 +1 +1 14 0 +1 +1 0
7 +1 0 0 +1 15 +1 +1 0 0
Table 2.2: Gray Mapping of q = 1 for L = 16 SP.
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 +1 +1 0 0 8 -1 0 0 -1
1 0 -1 -1 0 9 0 0 -1 -1
2 0 -1 +1 0 10 0 0 +1 -1
3 +1 -1 0 0 11 +1 0 0 -1
4 -1 0 0 +1 12 -1 +1 0 0
5 0 0 -1 +1 13 0 +1 -1 0
6 0 0 +1 +1 14 0 +1 +1 0
7 +1 0 0 +1 15 -1 -1 0 0
Table 2.3: Gray Mapping of q = 2 for L = 16 SP.
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 +1 0 0 -1 8 0 -1 -1 0
1 +1 0 0 +1 9 0 0 -1 +1
2 -1 0 0 -1 10 -1 -1 0 0
3 0 0 +1 +1 11 -1 0 0 +1
4 0 -1 +1 0 12 0 0 -1 -1
5 +1 -1 0 0 13 0 +1 -1 0
6 0 0 +1 -1 14 +1 +1 0 0
7 0 +1 +1 0 15 -1 +1 0 0
Table 2.4: Gray Mapping of q = 3 for L = 16 SP.2.4.2. Construction of Irregular Sphere Packing Modulation 22
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 0 0 -1 +1 8 +1 -1 0 0
1 0 0 -1 -1 9 0 0 +1 -1
2 -1 +1 0 0 10 -1 0 0 +1
3 -1 0 0 -1 11 -1 -1 0 0
4 +1 0 0 +1 12 0 -1 -1 0
5 +1 +1 0 0 13 +1 0 0 -1
6 0 +1 -1 0 14 0 -1 +1 0
7 0 +1 +1 0 15 0 0 +1 +1
Table 2.5: Gray Mapping of q = 4 for L = 16 SP.
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 0 +1 +1 0 8 -1 0 0 +1
1 0 0 +1 -1 9 -1 -1 0 0
2 -1 0 0 -1 10 0 0 -1 +1
3 -1 +1 0 0 11 0 -1 -1 0
4 0 -1 +1 0 12 +1 -1 0 0
5 +1 +1 0 0 13 0 0 -1 -1
6 0 0 +1 +1 14 +1 0 0 +1
7 +1 0 0 -1 15 0 +1 -1 0
Table 2.6: Gray Mapping of q = 5 for L = 16 SP.
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 -1 0 0 +1 8 0 0 +1 +1
1 0 -1 -1 0 9 -1 0 0 -1
2 0 0 +1 -1 10 0 -1 +1 0
3 0 +1 -1 0 11 0 +1 +1 0
4 0 0 -1 +1 12 -1 -1 0 0
5 +1 -1 0 0 13 -1 +1 0 0
6 +1 +1 0 0 14 +1 0 0 +1
7 +1 0 0 -1 15 0 0 -1 -1
Table 2.7: Gray Mapping of q = 6 for L = 16 SP.2.4.2. Construction of Irregular Sphere Packing Modulation 23
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 -1 -1 0 0 8 0 0 -1 -1
1 -1 +1 0 0 9 0 0 -1 +1
2 +1 -1 0 0 10 0 0 +1 -1
3 +1 +1 0 0 11 0 0 +1 +1
4 0 -1 -1 0 12 -1 0 0 -1
5 0 -1 +1 0 13 -1 0 0 +1
6 0 +1 -1 0 14 +1 0 0 -1
7 0 +1 +1 0 15 +1 0 0 +1
Table 2.8: Gray Mapping of q = 7 for L = 16 SP.
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 0 -1 -1 0 8 0 +1 +1 0
1 -1 -1 0 0 9 +1 +1 0 0
2 -1 0 0 -1 10 +1 0 0 +1
3 0 0 -1 -1 11 0 0 +1 +1
4 0 -1 +1 0 12 0 +1 -1 0
5 -1 +1 0 0 13 +1 -1 0 0
6 -1 0 0 +1 14 +1 0 0 -1
7 0 0 -1 +1 15 0 0 +1 -1
Table 2.9: Gray Mapping of q = 8 for L = 16 SP.
Integer Points from D4 Integer Points from D4
Index a1 a2 a3 a4 Index a1 a2 a3 a4
0 +1 +1 0 0 8 0 +1 -1 0
1 +1 0 0 -1 9 0 0 +1 +1
2 +1 0 0 +1 10 0 0 +1 -1
3 -1 +1 0 0 11 0 -1 -1 0
4 0 +1 +1 0 12 +1 -1 0 0
5 0 0 -1 +1 13 -1 0 0 -1
6 0 0 -1 -1 14 -1 0 0 +1
7 0 -1 +1 0 15 -1 -1 0 0
Table 2.10: Gray Mapping of q = 9 for L = 16 SP.2.4.2. Construction of Irregular Sphere Packing Modulation 24
here in the broadsense to indicate that appropriately chosen fractions of the input bitstream
are encoded/modulated using diﬀerent schemes in the interest of matching the EXIT-curve
shapes of the inner and outer decoder. This facilitates near-capacity operation, when the area
of the open EXIT tunnel tends to zero. In [120], an irregular variable length coding (IrVLC)
scheme designed for near-capacity joint source and channel coding was evaluated. With the aid
of the irregular SP scheme, a reduced SNR operating threshold is required for the associated
SP-OFDM system.
Since the extrinsic output of the SP demapper for the q-th mapping scheme q ∈ 0   Q − 1
is both the a priori input and of the SNR value, the resultant EXIT characteristic may be
written as
IM,e(b) = TM,q[IM,a(b),Eb/N0], (2.11)
where IM,e and IM,a are the extrinsic output and a priori input mutual information of the
SP-symbol-to-bit demapper, respectively. Given all the mutual information transfer functions
of the constituent mapping schemes q = 0   Q − 1, the inverted EXIT curve of the resultant
IrSP scheme, the superposition of the Q number of regular mapping schemes can be obtained
as the appropriately weighted sum of the Q component SP modulations’ EXIT functions, i.e.
as:
I
IrSP
M,e (b,Eb/N0) =
Q−1  
q=0
α
qTM,q(IM,a(b),Eb/N0), (2.12)
where αq is the speciﬁc fraction of the transmission frame Γ, which is generated by the q-
th component SP mapping arrangement TM,q. Note that the values of αq are subject to the
constraint of
Q−1  
q=0
α
q = 1, α
q ≥ 0 ∀q ∈ [0   Q − 1]. (2.13)
The optimal values of αq determined for the sake of striking the best trade-oﬀ between the
operating SNR threshold and the resultant slow-down in the BER reduction of the turbo SP-
OFDM system may be chosen by ensuring that the inverted EXIT curve is near-parallel to
the middle section of that of the channel decoder. On the other hand, the beneﬁcial values of
αq required for maintaining the possible fastest BER reduction at a speciﬁc SNR value, while
maintaining an open EXIT tunnel can be expressed as:
Θ = arg max
αqq=0   Q
I
IrSP
M,e [b,Eb/N0,IM,a(b) = 1], (2.14)
where Θ is the Objective Function (OF) of our optimization problem, while obeying
I
IrSP
M,e (b,Eb/N0,I) − ID,a(I) > 0,∀I ∈ [0.1], (2.15)2.4.2. Construction of Irregular Sphere Packing Modulation 25
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Figure 2.8: EXIT curves of the SP-symbol-to-bit demapper employing the IrSP modulation
associated with L = 16 and M = 2 at Eb/N0 = 5dB.
which physically requires the EXIT curve of resultant IrSP modulation is above that of
the channel decoder. It is worth mentioning that the amalgamated IrSP EXIT curve seen in
Figure 2.8 has a common point with that of the basic regular SP components at IM,a = 0.5 and
the size of the area under the IrSP EXIT curve is the same as that of any of the regular SP
mapping schemes, which suggests that the achievable channel capacity of the resultant IrSP
scheme and all the regular SP mappers is the same. This implies that the irregular matching
procedure can be signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed by considering as few as two basic SP components,
namely the mapping associated with q = 0 having the horizontal EXIT curve in Figure 2.7
and the mapping having the steepest EXIT curve, which is the mapping associated with q = 1
in Figure 2.7. It may be readily shown that all the desired EXIT curves can be generated by
combining these two components in conjunction with the appropriate fractions of the input
bits.
Furthermore, it is no longer necessary to evaluate diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mappings schemes
for matching the outer channel decoder’s EXIT curve, because this process may be replaced by
a more convenient IrSP matching procedure.2.5. Design of SP-to-OFDM-sub-carrier Mapping 26
2.5 Design of SP-to-OFDM-sub-carrier Mapping
As mentioned above, for the sake of impoving the attainable performance of the SP-OFDM
scheme by maximizing the available Time Domain (TD) or Frequency Domain (FD) diversity
between the OFDM subcarriers conveying SP symbols, we contrive a SPTSCM component
before transmitting the SP signals. Thus in this section the details of designing diﬀerent
SPTSCM schemes will be discusssed.
The basic principle of the SPTSCM scheme is that we map M number of complex-valued
elements within a SP symbol to M number of OFDM sub-carriers, which are not necessarily
adjacent in the FD. The advantage of this is that experiencing correlated fading between the
adjacent sub-carriers in FD can be avoided, resulting in an improved FD diversity for the M
sub-carriers conveying a SP symbol. This would not be achieved in absence of the SPTSCM
scheme. Futhermore, we construct the SPTSCM scheme in a block-based manner, thus each
block containing a certain number of SP symbols will use the same SPTSCM pattern. The dis-
advantage of the SPTSCM scheme is that it requires additional operations and hence increases
the complexity imposed. Therefore a trade-oﬀ must be found between the achievable diversity
improvement and the extra operations required.
Here, we construct two diﬀerent SPTSCM schemes, namely a ﬁxed SPTSCM and a random
SPTSCM arrangement.
The ﬁxed SPTSCM scheme employs a ﬁxed mapping pattern between each block of SP
symbols and the associated OFDM sub-carriers. We can classify the family of ﬁxed SPTSCM
schemes into three diﬀerent types:
• FD-SPTSCM only exploits the diversity between the diﬀerent subcarriers within one
OFDM symbol, which would improve the system’s performance when the transmitted
signal experiences a severe frequency-selective channel. Therefore, the subcarriers con-
veying a SP symbol belong to in the same OFDM symbol. For simplicity, we assume a
ﬁxed FD spacing SFD among the M selected sub-carriers conveying the same SP symbol.
• By contrast, TD-SPTSCM only exploits the subcarrier diversity between the same sub-
carriers of the consecutive OFDM symbols, which is expected to impove the attainable
system performance when the transmitted signal experiences a fast or independent but
frequency-ﬂat fading. Clearly, in this scenario the TD-fading is dominant while the sub-
carriers fade together. For simplicity, we assume a ﬁxed TD spacing STD among the M
selected sub-carriers conveying the same SP symbol.
• Finally, TFD-SPTSCM exploits both TD and FD diversity in a block of OFDM sym-2.5. Design of SP-to-OFDM-sub-carrier Mapping 27
bols, which is particularly beneﬁcial, when considering a fast-fading dispersive multi-path
channel. We assume that both the FD spacing SFD and the TD spacing STD among the
M sub-carriers conveying the same SP symbol are ﬁxed.
A rectangular interleaver can be used to implement the above-mentioned ﬁxed SPTSCM
schemes. Hence we may also refer to the ﬁxed SPTSCM arrangement as a rectangular SPTSCM
scheme. By adjusting the number of rows and columns in the rectangular interleaver, diﬀerent
types of ﬁxed SPTSCMs can be realized. Figure 2.9 illustrates an example of the FD-SPTSCM
scheme utilizing a rectangular interleaver. The SP block exempliﬁed contains 6 number of SP
symbols, which are written into the rectangular interleaver on a row by row basis. Thereafter,
the SP elements are read on a column by column basis, resulting in a ﬁxed FD spacing SFD = 3
of the M = 3 sub-carriers conveying the same SP symbol.
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Figure 2.9: Example of a FD-SPTSCM scheme using a three-row six-column rectangular inter-
leaver associated with SFD = 3, STD = 0 and M = 3.
By contrast, a random SPTSCM scheme employs a random pattern of mapping the SP
symbols to the OFDM subcarriers, when processing each SP symbol frame.
Furthermore, the real and imaginary parts of Xl,m in a SP symbol are derived independently,
thus it is unnecessary to restrict their mapping to the same subcarrier. In fact, it is more general
to consider a SPTSCM that seperates the real and imaginary part of the SP symbol, so that
further I/Q diversity can be achieved. This method is referred to here as an I/Q SPTSCM
(IQ-SPTSCM) scheme.2.6. Capacity of Sphere Packing Modulation Aided OFDM 28
Notation Detail of SPTSCMs
Rect.2 Rectangular SPTSCM with SFD = 2
Rect.4 Rectangular SPTSCM with SFD = 4
Rect.8 Rectangular SPTSCM with SFD = 8
Rect.16 Rectangular SPTSCM with SFD = 16
Random128 Random SPTSCM with a block length of 128 sub-carriers
Table 2.11: List of SPTSCMs investigated by simulations in this thesis.
The list of SPTSCM schemes investigated in this thesis are given in Table 2.11, where we
only considered FD-SPTSCMs using diﬀerent ﬁxed values of FD spacing SFD and a random
SPTSCM as our benchmarker.
2.6 Capacity of Sphere Packing Modulation Aided OFDM
The capacity of a single-input-single-output AWGN channel was quantiﬁed by Shannon in 1948
[121,122]. Shannon’s channel capacity was deﬁned for the continuous-input continuous-output
memoryless channel (CCMC) [123], where the channel input is continuous-amplitude discrete-
time Gaussian distributed signal and the capacity is only restricted by either the signalling
energy or the bandwidth [124]. By contrast, in the context of discrete-amplitude QAM and
PSK signals, we encounter a discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel (DCMC)
[123]. Therefore, the capacity of the DCMC is more pertinent in the design of channel-coded
modulation schemes [124]. The SP constellation symbols belonging to D2M are transmitted with
the aid of M OFDM sub-carriers, thus the received vector corrupted by the frequency-selective
Rayleigh fading channel and the AWGN can be represented as:
y = [y1,y2,    ,yM]T =
 
M   L
E
diag[h]   sl + n
= diag[h1,h2,    ,hM]   [xl,1,xl,2,    ,x1,M]T + [n1,n2,    ,nM]T, (2.16)
where y is the complex-valued received signal vector, constituted by the signals y1,y2,    ,yM
at the output of the M OFDM sub-carriers, while h1,h2,    ,hM are their stationary and
complex-Gaussian distributed Frequency Domain CHannel Transfer Factors (FDCHTF) having
a zero-mean and a unit variance. Furthermore, n1,n2,    ,nM are zero-mean complex-valued
Gaussian random variables having variances of σ2
1 = σ2
2 =     = σ2
M = N0.
The conditional probability of receiving an M-dimensional complex-valued signal vector y,
given the transmitted SP symbol of sl and the FDCHTF h is determined by:
P(y|s
l,h) =
1
(πN0)
M exp
 
−
 y − αsl 2
N0
 
, (2.17)2.6. Capacity of Sphere Packing Modulation Aided OFDM 29
where we have α = diag[h]  
 
M   L/E.
The channel capacity associated with SP signalling, when transmitting the SP symbols of
the lattice DM over the DCMC can be derived from that of the Discrete Memoryless Channel
(DMC) as [106]:
CSP
DCMC = max
p(s1)   p(sL)
L  
l=1
  +∞
−∞
   
  +∞
−∞       
2M−fold
p(y|h,sl)p(sl)p(h)log2
 
p(y|h,sl)
 L
n=1 p(y|h,sn)p(sn)
 
dy dh, (2.18)
where p(sl) is the probability of occurrence for the transmitted SP symbol sl and p(y|h,sl)
was expressed in Equation (2.17). Furthermore, we exploited the fact that the FDCHTF h is
independent of sl,l ∈ [1,    ,L − 1]. Noting that for the SP aided OFDM system we consider
a ﬁxed SPTSCM, the corresponding capacity of the system is a result of averaging all the
capacities of Equation (2.18) for the SP symbols associated with diﬀerent subcarriers and time-
slots in the transmitted frames, assuming that the transmitted signal is Wide-Sense-Stationary
(WSS) in the TD. Considering the correlations between the M speciﬁc sub-carriers conveying a
SP symbol, the general Probability Density Function (PDF) p(h) of an M-dimensional complex-
Gaussian variable h can be expressed as [106]:
p(h) =
1
(2π)M det(Σ)
exp[−(h − mh)
HΣ
−1(h − mh)/2], (2.19)
where mh = E[h] is the mean of the complex-Gaussian random vector h, Σ = (1/2)E[(h − mh)
(h − mh)H] is its non-singular covariance matrix scaled by 1/2 and having (M ×M) elements,
det(Σ) is the determinant of Σ and hH represents the Hermitian transpose of h. Since h has a
zero-mean, the i-th row and j-th column element of Σ may be written as:
Σi,j = (1/2)E(hih
∗
j), (2.20)
where h∗
j is the conjugate of hj. When the condition of having a WSS h is satisﬁed, the
correlation between hi and h∗
j is given by [125]:
E{hih
∗
j} =
  +∞
−∞
E{h(t;τ)h
∗(t + ∆t;τ)}e
−j2π∆fτdτ, (2.21)
where τ represents the time-lag, while ∆t and ∆f are the FD and TD separation between
the speciﬁc OFDM sub-carriers (hi,hj). Since the random process modelling h is assumed
to be WSS and Gaussian, thus it is ergodic. The correlation function is a monotonically
decreasing function of the FD separation between the sub-carriers. Additionally, it is also a
monotonically decreasing function of the TD separation considered. When the FD separation
is signiﬁcantly higher than the coherence bandwith or the TD separation is signiﬁcantly higher
than the coherence time, the correlation can be regarded as negligible. Let us now substitute
Equation (2.21) into Equation (2.20) and use both Equation (2.18) and Equation (2.19), which2.7. Iterative Demapping 30
allows us to conclude that the right hand side of Equation (2.18) is maximised, when we have
equi-probable SP symbols having a probability of p(sl) = 1/L and the FDCHTF’s correlation is
minimized, provided that no channel information is available at the transmitter. By contrast, if
the FDCHTF’s correlation is known at the transmitter, this may be exploited for optimizing the
SPTSCM scheme. Therefore, we should allocate the speciﬁc sub-carriers conveying a particular
SP symbol as far apart from each other as possible in either the FD or TD, when designing
the SPTSCM pattern. A rectangular interleaver can be utilized for creating a regular mapping
scheme for assigning the same ﬁxed FD and TD spacing to the M selected sub-carriers conveying
the same SP symbol. Furthermore, Equation (2.18) can be expressed as:
C
SP
DCMC = log2(L) −
1
L
L  
l=1
E
 
log2
L  
k=1
exp(Ψ(l,k))/s
l
 
, (2.22)
where E[A/B] is the expectation of A conditioned on B, while Ψ(l,k) is deﬁned as:
Ψ(l,k) =
M  
m=1
 
− ym − hmxk,m 2
 hm N0
+
 ym − hmxl,m 2
 hm N0
 
(2.23)
The expectation value in Equation (2.22) can then be estimated by numerical techniques using
a suﬃciently large number samples with the aid of Monte-Carlo simulations.
2.7 Iterative Demapping
For the sake of iterative decoding, the components of the system seen in Figure 2.1 have to
be capable of processing soft information expressed in the terms of LLRs. Consequently, the
demapping of the symbols to bits has to be tailored to Soft-in-Soft-Out (SISO) processing. In
this section, we will brieﬂy outline the principles of iterative SISO demapping.
In order to provide extrinsic information for the SISO channel decoder for the sake of attain-
ing an iteration gain, the SP demapper has to transform the soft information from the proba-
bilities of the legitimate SP symbols to those of the corresponding bits. According to Equation
(2.16), the received SP symbol y carries B number of channel-coded bits b = b0,...,B−1 ∈ {0,1}.
If perfect FDCHTF knowledge is assumed to be available at the receiver, the LLR-value of bit
k for k = 0,...,(B − 1) can be written as [126]
L(bk/y) = La(bk) + ln
 
sl∈Sk
1 p(y/sl,h)   e
PB−1
j=0,j =k bjLa(bj)
 
sl∈Sk
0 p(y/sl,h)   e
PB−1
j=0,j =k bjLa(bj), (2.24)
where Sk
1 and Sk
0 are subsets of the SP symbol constellation S, so that we have Sk
1
△
= {sl ∈ S :
bk = 1} and likewise, Sk
0
△
= {sl ∈ S : bk = 0}. In other words, Sk
i represents all SP symbols of2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 31
the set S, where we have bk ∈ {0,1}, k = 0,...,(B − 1). Using Equation (2.17), we can write
Equation (2.24) as
L(bk/y) = La(bk) + ln
 
sl∈Sk
1 exp
 
− 1
N0 y − α   sl 2 +
 B−1
j=0,j =k bjLa(bj)
 
 
sl∈Sk
0 exp
 
− 1
N0 y − α   sl 2 +
 B−1
j=0,j =k bjLa(bj)
 
= La(bk) + ln
 
xl,m∈sl∈Sk
1 exp
 
− 1
N0
 M
m=1  ym −
 
M L
E hmxl,m 2 +
 B−1
j=0,j =k bjLa(bj)
 
 
xl,m∈sl∈Sk
0 exp
 
− 1
N0
 M
m=1  ym −
 
M L
E hmxl,m 2 +
 B−1
j=0,j =k bjLa(bj)
 
= LM,a + LM,e. (2.25)
Finally, the max-log approximation of Equation (2.25) may be formulated as follows
L(bk/y) = La(bk)
+ maxsl∈Sk
1
 
−
1
N0
 y − α   s
l 
2 +
B−1  
j=0,j =k
bjLa(bj)
 
− maxsl∈Sk
0
 
−
1
N0
 y − α   s
l 
2 +
B−1  
j=0,j =k
bjLa(bj)
 
. (2.26)
Thus we have derived the soft a posteriori information LM,p of Figure 2.1, which will then be
passed to the channel decoder after subtracting LM,a from it.
Since all the above discussions on sphere packing demapping were related to SP symbols,
they are applicable to both regular and irregular SP signals.
2.8 Performance of SP-Aided OFDM
Without loss of generality, we considered a SP modulation scheme associated with L = 16 SP
symbols and using M = 2 OFDM sub-carriers in order to demonstrate the performance im-
provements achieved by the proposed system. All the system parameters used in the simulations
are listed in Table 2.12, unless otherwise stated.
Since the multi-dimensional signal of Equation (2.10) is multiplied by a factor that is in-
versely proportional to
√
E, namely by
 
M   L/E, it is desirable to choose that speciﬁc subset
of L = 16 SP points from the entire set of legitimate SP constellation points hosted by D4,
which result in the minimum total energy. It was shown in [113] that there is a total of 24
legitimate SP symbols2 hosted by D4 having an identical minimum energy of E = 2. We used
2In simple terms, the sphere centred at (0,0,0,0) has 23 SP constellation points on the ﬁrst SP level points
represented by the legitimate C2
4   22 = 4   3/2   4 = 24 combinations of the points (+/ − 1,+/ − 1,0,0), where
any choice of signs and any ordering of the coordinates is legitimate [ [113], p.9].2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 32
Modulation Sphere Packing with L = 16
Dimension of Sphere Packing M = 2
Channel impulse 3-path SWATM
response symbol-invariant [3 p.78]
Normalised Doppler
frequency fD = 0.001
Outer channel Code NSC, (2,1,3)
Number of subcarriers of OFDM 64
Length of GI 16
System throughput 2 bit/sub-carrier
Table 2.12: SP-OFDM System parameters.
a computer search for determining the optimum choice of the L = 16 SP points out of the
possible 24 points, which possess the highest minimum Euclidean distance, hence minimising
the SP symbol error probability.
Figure 2.10 provides a DCMC capacity comparison between conventional QPSK modula-
tion and the proposed SP-OFDM scheme, which was plotted for Equation (2.18) for the SP
mapping of q = 7. The notation SP-M=Rect.SFD in Figure 2.10 represents that rectangular
SPTSCM employing a ﬁxed subcarrier FD spacing of S, while Dp represent the OFDM-symbol-
normalized Doppler frequency. The results are presented for the D4 SP constellation of L = 16
and using the system parameters of Table 2.12. The mutual information was calculated from
Equation (2.4) and then integrated using the histogram-based method to obtain the simulation-
based channel capacity. It is seen in Figure 2.10 that the DCMC capacities of both GM and
AGM QPSK modulation are very similar, although their iterative performances are diﬀerent.
Observe by comparing the curves that the proposed SP-OFDM scheme is capable of achieving
an approximately 0.2 bit/s/Hz channel capacity gain over that of GM or AGM aided QPSK
modulation. Notice in Figure 2.10 that when the FD separation between the two OFDM sub-
carriers conveying a SP symbol is increased for the sake of maximizing their decorrelation, a
higher channel capacity can be attained. However, the upper bound of the channel capacity
associated with the lowest possible correlation between the two sub-carriers conveying a speciﬁc
SP symbol is closely approached, when the FD spacing between the sub-carriers is higher than
four sub-carriers. This conﬁrms our previous analysis carried out using Equation (2.18). It is
also notable that the channel capacity gain attained by reducing the correlation between the
two sub-carriers of a SP symbol becomes more pronounced, when the SNR value is high. This
is due to the fact that frequency diversity succeeds in counteracting the FD fading, but unable
to mitigate the eﬀects of interference and AWGN when all the received signals are heavily2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 33
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Figure 2.10: DCMC Channel Capacity Comparison of the QPSK-OFDM and SP-OFDM Schemes of Figure
2.1, using the System Parameters Outlined in Table 2.12 and bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 7
contaminated.
Figure 2.11 compares the DCMC capacity of the proposed SP-OFDM system using the dif-
ferent SP bit-to-symbol mapping schemes q = 0   9 of Tables 2.1 to 2.10. Random subcarrier
allocations conveying M = 2 QPSK symbols per SP symbol are adopted as the SPTSCM pat-
tern during the comparison of the diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol mapping arrangements of Tables
2.1 to 2.10. It is seen that the capacity of all the diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol mapping schemes
q = 0   9 is the same, which conﬁrms our expectations and corroborates the conclusions drawn
from Figure 2.7, where the area under all the EXIT curves plotted for diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol
mapping schemes is identical.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the associated EXIT characteristics for both the QPSK modulation
scheme and the SP-OFDM using the arrangement of bit-to-symbol mapping q = 7 seen in Table
2.8 in conjunction with diﬀerent SPTSCM regimes of Table 2.11 at Eb/N0 = 7dB. As expected,
GM does not provide any iteration gain upon increasing the mutual information at the input
of the demapper, because it has a horizontal EXIT curve. By contrast, the AGM provides
substantial iteration gains, when supplied with improved a priori information. The various SP
and AGM QPSK schemes characterized in Figure 2.12 have a similar level of IM,e starting point2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 34
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Figure 2.11: DCMC capacity comparison of SP-OFDM schemes using diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol mappings
q = 0   9 of Tables 2.1 to 2.10 and employing a random pattern of SPTSCM arrangement.
at IM,a = 0, but they exhibit diﬀerent slopes upon increasing the a priori information. Observe
in Figure 2.12 that the SP-OFDM schemes outperform the conventional OFDM approach.
Again, as expected, the SP scheme having a larger spacing between the two OFDM subcarriers
of a SP symbol demonstrates a higher potentional iteration gain. It is notable that when the
FD separation between the two subcarriers of a SP symbol is larger than four subcarriers, then
there is no more substantial improvement of the system’s performance upon increasing the FD
separation. Thus, we use a FD separation of four subcarriers for the sake of attaining the
maximum frequency diversity.
Figure 2.13 depicts the EXIT curves of the SP-OFDM bit-to-symbol mapping q = 7 arrange-
ment of Tables 2.8 , when experiencing diﬀerent OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequencies
at SNRs ranging from Eb/N0 = 0dB to Eb/N0 = 7dB while using a step-size of 1dB from the
bottom to the top. When the OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency is increased, owing
to its more rapid fading, the channel exhibits a higher grade of independence between the adja-
cent OFDM symbols in the TD. Observe that the diﬀerence between the EXIT curve recorded
for diﬀerent OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequencies decreases with the SNR. This is
due to the fact that the TD diversity mitigates the eﬀects of the fading, but not those of the
AWGN. when the SNR is low, such as for example at Eb/N0 = 0dB, all the curves in Figure2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 35
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Figure 2.12: EXIT curves of both the GM and AGM based conventional QPSK-OFDM scheme compared
to an identical-throughput SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme with L = 16 at Eb/N0 = 7dB. The remaining system
parameters were outlined in Table 2.12.
2.13 tend to merge, which implies that the system is heavily contaminated by the AWGN.
Hence the TD diversity fails to increase the integrity of the decoded signals.
Figure 2.14, Figure 2.15, Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17 illustrates the associated EXIT char-
acteristics of the proposed SP-OFDM scheme in conjunction with the bit-to-symbol mapping
arrangements of q = 1 , q = 2, q = 6 and q = 8 of Tables 2.1 to 2.10, respectively, upon increas-
ing the SNR value from Eb/N0 = 0dB to Eb/N0 = 7dB by a step-size of 1dB. As seen from
these ﬁgures, an open EXIT-tunnel exists for all the cases, when the Eb/N0 value is suﬃciently
high, which leads to an EXIT-curve cross over near the (1,1) point and hence to a low BER. As
expected, a higher EXIT curve starting point is observed at IM,a = 0 in Figures 2.14 to 2.16 and
Figure 2.17 when increasing the SNR value. It is also seen that all the diﬀerent bit-to-symbol
mapping schemes recorded at a speciﬁc SNR value have the same area under the EXIT curves
of the inner decoder, but exhibit diﬀerent slopes. Thus the selection amongst these diﬀerent
mapping schemes aims to strike a balance between having a high starting point at IM,a = 0
of the EXIT chart, while maitaining a fast BER reduction. Explicitly, the iterative detection
of the SP-OFDM system employing the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 2 in Table 2.3 strike an
attractive trade-oﬀ, exhibiting a lower convergence SNR value and an acceptable slow-down in2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 36
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Figure 2.13: EXIT curves of the SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Tables 2.8 in conjunction with L = 16 at
Eb/N0 = 0−7dB using 1dB step as from the bottom to the top, when experiencing diﬀerent Doppler frequencies
and the parameters of Table 2.12.
the BER reduction as demonstrated in Figure 2.15. While the SP-OFDM system employing
the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 1 outlined in Table 2.2 has the fastest BER reduction, the
cost of this is seen to be that of having the highest SNR requirement. Observe furthermore in
Figure 2.16 and 2.17 that the bit-to-symbol mappings of q = 6 and q = 8 outlined in Tables
2.7 and 2.9 result in a slow-down in the BER reduction.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, the search for diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mapping schemes aiming
for the best attainable performance can be replaced by an IrSP EXIT-chart matching process,
which is more simple. Explicitly, Figure 2.18 provides an example of using IrSP to match the
outer NSC channel decoder’s EXIT curve, where our optimization aim is that of deriving a
IrSP EXIT curve, which is near-parallel to the middle section of the EXIT curve of the channel
decoder, so that the best trade-oﬀ between having a low operational SNR and a fast BER
reduction is struck. It is seen in Figure 2.18 that the optimized IrSP scheme’s EXIT curve
using α0 = 0.61 and α1 = 0.39 is near parallel to the middle section of the channel decoder’s
EXIT curve, which satisﬁes our design target.
Figure 2.19 provides an illustration of the actual decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 37
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Figure 2.14: EXIT curves of SP-OFDM q = 1 scheme of Table 2.2 for L = 16 at Eb/N0 = 0   7dB using
1dB steps from the bottom to the top.
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Figure 2.15: EXIT curves of the SP-OFDM q = 2 scheme of Table 2.3 for L = 16 at Eb/N0 = 0   7dB using
1dB steps from the bottom to the top.2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 38
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Figure 2.16: EXIT curves of SP-OFDM q = 6 scheme of Table 2.7 for L = 16 at Eb/N0 = 0   7dB using
1dB steps from the bottom to the top.
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Figure 2.17: EXIT curves of SP-OFDM q = 8 scheme of Table 2.9 for L = 16 at Eb/N0 = 0   7dB using
1dB steps from the bottom to the top.2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 39
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Figure 2.18: EXIT curves of the Irregular SP-OFDM scheme using α0 = 0.61,α1 = 0.39 for L = 16 at
Eb/N0 = 4dB.
NSC-encoded q = 7 SP-OFDM scheme of Table 2.8 using a sub-carrier spacing of four for
transmission over a correlated Rayleigh channel having an OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler
frequency of fD = 0.001 at Eb/N0 = 7dB. The zigzag-path marked with arrows indicates the
extrinsic information exchange between the SP demapper and the outer NSC decoder. The
iterative detection process commences from the origin of Figure 2.19, which represents the ab-
sence of a priori information for the SP demapper. Then the decoding trajectory traverses
to the demapper’s EXIT curve in Figure 2.19, indicating that valuable LLR information was
generated by the demapper. The resultant extrinsic information is forwarded to the channel de-
coders and hence the detection trajectory reaches the EXIT curve of the channel decoder, which
demonstrates that further extrinsic information is obtained from the SISO channel decoder as-
sisted by the a priori information gleaned from the demapper. During its further evolution,
the trajectory traces up to the demapper’s EXIT curve again, as a result of using the extrinsic
information generated by the channel decoder, which is then fed back to the demapper and so
forth. In other words, the trajectory evolves in this manner within the open detection tunnel
between the EXIT curves of the demapper and the channel decoder, until it reaches the in-
tersection of the curves. Since the simulated detection trajectories basically traverse back and
forth between the EXIT curves of the receiver components by closely matching it, the validity
of EXIT chart analysis is demonstrated.2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 40
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Figure 2.19: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected NSC coded SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Table 2.8
transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a sub-carrier spacing of four and
employing the system parameters listed in Table 2.12, while operating at Eb/N0 = 6dB at an interleaver depth
of D = 1,310,720 bits.
Figure 2.20 compares the attainable BER performance of the proposed SP OFDM q = 7
scheme of Table 2.8 equipped with the diﬀerent SPTSCM components of Table 2.11 and that of
a conventional identical-throughput 2 Bit Per sub-carrier (2BPS) QPSK-OFDM design using
both AGM and GM of the coded bits. The system communicates over a correlated Rayleigh
fading channel having an OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001 and an
interleaver length of D = 1,310,720 bits. Observe in Figure 2.20 that the GM based QPSK-
OFDM BER curves are similar to each other, regardless of the number of iterations, as predicted
by its ﬂat EXIT curve seen in Figure 2.12. By contrast, AGM aided QPSK-OFDM achieved
a substantial BER performance improvement in conjunction with iterative demapping and de-
coding, although the BER performance recorded for AGM in Figure 2.20 after the ﬁrst iteration
is worse than that of the GM. A coding advantage of about 1.5dB was achieved at a BER of
10−4 with the iteration index of It = 8 by the AGM aided QPSK-OFDM benchmarker system
over the GM based QPSK-OFDM scheme. Additionally, a further signiﬁcant coding advantage
was attained over the AGM QPSK-OFDM approach, when employing SP. Speciﬁcally, an ap-
proximately 3dB coding advantage was realized at a BER of 10−4 with the iteration index of
It = 8. It is also observed in Figure 2.20 that the FD spacing between the two sub-carriers2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 41
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Figure 2.20: BER performance comparison of the GM and AGM based convolutional-coded QPSK-OFDM
schemes against an identical-throughput 2BPS coded SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Table 2.8 at the iteration
index of It = 8 and using the system parameters outlined in Table 2.12.
conveying the same SP symbols aﬀects the achievable system performance exactly in the same
manner as expected. The lower the correlation between the pair of sub-carrier FDCHTFs, the
better the attainable performance of the system.
Moreover, Figures 2.22, 2.23, 2.24 and 2.25 record the trajectory of the turbo-detected 1/2-
rate NSC coded SP-OFDM scheme transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2
sub-carriers having a sub-carrier spacing of one in conjunction with the bit-to-symbol mapping
q = 7 of Table 2.8 and of Figure 2.7 using the system parameters outlined in Table 2.12,
while operating at Eb/N0 = 6.0dB at interleaver depths of D = 16,384 bits, D = 1,024 bits,
D = 256 bits and D = 128 bits, respectively. The decoding trajectory of Figure 2.23 employs
an interleaver depth of D = 1,024 bits, as seen in the ﬁgure, where the decoding trajectory
is diﬀerent from that observed in Figure 2.22. In other words, a system employing a shorter
interleaver requires more iterations to reach the highest point of intersection between the EXIT
curves of the SP demapper and the NSC channel decoder. Furthermore, as IM,a increases, the
trajectory matches the EXIT curve of the NSC channel decoder to a lesser extent and this
might be due to the fact that in conjunction with an interleaver depth of D = 1,024 bits, the
a priori LLR is no longer independent of the extrinsic LLR information for high IM,a values,
where their correlation is a consequence of the limited interleaver length’s inability to maintain2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 42
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Figure 2.21: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected 1/2-rate NSC coded SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Table
2.8 transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carrier having a sub-carrier spacing of one
and employing the system parameters listed in Table 2.12, while operating at Eb/N0 = 6dB with an interleaver
depth of D = 32,768 bits.
their independence after a number of iterations.
For similar reasons, the decoding trajectories shown in Figures 2.24 and 2.25 are diﬀerent
from the EXIT chart predictions, because shorter interleavers are used and thus there is a
strong correlation between the LLR information exchanged between the components. As seen
in the Figure 2.23 and 2.24, upon increasing the interleaver depth from D = 256 bits to
D = 1,024 bits, the system’s performance dramatically improves. Observe in Figure 2.22
that upon further increasing the interleaver depth from D = 1,024 bits to D = 16,384 bits,
the attainable performance improves, but not as much as upon increasing it from D = 256
to D = 1,024 bits. Furthermore, increasing the interleaver depth beyond D = 16,384 bits
does not signiﬁcantly improve the achievable system performance, as evidenced by Figure 2.21.
Additionally, observe in Figure 2.26 that a turbo cliﬀ appears at Eb/N0 = 5.5dB upon increasing
the interleaver depth to D = 16,384 bits, while a turbo cliﬀ occurs at Eb/N0 = 7dB, when
using an interleaver depth of D = 1,024 bits. Furthermore, as the interleaver length increases,
the system’s performance approaches the capacity limit shown in Figure 2.26. However, due
to the slow-down in the BER reduction observed for the BER curves in Figure 2.26, as the
Eb/N0 value increases, the system’s BER curve diverges from the capacity limit. Explicitly, the2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 43
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Figure 2.22: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected 1/2-rate NSC coded SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Table
2.8 transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carrier having a sub-carrier spacing of one
and employing the system parameters listed in Table 2.12, while operating at Eb/N0 = 6dB with an interleaver
depth of D = 16,384 bits.
system performs within 3.2dB from the maximum achievable rate limit at BER = 10−4.
In order to show the BER performance of the diﬀerent SP mapping schemes of Tables 2.1 to
2.10 more clearly, we use Figure 2.27 and 2.28 to portray all the associated BER performances,
when employing the diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mappings of Tables 2.1 to 2.10 ordered according
to their slope rates. Speciﬁcally, Figure 2.27 compares the attainable BER performance of
the proposed SP OFDM scheme using the bit-to-symbol mappings of q = 0,6,5,8,9 outlined
in Tables 2.1 to 2.10 employing diﬀerent number of iterations, when communicating over a
correlated Rayleigh fading channel having an OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.001 and an interleaver length of D = 1,310,720 bits. Observe in Figure 2.27 that
according to the SP mappings sequence of q = 0,6,5,8,9, the lower q in the sequence, the
lower the associated BER performance improvement achieved in conjunction with iterative
demapping and decoding, as predicted by the diﬀerent gradients of the associated EXIT curves
seen in Figure 2.7. The opposite is true for the BER performance recorded after the ﬁrst
iteration. It is explicitly shown in Figure 2.27 that having a low operational SNR threshold is
associated with a relatively slow BER reduction and vice versa. The SP mapping q = 8 of Table
2.9 is deemed to exhibit the best trade-oﬀ amongst these diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mappings.2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 44
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Figure 2.23: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected NSC coded SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Table 2.8
transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a sub-carrier spacing of one and
employing the system parameters listed in Table 2.12, while operating at Eb/N0 = 6dB with an interleaver
depth of D = 1,024 bits.
Explicitly, a coding advantage of about 3.5dB was achieved in Figure 2.27 at a BER of 10−3
and at the iteration index of It = 8 by the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 8 outlined in Table
2.9 for the SP-OFDM system over the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 0 SP-OFDM scheme.
In contrast to the q = 0,6,5,8,9 scenario of Figure 2.27, Figure 2.28 compares the attainable
BER performance of the proposed SP OFDM scheme for all the remaining bit-to-symbol map-
pings of q = 2,4,3,7,1 in Tables 2.1 to 2.10 , when employing diﬀerent number of iterations.
The system communicated over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel having an OFDM-symbol-
normalized Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001 and an interleaver length of D = 1,310,720 bits.
Observe in Figure 2.28 that the SP bit-to-symbol mapping schemes of q = 2,4,3,7,1 result in a
diﬀerent BER reduction at the iteration index of It = 8, as predicted by the diﬀerent gradients
of the associated EXIT curves seen in Figure 2.7. More explicitly, the lowest BER reduction
gradient is exhibited by q = 2, followed by q = 4,3,7, while the best BER reduction is attained
by q = 1. Observe, however, in Figure 2.28 that the BER performance after a single iteration
does not obey the above-mentioned trend. Among the diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol mappings of
q = 2,4,3,7,1, the mapping of q = 4 exhibits the best trade oﬀ between the lowest operational
SNR threshold and the lowest BER ﬂoor. Explicitly, a coding advantage of about 1.8dB was2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 45
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Figure 2.24: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected NSC coded SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Table 2.8
transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a sub-carrier spacing of one and
employing the system parameters listed in Table 2.12, while operating at Eb/N0 = 6dB with an interleaver
depth of D = 256 bits.
achieved at a BER of 10−3 and at the iteration index of It = 8 by the mapping of q = 4 for the
SP-OFDM system over the mapping of q = 1 outlined in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.29 compares the attainable BER performance of the proposed SP OFDM scheme
using the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 7 outlined in Table 2.8 and employing diﬀerent number
of iterations, when communicating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channels at the OFDM-
symbol-normalized Doppler frequencies of fD = 0.1,0.01 and 0.001 having an interleaver length
of D = 1,310,720 bits. As seen in Figure 2.29, all the BER performances of the SP-OFDM
schemes having diﬀerent OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler freqencies at low SNR values such
as Eb/N0 6 5dB are similar, as expected on the basis of 2.13. This is because that all the SP
signals are heavily contaminated by the noise and in this scenario the TD diversity provided by
the fading channel is unable to recover the transmitted symbols, which results in a poor BER
performance. When the SNR is suﬃciently high, such as for example Eb/N0 = 7dB, all the
SP-OFDM schemes achieve a substantial iteration gain. Additionally, the higher the Doppler
frequency, the better the attainable BER performance. The scheme experiencing Df = 0.1
exhibits the best attainable BER performance, providing a gain of about 0.2dB and 2.5dB over
the scenario of Df = 0.01 and Df = 0.001, respectively. This conﬁrms our analysis provided in2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 46
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Figure 2.25: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected NSC coded SP-OFDM q = 7 scheme of Table 2.8
transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a sub-carrier spacing of one and
employing the system parameters listed in Table 2.12, while operating at Eb/N0 = 6dB with an interleaver
depth of D = 128 bits.
Section 2.6 for a variety of TD correlations.
Figure 2.30 illustrates the actual decoding trajectory of the optimized IrSP OFDM scheme
of Figure 2.18 in conjunction with the NSC channel code of Table 2.12 for transmission over a
correlated Rayleigh channel having an OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency of fD =
0.001 at both Eb/N0 = 4dB and 5dB. It is seen that the zigzag-shaped decoding trajectory
marked with arrows represents the simulated decoding trajectories. The trajectory evolves
within the open detection tunnel formed between the EXIT curves of the optimized irregular
SP demapper and the channel decoder. It is seen in Figure 2.30 that at Eb/N0 = 4dB, the
trajectory gets trapped at about I(M,a) = 0.25, since the EXIT curve of the IrSP scheme’s
EXIT curve is not high enough. By contrast, the trajectory succeeded in traversing to the
top-right corner of the EXIT plane at Eb/N0 = 5dB. Since the simulated detection trajectories
traverse between the EXIT curves of the receiver components by closely matching both curves,
the validity of EXIT chart analysis for the IrSP OFDM scheme is veriﬁed. Figure 2.31 plots
the BER performances of both the iteratively detected NSC-coded regular SP OFDM scheme
of Figure 2.1 and Table 2.12 using bit-to-symbol mappings of q = 0,1 and the IrSP OFDM
scheme having α0 = 0.61 and α1 = 0.39 employing diﬀerent number of iterations. The system2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 47
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Figure 2.26: BER performance comparison of the turbo-detected NSC coded SP-OFDM scheme with q = 7
employing an L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a sub-carriers spacing of one
and employing the system parameters listed in Table 2.12 and using diﬀerent interleaver depths at the iteration
index of It = 8.
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Figure 2.27: BER performance comparison of SP-OFDM using the mapping q = 0,6,5,8,9 of Tables 2.1 to
2.10 at the iteration index of It = 8, when employing the system parameters of Table 2.12.2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 48
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Figure 2.28: BER performance comparison of SP-OFDM using the mapping q = 1,7,3,4,2 outlined in Table
2.12 at the iteration index of It = 8, when employing the system parameters of Table 2.12
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Figure 2.29: BER performance comparison of SP-OFDM for q = 7 and L = 16 at OFDM-symbol-normalized
Doppler frequencies of fD = 0.1,0.01 and 0.001 at the iteration index of It = 8.2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 49
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Figure 2.30: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected NSC coded irregular SP-OFDM scheme
transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a FD spacing of
four sub-carriers at Eb/N0 = 4dB and Eb/N0 = 5dB, when employing the system parameters
of Table 2.12
communicated over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel having an OFDM-symbol-normalized
Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001 and an interleaver length of D = 1,310,720 bits. As seen
in Figure 2.31, the optimized irregular SP-OFDM scheme exhibits a better trade-oﬀ between
the operational SNR value and the slow-down in the BER reduction in comparison to the
bit-to-symbol mappings of q = 0 and q = 1 outlined in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 . Explicitly, the
optimized irregular SP-OFDM scheme requires an operational SNR value of Eb/N0 = 4.4dB,
which agrees with the EXIT curve of Figure 2.30. By contrast, the SP-OFDM scheme using
the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 0 exhibits a ﬂat EXIT curve, regardless of the SNR value.
The SP-OFDM scheme using bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 1 exhibits a fast BER reduction,
when the SNR value is suﬃciently high, such as for example Eb/N0 = 6.5dB. However, the
associated BER performance is poor at low SNR values as seen in Figure 2.31. By contrast,
the slow-down in the BER reduction of the proposed irregular SP-OFDM scheme is acceptable
for the bit-to-symbol mappings of q = 0 and q = 1, even at low SNR values. Compared to the
bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 8 in Figure 2.27 and to the q = 4 scenario of Figure 2.28, the
optimized IrSP scheme attains a similar performance.2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 50
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Figure 2.31: BER performance comparison of regularSP-OFDM scheme of mapping q = 0,1 and the optimized
irregular SP-OFDM at the iteration index of It = 8.
In order to further demonstrate the beneﬁts of the IrSP scheme, we provide another example
of the IrSP arrangement’s ability to match the EXIT curve of the outer RSC code. The
optimization aim is the same as before, namely that of striking the best trade-oﬀ between having
a fast BER reduction and a low operational SNR value for the transmission over a correlated
Rayleigh channel having an OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001. The
resultant parameters of the optimized IrSP OFDM scheme are α0 = 0.51 and α1 = 0.49.
The associated EXIT cuves and the Monte-Carlo simulation based decoding trajectories at
Eb/N0 = 4dB and Eb/N0 = 5dB are portrayed in Figure 2.32. We can see in Figure 2.32 that
the decoding trajectories evolve within the open detection tunnel between the EXIT curves of
the optimized irregular SP demapper and the channel decoder while closely matching them.
Furthermore, as expected the optimized EXIT curve of the IrSP OFDM scheme is again, nearly
parallel to the middle section of that belonging to the RSC channel decoder.
Figure 2.33 plots the corresponding BER performance curves of the optimized IrSP OFDM
scheme in conjunction with the RSC channel decoder employing iterative detection. As bench-
marks, the BER performance of the regular SP OFDM schemes using the bit-to-symbol map-
pings of q = 0 and q = 1 outlined in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are also depicted in Figure 2.33, when
communicating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel having an OFDM-symbol-normalized
Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001 and an interleaver length of D = 1,310,720 bits. It is seen2.8. Performance of SP-Aided OFDM 51
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Figure 2.32: Decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected RSC coded irregular SP-OFDM scheme
transmitting L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a FD spacing of
four sub-carriers at Eb/N0 = 4,5dB, when employing the system parameters listed in Table
2.12
in Figure 2.33 that the optimized irregular SP-OFDM scheme exhibits again a better trade-
oﬀ between the operational SNR value and the slow-down in the BER reduction, than the
benchmarks. The optimized irregular SP-OFDM scheme requires an operational SNR value of
Eb/N0 = 4.5dB, as predicted by its EXIT curve in Figure 2.32. By contrast, observe in Figure
2.33 that the SP-OFDM scheme employing the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 0 outlined in
Table 2.1 exhibits a near ﬂat performance curve upong increasing both the SNR value as well
as the iteration index and the bit-to-symbol mapping scheme of q = 1 has a fast BER reduc-
tion at suﬃciently high SNRs, such as for example Eb/N0 = 6.5dB. However, as evidenced
by Figure 2.33, the associated BER performance at low SNRs remains poor. To elabarate a
little further, observe in Figure 2.33 that the slow-down in the BER reduction of the proposed
irregular SP-OFDM scheme is at an acceptable value, which is between those of the regular
SP-OFDM schemes of bit-to-symbol mapping q = 0 and q = 1, while the BER performance
maintained at low SNR values is adequate.2.9. Conclusions 52
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Figure 2.33: BER performance comparison of both the regular SP-OFDM scheme of mapping q = 0,1 and
the optimized irregular SP-OFDM for matching the RSC channel decoder at the iteration index of It = 8.
2.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed the novel system of Figure 2.1 that exploits the advantages of both
iterative detection and SP-OFDM along with its regular and irregular construction methods
employing the diﬀerent SPTSCM patterns of Table 2.11. The proposed SP-OFDM scheme
beneﬁts from the available FD or TD diversity exhibited by a fading channel, provided that
the L = 16-ary SP symbols are conveyed by subcarriers having uncorrelated FDCHTFs. This
was ensured by a FD spacing of four subcarriers or by a suﬃciently high TD spacing of the
pair of QPSK symbols mapped to a SP symbol. Moreover, our investigations demonstrated
that signiﬁcant performance improvements may be achieved by employing SP-OFDM schemes
associated with the diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mapping methods of Tables 2.1 to 2.10 in conjunction
with iterative detection exchanging extrinsic information between the outer channel decoder and
the demapper of Figure 2.1, as compared to the identical-throughput QPSK-OFDM system of
Figure 2.2. Subsequently, EXIT charts were used to investigate the convergence charateristics
of the SP-OFDM scheme using diﬀerent SP construction regimes of Tables 2.1 to 2.10 and
SPTSCM arrangements of Table 2.11. Those techniques allowed us to search for the speciﬁc
bit-to-symbol mapping that converges at a low Eb/N0 value, to design an optimized IrSP scheme
in conjunction with diﬀerent channel decoders and to ﬁnd the appropriate FD spacing of the
SPTSCM pattern for sake of improving the attainable channel capacity. Although the variety2.9. Conclusions 53
of diﬀerent bit-to-symbol SP-OFDM mappings considered is capable of covering a wide region
of the EXIT plane, for the sake of matching diverse outer code EXIT curves, it is more simple
to adopt the IrSP matching procedure of Section 2.4.2, which replaces the exhausive search
for the speciﬁc mapper, which arrives at the best trade-oﬀ between low-SNR operation and
a fast BER reduction. Furthermore, observe in Figure 2.20 that when using an appropriate
SPTSCM mapping scheme at the iteration index of It = 8, an Eb/N0 gain of about 4.5dB
and a capacity gain enhancement of 0.3bit/s/Hz were obtained by the 1/2-rate NSC coded
SP-OFDM using the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 7 outlined in Table 2.8 over the identical-
throughput QPSK-OFDM benchmarker scheme of Figure 2.2. Moreover, recall from Figure
2.28 that the bit-to-symbol mapping of q = 1 employed in the iteratively detected SP-OFDM
scheme having a FD spacing of four sub-carriers in conjunction with a 1/2-rate NSC code is
capable of performing within 2.3dB of the maximum achievable rate limit obtained using EXIT
charts at Eb/N0 = 10−6.
In summary, the iteratively detected convolutional coded SP-OFDM scheme of Figure 2.1
was described in Section 2.2. The construction of SP signals was introduced in Figure 2.6 of
Section 2.4, where both the regular SP and the irregular SP formations were detailed in Sections
2.4.1 and 2.4.2, repectively. Since the IrSP arrangement of Section 2.4.2 is more ﬂexible than
the regular one, it can be tailored for various speciﬁc optimization targets such as arriving at
the best trade-oﬀ between low SNR operation and a fast BER reduction. As the best possible
upperbound performance limit, the DCMC capacity of this system was formulated in Section
2.6, where the correlation between diﬀerent sub-carriers conveying the two QPSK symbols of a
SP symbol were considered. For the sake of obtaining a higher achievable DCMC capacity, it was
found in Section 2.6 that the correlation between the subcarriers conveying a SP symbol should
be as low as possible. Consequently, observe in Figure 2.1 that the SPTSCM component was
introduced for satisfying this aim, which is capable of providing an approximately 0.15bit/s/Hz
DCMC capacity beneﬁt. In Section 2.7, we showed how the SP-OFDM demapper was derived
for exploiting the a priori information provided by the channel decoder upon simultaneously
considering the correlation between the subcarriers coveying the two QPSK symbols of a SP
symbol, which is essential for iterative detection. Subsequently, the simulated performance was
recorded in Section 2.8 for diﬀerent conﬁgured SP-OFDM schemes such as those using diﬀerent
SPTSCM regimes of Table 2.11, when experiencing a fading channel having diﬀerent Doppler
frequencies. The diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol mappings of q = 0− > 9 outlined in Tables 2.1 to
2.10 or the IrSP scheme as equipped with interleavers having diﬀerent depths were investigated
in Section 2.8.
Finally, Tables 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 present the achievable coding gains as well as the Eb/N0
distance from the maximum achievable rate limit of the iteratively detected NSC-coded SP-2.9. Conclusions 54
SP-OFDM scheme Coding Gain Distance from
L = 16, M = 2, q = 7 and fD = 0.001 DCMC capacity
SP Subcarrier FD spacing of one 3.5dB 3.6dB
SP Subcarrier FD spacing of two 4.3dB 3.2dB
SP Subcarrier FD spacing of four 4.5dB 3.1dB
SP Subcarrier FD spacing of sixteen 4.5dB 3.1dB
Table 2.13: Iteratively-detected NSC-coded SP-OFDM scheme coding gain and distance from maximum
achivable rate limit at BER = 10−4 upon increasing the SP subcarrier FD spacing, when employing an L = 16-
ary SP symbols of mapping q = 7 conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers over a fading channel with OFDM-symbol-
normalized Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001 having a interleaver depth of D = 1,310,720.
.
SP-OFDM scheme Coding Gain Distance from
L = 16, M = 2, q = 7 DCMC capacity
Subcarrier TD spacing of one
SP fD = 0.1 4.3dB 3.6dB
SP fD = 0.01 4.1dB 3.7dB
SP fD = 0.001 2.5dB 5.1dB
Table 2.14: Iteratively-detected NSC-coded SP-OFDM scheme coding gain and distance from maximum achiv-
able rate limit at BER = 10−4 upon experiencing a fading channel with diﬀerent OFDM-symbol-normalized
Doppler frequency values, when employing an L = 16-ary SP symbols of mapping q = 7 conveyed by M = 2
sub-carriers having a sub-carriers TD spacing of one and using a interleaver depth of D = 1,310,720.
OFDM system. Observe in the Table 2.13 that the FD spacing of the subcarriers conveying a
SP symbol was gradually increased. We considered fading channels having diﬀerent OFDM-
symbol-normalized Doppler frequencies and employing diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol mappings
and used the AGM based QPSK-OFDM benchmarker of Figure 2.2.2.9. Conclusions 55
SP-OFDM scheme Coding Gain Distance from
L = 16, M = 2, fD = 0.001 DCMC capacity
Subcarrier FD spacing of four
SP q = 0 2.8dB 4.6dB
SP q = 6 3.3dB 4.1dB
SP q = 5 3.5dB 3.7dB
SP q = 8 4.2dB 2.8dB
SP q = 9 4.4dB 2.4dB
SP q = 2 4.4dB 2.4dB
SP q = 4 4.7dB 2.1dB
SP q = 3 4.6dB 2.2dB
SP q = 7 4.5dB 2.4dB
SP q = 1 4.4dB 2.5dB
Table 2.15: Iteratively-detected NSC-coded SP-OFDM scheme coding gain and distance from maximum
achivable rate limit at BER = 10−4 upon varying SP symbol construction algorithms, when employing an
L = 16-ary SP symbols conveyed by M = 2 sub-carriers having a sub-carriers FD spacing of four over a
fading channel with OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency of fD = 0.001 having a interleaver depth of
D = 1,310,720.Chapter 3
OFDM SDMA Uplink Multiuser Turbo
Detectors
3.1 Introduction
Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) aided Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) exhibits a substantially higher achievable system capacity than conventional single-
antenna aided systems as a beneﬁt of employing antenna arrays . This is achieved by allowing
the users to communicate within the same time-slot and frequency band, diﬀerentiating them
with the aid of their unique user-speciﬁc Channel Impulse Response (CIR) [72, 112]. The
classic Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) aided Multi User Detector (MUD) constitutes an
attractive low-complexity design, when the number of uplink Mobile Station (MS) transmitters
is lower than the number of Base Station (BS) antennas and hence the resultant normalized
system load is lower than unity. However, the MMSE MUD becomes unable to diﬀerentiate
the users, when the number of MS transmitters exceeds that of the BS’s receiver antennas.
The turbo detection principle was introduced by Berrou et al. in [100] in the context
of iteratively decoding two parallel concatenated convolutional codes jointly referred to as a
turbo-code. His work has later found applications in channel coding [101], channel estimation,
equalization [101] and MUD [101,102].
The so-called turbo MUD facilitates the exchange of extrinsic information between the
MUD and the concatenated channel decoders. More explicitly, the popular MMSE detector
can be conveniently combined with Interference Cancellation (IC) [101,112] in order to create
attractive turbo MUDs by employing the covariance matrix of the estimated transmit signals
to represent the extrinsic information forwarded to the MUD by channel decoders. However,
when supporting a higher number of users than the number of receiver antennas, the resultant
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channel matrix becomes rank-deﬁcient and hence the MMSE SDMA MUD falters. In this
rank-deﬁcient scenario the phasors are not linearly separable at the channel’s output and only
non-linear SDMA MUDs [112,127,128] have the ability to perform adequately.
The conceptually appealing, but computationally demanding Maximum Likelihood (ML)
MUD’s complexity increases exponentially with both the number of users as well as with the
number of bits per modulated symbol [112]. Hence in [129] genetic algorithms were used for
searching through a small fraction of the ML MUD’s search space using the ML objective
function and yet ﬁnding the ML MUD’s weight vector with a high probability. As another
powerful near-ML solution, in Chapter 10 of [64], the Optimum Hierarchy Reduced Search
Algorithm (OHRSA) based Sphere Decoder (SD) was proposed, while in [127] the radically
new Minimum Bit Error Rate (MBER) MUD was invoked for SDMA OFDM systems.
Hence, in this chapter, we will propose a range of novel turbo soft-in-soft-out (SISO) MUDs
and investigate their performance in comparison to iterative MMSE algorithms employed as the
benchmark scheme in the context of SDMA OFDM using Recursive Systematic Convolutional
(RSC) codes. We assume that perfect Channel State Information (CSI) is available at the
receiver.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 the system model
including the iterative detector is introduced and the information ﬂow during the iterative
detection process is outlined. In Section 3.3 EXtrinsic Information Transfer-function (EXIT)
Charts are introduced, which are employed throughout the chapter for analyzing the charac-
teristic behavior of diﬀerent turbo SISO detectors. The diﬀerent turbo MUD algorithms are
introduced and investigated in terms of that complexity and simulated performance in Section
3.4. Finally, we conclude our discourse in Section 3.5.
3.2 System Model
The SDMA uplink (UL) transmission structure is depicted in Figure 3.1. More speciﬁcally,
each of the L simultaneous MSs employs a convolutional encoder and a single UL transmission
antenna, while the BS’s UL receiver is equipped with a P-element antenna array. As seen in
Figure 3.1, the complex-valued UL signals, xp[n,k],p ∈ 1,...,P received from the P-element
antenna array in the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM symbol are given by the superposition
of the independently faded signals corresponding to the L UL users sharing the same frequency
band, which are also contaminated by the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) encountered
at the array elements [112]. The indices [n,k] have been omitted for notational convenience3.3. Extrinsic Information Transfer Chart Analysis of the Turbo MUD 59
Figure 3.1, where l ∈ 1,...,L, is generated by deducting the a priori information Lc,a(sl)
from the a posteriori output Lc,p(sl) and then interleaved, before it is fed back to the MUD
as the a priori information Lm,a(sl), in order to complete a full iteration. The subscript l of
the soft information L in Figure 3.1 indicates that it belongs to sl. The usual interleavers
and de-interleavers separating the MUD and the channel decoders of Figure 3.1 render the
distribution of information fed into the MUD and channel decoders independent of each other,
which improves the beneﬁts of the extrinsic information generated in terms of the achievable
iteration gain.
When employing BPSK modulation, the a posteriori information of the l-th user’s trans-
mitted bit sl generated by the SISO MUD is expressed in terms of Log Likelihood Ratios (LLR)
as:
L
m,p(sl) = ln
P(sl = +1|ˆ sl)
P(sl = −1|ˆ sl)
= ln
P(ˆ sl|sl = +1)
P(ˆ sl|sl = −1)
+ ln
P(sl = +1)
P(sl = −1)
= L
m,e(sl) + L
m,a(sl), (3.2)
where the a posteriori information seen in Figure 3.1 is given by the sum of the extrinsic in-
formation and a priori information. More explicitly, Lm,e(sl) in Equation (3.2) is the extrinsic
information, which is fed into the channel decoder of Figure 3.1 after de-interleaving, while
the second term denoted by Lm,a(sl) represents the a priori information related to the inter-
leaved encoded bits sl. Since no a priori information is available for the MUD during the ﬁrst
iteration, we have Lm,a(sl) = 0. During the following iterations, the a priori information of
the MUD is generated by interleaving the extrinsic information of the channel decoder, gained
by subtracting its a priori information Lc,a(sl) from its a posteriori information Lc,p(sl), as
depicted in Figure 3.1.
3.3 Extrinsic Information Transfer Chart Analysis of the
Turbo MUD
As outlined in Section 2.3, the basic idea of EXIT chart analysis is as follows. Firstly, the
interleaver seen in Figure 3.1 is employed to isolate the MUD and the channel decoders, which
guarantees that the extrinsic information fed into each of the components is suﬃciently inde-
pendent. Secondly, since the mutual information is a function of the entire PDF, rather than
of the instantaneous extrinsic information, having Gaussian distributed extrinsic information
is not essential. Therefore, EXIT chart analysis can be applied to multiuser detection, despite3.3.1. EXIT Chart Based BER Estimation 60
the potentially non-Gaussian mutual information distribution at the output of the proposed
MUDs.
In order to invoke EXIT chart analysis, we generate the EXIT curves of the MUD and
channel decoders ﬁrst. Since the individual users’ signals interfere with each other and in-
ﬂuence each other’s a priori mutual information IA and extrinsic mutual information IE, an
L-dimensional EXIT chart would be required. In order to circumvent this problem and hence
allow us to plot the EXIT curves for a multi-user communication system in a two-dimensional,
rather than L-dimensional plane, the average of all the users’ mutual information is required.
Provided that the average of each Channel Impulse Response (CIR) tap as well as each user’s
bit energy (Eb) to noise power spectral density (N0) ratio, which we also refer to as the Signal-
to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) per bit, may be deemed similar, these assumptions may be judiciously
exploited for the sake of simplifying the L-user EXIT chart analysis. Otherwise L-dimensional
EXIT charts would have to be employed, which is no longer visually appealing.
Since the output of one of the constituent detectors is the input of the other, we plot the
EXIT curves in the same EXIT plane having coordinate axes of (IMUD,A = ICC,E), (ICC,A =
IMUD,E). The EXIT chart curves are derived by experimentally changing the values of σl
in Equation 2.4 to calculate pairs of values (IA,MUD,IE,CC), (IA,CC,IE,MUD), for example as
shown as Figure 3.2. The stair-case-shaped lines are referred to as the Monte-Carlo simulation
based detection trajectory, representing the mutual information transition during each of the
iterations. When there is a so-called open tunnel between the EXIT curves of the MUD
and the channel decoder, convergence to the (1,1) point becomes possible, which suggests
that in the presence of perfect a priori information of IA = 1 perfect extrinsic information is
generated. This then leads to a potentially inﬁnitesimally low BER and hence a near-single-
user performance may be attained. The decoding trajectory explicitly shows the number of
iterations required in order to obtain the best possible performance.
3.3.1 EXIT Chart Based BER Estimation
When the Gaussian distribution assumption is valid for the PDF of LLRs, the mutual infor-
mation of IE or IA, calculated between either the extrinsic or the a priori information and the
bipolar bits, respectively, becomes the function of a single parameter, namely that of the LLR
variance σ2
LLR [103], which is formulated as:
I(σLLR) = 1 −
  ∞
−∞
e−(x−σ2
LLR/2)2/2σ2
LLR
√
2πσLLR
  log2 (1 + e
−x)dx. (3.3)
Since the function I(σLLR) is monotonically increasing, it is invertible. This property can
be exploited to predict the BER attained by the system after a certain number of iterations,3.3.1. EXIT Chart Based BER Estimation 61
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Figure 3.2: EXIT chart example for an iterative MUD.
because the higher the mutual information, the lower the BER. The a posteriori information
Lc,p(sl) of the coded bits at the output of the channel decoder is written as the sum of the
extrinsic information Lc,e(sl) and the a priori information Lc,a(sl), as seen in Figure 3.1. For
the sake of simplifying the BER estimation, we assume that both the extrinsic information
Lc,e(sl) and the a priori information Lc,a(sl) is Gaussian distributed with the variance of σ2
e or
σ2
a, respectively. Thus, the decoder’s soft output Lc,p(sl) used for the ﬁnal decision concerning
the encoded bits is also Gaussian distributed with a variance of σ2
p and a mean of   = σ2
p/2.
Then the channel coded bit error probability can be written as [103]
Pb ≈ Q
 σp
2
 
. (3.4)
If perfect independence between the extrinsic information and the a priori information is as-
sumed, we have σ2
p = σ2
e + σ2
a. The variance of either σ2
e or σ2
a can be derived by substituting
Lc,e(sl) or Lc,a(sl) into the inverse function of Equation(3.3), respectively.
In Table 3.1, we compare the estimated channel coded BER results obtained from the
EXIT chart of Figure 3.2 to the simulation results characterizing a speciﬁc turbo MUD at
Eb/N0 = 4dB for a two-antenna aided six-user system. The table illustrates that as expected,
the BER estimation employing the Gaussian mutual information approximation is reasonably
accurate, although for a lower number of users, when the conditions of the central limit theorem
are not satisﬁed, the accuracy of this approximation is expected to degrade.3.3.2. EXIT Chart Based Convergence Analysis 62
Iteration Index Lc,e σe Lc,a σa Estimated BER Simulated BER
1 0.37278 1.64 0.460664 1.92 1.03×10−1 1.322×10−1
2 0.662562 2.62 0.548531 2.12 4.60×10−2 4.942×10−2
3 0.864274 3.61 0.627296 2.47 1.44×10−2 1.439×10−2
4 0.939851 4.35 0.681165 2.65 5.4×10−3 5.119×10−3
5 0.957194 4.52 0.701559 2.73 4.1×10−3 3.722×10−3
6 0.960455 4.61 0.705946 2.75 3.6×10−3 3.355×10−3
Table 3.1: Comparison of BER Estimation From the EXIT Charts and Simulation Results.
3.3.2 EXIT Chart Based Convergence Analysis
In Figure 3.2, we plot both the EXIT charts and the simulated detection trajectories of a
speciﬁc turbo receiver operating in the challinging rank-deﬁcient scenario of supporting L = 6
users with the aid of P = 2 receiver antenna elements, when a separate channel decoder is
employed by each uplink user. We denote the a priori information and extrinsic information
of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and I(E,MUD), respectively, while the corresponding quantities of the
channel decoder by I(A,CC) and I(E,CC), respectively. The dashed lines in Figure 3.2 characterize
the EXIT curves of the proposed Bayesian turbo detector parameterized by the SNR, while the
dotted line represents that of the channel decoder. The simulated detection trajectories are also
shown in Figure 3.2 using a solid line marked with arrows. The iterative detection process starts
from the origin of Figure 3.2, which represents the absence of a priori information for the MUD.
Then the decoding trajectory traverses to the MUD’s EXIT curve in Figure 3.2, indicating that
valuable LLR information was generated by the MUD. The resultant extrinsic information is
forwarded to the channel decoders of Figure 3.1 and hence the Monte-Carlo simulation based
detection trajectory reaches the EXIT curve of the channel decoder, which demonstrates that
further extrinsic information is obtained from the SISO channel decoder assisted by the a priori
information gleaned from the MUD. During its further evolution, the trajectory traces up to the
MUD’s EXIT curve again, as a result of exploiting the extrinsic information extracted from the
channel decoder, which is fed back to the MUD and so forth. In other words, the Monte-Carlo
simulation based trajectory evolves in this manner within the open detection tunnel between
the EXIT curves of the MUD and the channel decoder, until it reaches the intersection of the
curves. Since the simulated detection trajectories closely follow the EXIT curves of the receiver
components, the validity of EXIT chart analysis is demonstrated.
When the average Eb/N0 value is insuﬃciently high, as seen for Eb/N0 = 2dB in Figure 3.2,
the trajectory is unable to reach the top-right corner of the EXIT chart, since it is curtailed3.3.3. EXIT Curve Gradient Analysis 63
after three iterations. By contrast, at Eb/N0 = 4dB, the decoding trajectory arrives at the
top-right corner, indicating that the MUD is capable of approaching the single-user bound.
Therefore, the convergence behavior of the concatenated iterative components can be pre-
dicted by the intersection of their EXIT curves without generating the Monte Carlo simulation
based decoding trajectory. If there is an open tunnel between the MUD’s and the channel de-
coder’s EXIT curve and the intersection between the EXIT curves of the MUD and the channel
decoder is near the top-right corner, the iterative detection process of the system will succeed
in approaching the single-user bound.
3.3.3 EXIT Curve Gradient Analysis
In this section, we will investigate the gradients of the EXIT curves for diﬀerent concatenated
components.
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Figure 3.3: EXIT characteristic of the NSC, RSC and LDPC channel decoders along with those
of the SIC-MBER and Bayesian MUDs in a two-antenna six-user scenario.
In Figure 3.3, the EXIT charts of three diﬀerent channel decoders are shown. Explicitly, a
Non-Systematic Convolutional (NSC) code and a Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC)
code having the generator polynomials of (15,17) and (13,6) expressed in terms of their oc-3.3.3. EXIT Curve Gradient Analysis 64
tal representation are characterized along with a half-rate binary Low Density Parity Check
(LDPC) code. The LDPC code has a column weight of 3 and the maximum number of internal
decoding iterations was set to 8, but there was no information exchange between the LDPC
decoder and the MUD. The EXIT characteristics of the Bayesian MUD are also shown at
Eb/N0 = 1dB,3dB,5dB,7dB, when supporting L = 6 users. The arrows indicate the intercept
points of the channel decoders and the Bayesian MUD at diﬀerent SNRs. Figure 3.4 portrays
the calculated gradients of all these curves for the MUD and for the diﬀerent channel decoders
characterized in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Gradients of the EXIT curves for the NSC, RSC and LDPC channel decoders and
for the Bayesian MUD at Eb/N0 = 3dB.
As the abscissa of Figure 3.3 increases from zero to unity, the EXIT curve’s gradient recorded
for the channel decoders decreases from a high value to its minimum value and then increases
again to a high value, while the EXIT curve’s gradient plotted for the MUD changes slowly or
remains near-constant in the particular case shown in Figure 3.3. Furthermore, the gradient
of the MUD does not substantially change with the SNR value. To avoid obfuscating details,
the MUD’s gradient was only printed for SNR Eb/N0 = 3dB in Figure 3.4. Hence, we can
divide the EXIT curve of a channel decoder into three characteristic regions according to its
gradient. The channel code exhibiting the lowest gradient in the central region potentially
oﬀers a lower residual BER, at the cost of emerging from a higher ordinate value of I(E,MUD)3.4. Turbo Multiuser Detection Algorithms 65
at the left of Figure 3.3, i.e. at I(A,MUD) = 0. This leads to an increased BER when the SNR
is low, as seen as for example at Eb/N0 = 1dB in Figure 3.3, where the RSC code has the best
performance, followed by the NSC and then the LDPC code. It is also important to note in
Figure 3.3 that the LDPC code’s curve evolves from a higher IE point at IA = 0 owing to its
better error correction capability achieved as a beneﬁt of its higher complexity. However, it
fails to approach the (1,1) point in Figure 3.3 as closely as the NSC as well as RSC codes and
hence it is expected to have a higher error ﬂoor.
We can also infer that if the minimum EXIT-chart gradient value of a speciﬁc channel
decoder is lower than that of the MUD, there will be an open EXIT-tunnel, leading to a BER
versus SNR ”waterfall” region and hence to an inﬁnitesimally low BER. The best matching
between the EXIT curves of the MUD and channel decoders is achieved by minimizing the
diﬀerence of the gradients between that of the channel decoder’s EXIT curve and that of the
MUD’s EXIT curve.
The best-matching channel decoder for a speciﬁc MUD can be found for example by using
the Irregular Convolutional Codes (IRCC) derived in [130]. More explicitly, this procedure
allows us to shape the IRCC scheme’s EXIT characteristic so that it matches that of the
MUD and hence provides an open EXIT-tunnel at low SNRs, hence potentially supporting
near-capacity operation.
3.4 Turbo Multiuser Detection Algorithms
In this section, we will investigate various turbo MUDs. The MMSE turbo MUD, which
minimizes the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the received and hard-decision based signals
will be presented ﬁrst. More speciﬁcally, the Complex-valued MMSE (CMMSE) [131] MUD
is considered. For BPSK scenarios, the so-called Real-valued MMSE (RMMSE) MUD [132]
was shown to be capable of enhancing the achievable performance of the system. Both of these
MMSE MUDs may be combined with soft interference cancellation [131]. We will also introduce
a novel soft interference cancelation aided MBER turbo MUD, which is capable of directly
minimizing the Bit Error Ratio (BER) and hence we refer to it as the SIC-MBER solution. For
the sake of reducing the inherently high complexity of the SIC-MBER MUD, we introduce a
Reduced-complexity MBER (RMBER) MUD, which imposes only a modest degradation of the
achievable BER performance. However, if this scheme is appropriately combined with other
turbo MUDs, then the associated performance degradation can be avoided. Finally, as the
ultimate benchmarker, the non-linear Bayesian MUD is introduced.
For the turbo MUDs employing soft interference cancellation combined with a linear detec-3.4.1. Soft IC Aided CMMSE Turbo MUD 66
tion, the symbol ˆ s
[i]
l of the l-th user estimated during the i-th decoding iteration can be written
as follows [131,133]:
ˆ s
[i]
l = ¯ s
[i]
l + v
[i]
l w
[i]
l
H
  (x − H¯ s
[i]), (3.5)
where the superscript [i] denotes the i-th decoding iteration. Furthermore, v
[i]
l is the a priori
variance of ˆ s
[i]
l given by [133]:
v
[i]
l = 1 − |¯ s
[i]
l |
2, (3.6)
¯ s
[i]
l is the l-th user’s a priori mean value and all the values ¯ s
[i]
l , l = 1...L of the L users
constitute the mean vector ¯ s[i] of the i-th decoding iteration, which is expressed as:
¯ s
[i]
l = tanh(
Lm,a,i−1
2
). (3.7)
Furthermore, w
[i]
l
H
is the Hermitian of the l-th column of the array weight matrix W[i] em-
ploying the CMMSE, the RMMSE or the MBER criterion. For notational simplicity, we have
omitted the superscript [i] from the variables ¯ sl, vl, wl and W during our forthcoming discourse.
3.4.1 Soft IC Aided CMMSE Turbo MUD
The Complexed-valued Minimum Mean-Squared Error (CMMSE) MUD is one of the most pop-
ular linear MUD algorithms, which minimizes the Complex-valued Minimum MSE (CMMSE)
metric for the l-th user expressed as:
JCMSE(wl) = E[|ˆ s
[i]
l − sl|
2], (3.8)
where ˆ s
[i]
l and sl are generally complex-valued.
Computing the gradient of JCMMSE(wl) and then seeking the weight vector associated with
a zero gradient, we arrive at the closed-form CMMSE array weight vector expression as [133]:
wl,CMMSE = (HVH
H + 2σ
2
nIP)
−1hl, (3.9)
assuming that σ2
l = 1, where V = diag[v1 ...vL], IP is a (P × P)-dimensional identity matrix,
and hl is the l-th column of the FDCHTF matrix H.
Assuming, that ˆ s
[i]
l obeys the Gaussian distribution with a mean of ¯ s
[i]
l and variance of v
[i]
l ,
the desired LLR extrinsic output may be expressed as [133]:
L
m,e,i(ˆ sl) =
(ˆ s
[i]
l − ¯ s
[i]
l )2
v
[i]
l
−
(ˆ s
[i]
l + ¯ s
[i]
l )2
v
[i]
l
=
4ℜ[wH
l,CMMSE(x − H¯ s[i] + ¯ s
[i]
l hl)]
1 − v
[i]
l ℜ[wH
l,CMMSEhl]
. (3.10)3.4.1. Soft IC Aided CMMSE Turbo MUD 67
3.4.1.1 Computational Complexity of the SIC-CMMSE Turbo Detector
The computational complexity associated with the SIC-MMSE detector has to be distinguished
between the ﬁrst and all subsequent iterations. During the ﬁrst iteration the computational
complexity imposed by the SIC-MMSE detector is identical to that associated with the classic
MMSE detector dispensing with a priori information. The number of real-valued multiplica-
tions plus additions required for the evaluation of the weight vector according to Equation (3.9)
can be shown to be 8PL2LN2
bit+8P 2+P +O(P 3), where Nbit is the number of bits represented
by a constellation point. For BPSK modulation, we have Nbit = 2. Once the weight vector
is calculated according Equation (3.9), the calculation of the output LLR value in Equation
(3.10) requires 10P + 4PNbitL + 1 operations of real-valued additions plus multiplications.
3.4.1.2 Simulated Performance of the SIC-CMMSE Turbo MUD
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Figure 3.5: SIC-CMMSE EXIT function for a system employing P = 2 receive antennas for
supporting L = 6 BPSK users. Additionally, the EXIT function of a NSC code using the octal
generator polynomial of [15, 17] is illustrated. The trajectories were recorded for an interleaver
length of 20,480 bits.
In Figure 3.5 the EXIT charts of an SIC-MMSE MUD and the simulated detection trajecto-
ries supporting L = 6 BPSK users with the aid of P = 2 receiver antenna elements are plotted.3.4.1. Soft IC Aided CMMSE Turbo MUD 68
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Figure 3.6: BER performance of the SIC-CMMSE MUD supporting L = 6 users with the aid
of P = 2 receive antennas.
The channel was assumed to be an uncorrelated, independent Rayleigh fading channel. Addi-
tionally, the EXIT function of a NSC code having an octally represented generator polynomial
of [15,17]8 is also illustrated. We denote the a priori information and extrinsic information
of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and I(E,MUD), respectively, while the corresponding quantities of the
channel decoder by I(A,CC) and I(E,CC), respectively.
It can be seen from Figure 3.5 that when the SNR value is suﬃciently high, such as for
example Eb/N0 = 6dB, the decoding trajectory arrives at the top-right corner, indicating that
the MUD is capable of approaching the single-user bound. By contrast, at Eb/N0 = 3dB,
the trajectory is unable to reach the top-right corner, since there is no open tunnel between
the MUD and the channel decoder. It is also seen in Figure 3.5 that the slope of the MUD’s
EXIT curve is similar to that of the channel decoder, thus the BER performance versus SNR
performance curve of the SIC-CMMSE MUD is expected to be quite steep, before merging with
the single-user BER curve, which is conﬁrmed by Figure 3.6.
The BER versus Eb/N0 performance recorded for the system of Figure 3.5 is shown in Figure
3.6 for diﬀerent numbers of iterations. It can be seen that the BER performance closely matches
the prediction of the EXIT chart analysis based on Figure 3.5. When we have Eb/N0 = 6dB,3.4.2. Soft IC Aided RMMSE Turbo MUD 69
the EXIT tunnel opens, and the resultant BER performance approaches that of the single-user
scenario.
3.4.2 Soft IC Aided RMMSE Turbo MUD
For BPSK modulation, the Real-valued Minimum Mean-Squared Error turbo Detector can be
employed. For BPSK modulated signals, the desired signal sl is real-valued and hence only
the real part of the estimated signal is required. Therefore, we minimize the MSE between
the real part of the estimated signal and the desired one. This allows us to dispense with the
unnecessary constraint imposed on the array weight matrix by minimizing Equation(3.8) and
will result in an improved BER performance. The Real-valued MSE (RMSE) is expressed as:
JRMSE(wl) = E[|ˆ s
[i]
l,R − sl|
2], (3.11)
where ˆ s
[i]
l,Ris the real part of the estimated signal ˆ s
[i]
l during the i-th decoding iteration.
As in the complex-valued scenario, setting the gradient of the cost function of Equation(3.11)
to zero will lead to a closed-form solution. In order to derive a closed-form weight vector
solution, the method of real-valued vertical matrix concatenation outlined in [132] is used,
yielding the vertically concatenated RMMSE weight vector:
wl,RMMSE,c = (HcVcH
T
c + σ
2
nI2P)
−1hl,c, (3.12)
assuming that σ2
l = 1, where hl is the l-th column of the FDCHTF matrix H and the subscript
c of the matrices indicates the vertical concatenation, deﬁned as:
U
¯
c =
 
ℜ[U
¯
]
ℑ[U
¯
]
 
, (3.13)
with U
¯
representing an arbitrary matrix, while ℜ[U
¯
] and ℑ[U
¯
] denote the real and imaginary
parts, respectively. Once the vertically concatenated RMMSE weight vector wl,RMMSE,c has
been derived, the RMMSE weight vector wl,RMMSE can be derived by ﬁnding the inverse of
the operator in Equation(3.13).
Assuming that the real part of ˆ s
[i]
l obeys a Gaussian distribution, the desired extrinsic LLR
output may be expressed as:
L
m,e,i(ˆ sl) =
2wT
l,c,RMMSE(xc − Hc¯ s[i] + ¯ s
[i]
l hl,c)
1 − wT
l,c,RMMSEhl,c
. (3.14)3.4.2. Soft IC Aided RMMSE Turbo MUD 70
3.4.2.1 Computational Complexity of the SIC-RMMSE Turbo MUD
The computational complexity associated with the SIC-RMMSE detector is again diﬀerent for
the ﬁrst and all subsequent iterations. During the ﬁrst iteration the computational complexity
imposed by the SIC-RMMSE detector is identical to that associated with the classic RMMSE
detector dispensing with a priori information. The number of operations including real-valued
multiplications and additions required for the evaluation of the weight vector according to
Equation (3.9) can be shown to be 32PL2L + 6P 2 + P + O(P 3). Once the weight vector is
calculated according Equation (3.9), the calculation of the output LLR value in Equation (3.10)
requires 10P + 8PL + 1 number of operations for real-valued additions plus multiplications.
3.4.2.2 Simulated Performance of the SIC-RMMSE Turbo MUD
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Figure 3.7: SIC-RMMSE EXIT function for a system employing P = 2 receive antennas for
supporting L = 6 BPSK users. Additionally, the EXIT function of a NSC code using the
generator polynomial of [15,17]8 is illustrated. The trajectories were recorded for an interleaver
length of 20,480 bits.
In Figure 3.7 the EXIT charts of an SIC-RMMSE MUD and the simulated detection tra-
jectories are plotted, when supporting L = 6 users with the aid of P = 2 receiver antenna
elements. The modulation scheme considered was BPSK and the channel was assumed to be3.4.2. Soft IC Aided RMMSE Turbo MUD 71
an uncorrelated, independent Rayleigh fading channel. Additionally, the EXIT function of a
NSC code having an octally represented generator polynomial of [15,17]8 is also illustrated.
We denote the a priori information and extrinsic information of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and
I(E,MUD), respectively, while the corresponding quantities of the channel decoder by I(A,CC)
and I(E,CC), respectively.
It can be seen from Figure 3.7 that when the SNR value is suﬃciently high, such as for
example Eb/N0 = 4dB, the decoding trajectory arrives at the top-right corner, indicating that
the MUD is capable of approaching the single-user bound. By contrast, at Eb/N0 = 2dB, the
trajectory is unable to reach the top-right corner, since there is no open EXIT tunnel between
the EXIT curves of the MUD and the channel decoder. It is also seen in Figure 3.7 that the
slope of the MUD’s EXIT curve is less steep than that of the channel decoder, thus the BER
performance of the SIC-RMMSE MUD is expected to only gradually approach the single-user
BER, which is conﬁrmed by Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: BER performance of the SIC-RMMSE MUD supporting L = 6 users with the aid
of P = 2 number of receive antennas.
The BER versus Eb/N0 performance recorded for the system of Figure 3.7 is shown in Figure
3.8 for diﬀerent numbers of iterations. It can be seen that the BER performance closely matches
the prediction of the EXIT charts analysis based on Figure 3.7. When we have Eb/N0 = 4dB,
an open convergece tunnel was observed and hence the BER performance approaches the single-3.4.3. Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD 72
user BER. However, an error ﬂoor is observed in Figure 3.7, which is also conﬁrmed by Figure
3.8.
3.4.3 Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD
The most often used Quality-of-Service (QoS) metric in communications is the BER and hence
we may argue that it is more judicious to directly minimize the BER rather than the MSE. The
conventional Minimum Bit-Error Rate (MBER) approach dispensing with turbo iterations was
outlined for example in [127,134]. A substantial diﬀerence of the process between generating
the MBER weight vectors and the MMSE solutions is that at the time of writing there is no
closed-form solution for the weight vector minimizing the MBER cost function. Hence, the
minimum of the MBER cost function can be found for example by the Conjugate Gradient
(CG) algorithm or by Genetic Algorithms (GA), which were used in [127,134]. When the a
priori information concerning the likelihood of all the legitimate Nb = 2L number of BPSK
modulated L-user bit sequences becomes available, the MBER weight optimization process is
becoming similar to the non-iterative MBER MUD, which dispenses with a priori information,
except for a few diﬀerences that are outlined below. The l-th user’s MBER array weight vector
solution is deﬁned as:
wl,MBER = arg min
wl
PE(wl). (3.15)
Given the a priori information concerning the likelihood of all the legitimate Nb = 2L
number of BPSK modulated L-user bit sequences ˘ b(j), j ∈ 1,...,Nb, the probability of error
PE encountered at the MUD’s output regarding the transmitted BPSK-modulated bits ˘ b
(j)
l ∈
{±1}, j ∈ 1,...,Nb of user l, which constitutes the resultant MBER cost function, can be
written as [107]:
PE(¯ wl) =
Nb  
j=1
P(s
(j)) Q
 
sgn(˘ b
(j)
l )   ℜ[¯ ˆ s
(j)
l ]
σn
 
, (3.16)
with
¯ ˆ s
(j)
l = ¯ sl + vl ¯ w
H
l H(˘ b
(j) − ¯ s), (3.17)
which is the noiseless center of the l-th user’s estimated symbol after soft interference can-
cellation, when the j-th legitimate BPSK bit sequence is transmitted. Furthermore, 2σ2
n in
Equation(3.16) is the variance of the noise, and ¯ wl is the unity-norm normalized weight vector,
while P(s(j)) is the a priori information to be deﬁned more explicitly below.3.4.3. Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD 73
Provided that the convolutional encoded bits of all L users are independent, the probability
P(s(j)) can be expressed as :
P(s
(j)) =
L  
l=1
P(s
(j)
l ),j ∈ 1,...,Nb, (3.18)
where P(s
(j)
l ) represents the probabilities of either P(s
(j)
l = 1) or P(s
(j)
l = 0), depending on
the l-th user’s bit at the j-th bit position j ∈ 1,...,Nb = 2L of the L-user transmitted symbol
vector, which is the a priori information provided by the l-th user’s SISO channel decoder,
gleaned from the knowledge of the surrounding bits.
However, in contrast to the closed-form CMMSE solutions of Equation(3.9), no closed-form
MUD weight solution exists for the MBER MUD. Therefore, diﬀerent techniques based on
the CG algorithm and on GAs have been proposed for approaching the exact MBER solution
[127,128,134]. The gradient of the BER cost function employing a priori information is given
by [107]
∇¯ wlPE(¯ wl) =
1
√
2πσn
 
Nb  
j=1
P(s
(j)) e
 
−
(ℜ[¯ ˆ s(j)
l ])2
2σ2
n
!
 sgn(˘ b
(j)
l )   (¯ wl¯ ˆ s
(j)
l − vlH(˘ b
(j) −¯ s)), (3.19)
which may be used by gradient based techniques for generating the weights of the MBER turbo
MUD.
Once the MBER weight matrix has been obtained, the soft a posteriori information of the
MBER turbo MUD associated with the l-th user can be written as:
L
m,p(ˆ sl) = ln
P(sl = +1|ˆ sl)
P(sl = −1|ˆ sl)
= ln
P(ˆ sl,sl = +1)
P(ˆ sl,sl = −1)
= ln
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =+1 P(s(j)) e
 
−
(ℜ[ˆ sl−¯ ˆ s(j)
l ])2
2σ2
n
!
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =−1 P(s(j)) e
 
−
(ℜ[ˆ sl−¯ ˆ s
(j)
l ])2
2σ2
n
!, (3.20)
where all the notations are deﬁned as before, and the exponential term e
 
−
(ℜ[ˆ sl−¯ ˆ s
(j)
l ])2
2σ2
n
!
corre-
sponds to the noiseless center of the l-th user’s estimated symbol, when considering the j-th
legitimate BPSK bit sequence transmitted. Therefore, the summation of all the terms in both
the numerator and denominator of Equation 3.20 is constituted by a Gaussian mixture, rather3.4.3. Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD 74
than by a single Gaussian distribution. This is the beneﬁt of the MBER MUD in contrast to
both the RMMSE and CMMSE solutions.
Upon substituting Equation(3.5) and Equation(3.17) into Equation(3.20), we arrive at:
L
m,p(ˆ sl) = ln
P(sl = +1|ˆ sl)
P(sl = −1|ˆ sl)
= ln
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =+1 P(s(j)) e
„
−
(ℜ[vl ¯ wH
l (x−H˘ b(j)])2
2σ2
n
«
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =−1 P(s(j)) e
„
−
(ℜ[vl ¯ wH
l (x−H˘ b(j)])2
2σ2
n
«. (3.21)
During the ﬁrst iteration no a priori information is available, hence all the probabilities P(s
(j)
l ),
j ∈ 1,...,Nb, l ∈ 1,...,L are set to 1/2, resulting in Lm,a(sl) = 0.
The extrinsic information Lm,e(sl), l ∈ 1,...,L attained by subtracting the a priori in-
formation Lm,a(sl) from the MUD’s soft output Lm,p(sl) is de-interleaved and then forwarded
to the SISO channel decoders to derive the a posteriori information Lc,p(sl), as seen in Fig-
ure 3.1. The extrinsic information Lc,e(sl), l ∈ 1,...,L to be supplied to the MBER MUD
after interleaving for the next iteration is generated by removing Lc,a(sl) from Lc,p(sl), again,
as demonstrated in Figure 3.1.
3.4.3.1 Reduced-Complexity MBER Turbo MUD
Observe in Equation(3.21) that in the SIC-MBER turbo MUD, the calculation of the MBER
weight vectors based on the a priori information Lm,a(sl), l ∈ 1,...,L is necessary during every
iteration and thus it imposes a high complexity. On the other hand, we realized that the a
priori information P(s(j)) in Equation(3.21) dominates the extrinsic information contribution
to the output LLRs. Hence, if the MBER weight matrix is only calculated once during the
ﬁrst iteration and then it is used during the following iterations, this will lead to a signiﬁcantly
reduced complexity at the cost of approximating the LLRs, which only slightly degrading the
achievable system performance. This method is referred to here as the Reduced-complexity
MBER (RMBER) solution.
The RMBER technique can also be combined with other MUDs, such as the CMMSE turbo
MUD. This potentially enables us to eliminate the above-mentioned performance loss imposed,
which will be illustrated more explicitly in Section 3.4.3.5.
3.4.3.2 Computational Complexity of the SIC-MBER Turbo Detector
The computational complexity required for the detection of a single transmitted bit can be
approximated as i[Ngrad(Nb/2)C∇PE +(Nb −1)]+Nb[2P(2L−1)+ P(4L−1)]/(L) operations3.4.3. Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD 75
of real-valued multiplications and additions, where Ngrad is the number of iterations used by
the CG algorithm and C∇PE ≈ Nb(6N + 2) is the compuational complexity required for the
calculation of the gradient of Equation 3.19.
3.4.3.3 Computational Complexity of the RMBER Turbo MUD
Again, since the MBER weight matrix is only calculated once during the ﬁrst iteration and then
it is used during the following iterations, this will lead to a signiﬁcantly reduced complexity at
the cost of approximating the LLRs and slightly degrading the achievable system performance.
The computational complexity required for the calculation of detection associated with a single
transmitted bit can be expressed as i(Nb − 1) + Ngrad(Nb/2)Nb(6N + 2) + Nb(2P(2L − 1) +
P(4L − 1))/(L) operations of real-valued multiplications and additions.
3.4.3.4 Simulated Performance of the SIC-MBER Turbo Detector
In Figure 3.9 the EXIT charts of an SIC-MMSE MUD and the simulated detection trajectories
are plotted when supporting L = 6 users with the aid of P = 2 receiver antenna elements. The
modulation scheme considered was BPSK and the channel was assumed to be an uncorrelated,
independent Rayleigh fading channel. Additionally, the EXIT function of a NSC code having an
octally represented generator polynomial of [15,17]8 is also illustrated. We denote the a priori
information and extrinsic information of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and I(E,MUD), respectively,
while the corresponding quantities of the channel decoder by I(A,CC) and I(E,CC), respectively.
It can be seen from Figure 3.9 that when the SNR value is suﬃciently high, such as for
example Eb/N0 = 4dB, the decoding trajectory arrives at the top-right corner, indicating that
the MUD is capable of approaching the single-user bound. By contrast, at Eb/N0 = 2dB, the
trajectory is unable to reach the top-right corner, since there is no open tunnel between the
EXIT curve of the MUD and the channel decoder observed in Figure 3.9 that the EXIT curve
slope of the MUD is less steep than that of the channel decoder, thus the BER performance of
the SIC-RMMSE MUD is expected to approach the single-user BER curve only gradually, as
conﬁrmed by Figure 3.10.
The BER versus Eb/N0 performance plotted for the system of Figure 3.1, which was also
used for generating Figure 3.9, is shown in Figure 3.10 for diﬀerent numbers of iterations. It can
be seen that the BER performance closely matches the prediction of the EXIT chart analysis
based on Figure 3.9. When we have Eb/N0 = 4dB, an open convergence tunnel exists and
hence the BER performance approaches that of the single-user system.3.4.3. Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD 76
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Figure 3.9: SIC-MBER EXIT function for a system employing L = 6 number of users and
P = 2 of receive antennas. BPSK was considered. Additionally, the EXIT function of a NSC
code using the generator polynomial of [15, 17] is illustrated. The trajectories were recorded
for an interleaver length of 20 480 bits.
3.4.3.5 Simulated Performance of the RMBER Turbo Detector
Figure 3.11 depicts the EXIT charts of the RMBER turbo MUD and the simulated detection
trajectories supporting L = 6 BPSK users with the aid of P = 2 receiver antenna elements.
An uncorrelated, independent Rayleigh fading channel was assumed. Furthmore, the EXIT
curve of the 1/2-rate NSC code [15,17]8 is also plotted for the sake of analyzing convergent
characteristics of the system.
It can be seen from Figure 3.11 that if the SNR value is suﬃciently high, such as for
example Eb/N0 = 6dB, the decoding trajectory arrives at the top-right corner of the EXIT
chart, indicating that the MUD is capable of approaching the single-user bound. By contrast,
at the lower value of Eb/N0 = 3dB, the trajectory is unable to reach the top-right corner,
since there is no open tunnel between the EXIT curve of the MUD and of the channel decoder.
Observe in Figure 3.11 that EXIT chart slope of the MUD is less steep than that of the channel
decoder, thus the BER performance of the SIC-RMMSE MUD is expected to only gradually
approach the single-user BER, which is conﬁrmed by Figure 3.12.3.4.3. Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD 77
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Figure 3.10: BER performance of the SIC-MBER MUD supporting L = 6 number of users with
the aid of P = 2 number of receive antennas.
The BER versus Eb/N0 performance for the system of Figure 3.1, which is also used for
generating Figure 3.11, is plotted in Figure 3.12 employing diﬀerent numbers of iterations. It
can be seen in Figure that the BER performance closely matches the prediction of the EXIT
charts analysis based on Figure 3.11. When Eb/N0 = 6dB, an open convergence tunnel emerges
and hence BER performance approaches the single-user BER in Figure 3.10 within about one
dB or so.
As discussed in Section 3.4.3.3, the complexity of the turbo RMBER algorithm is signif-
icantly lower than that of the SIC-MBER MUD and the starting points of the EXIT curves
associated with these two schemes in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.11 are the same, since there is
no algorithmic diﬀerence between them during the ﬁrst iteration. However, the best attain-
able performance of the RMBER scheme is slightly degraded owing to its reduced complexity
facilitated by the associated approximation outlined in Section 3.4.3.1. If we use the RMBER
MUD during a few initial iterations and subsequently employ the CMMSE or the RMMSE
criterion for further processing the a priori information, the MUD would be able to avoid any
performance degradation and inherit the joint advantages of the combined MUD. The ratio-
nale of this is that the RMBER detector requires a lower initial SNR and achieves a more
rapid convergence rate than the CMMSE MUD as seen in Figure 3.11. In comparison to the3.4.3. Soft IC Aided MBER Turbo MUD 78
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Figure 3.11: RMBER EXIT function for a system employing L = 6 BPSK users with the aid
of P = 2 receive antennas. Additionally, the EXIT function of a NSC code using the generator
polynomial of [15, 17] is illustrated. The trajectories were recorded for an interleaver length of
20,480 bits.
full-complexity SIC-MBER MUD previously characterized in Figure 3.9, this hybrid scheme
achieves a similar performance at a signiﬁcantly reduced complexity.
Figure 3.13 characterizes the EXIT chart of the above-mentioned hybrid MUD, which em-
ploys the RMBER MUD during the initial three iterations and then invokes the CMMSE
scheme, when supporting L = 6 users with the aid of P = 2 receiver antenna elements at
Eb/N0 = 4.6dB. We can see that the CMMSE MUD’s EXIT trajectory gets trapped at the
intersection between the EXIT curves of the channel decoder and the MUD. By contrast, the
MUD combining the RMBER and the CMMSE MUD exhibits a marginally open tunnel be-
tween the EXIT curves of the hybrid MUD and the channel decoder, hence it becomes capable
of approaching the single-user performance.
In Figure 3.14, we portray the simulated BER performance of the sophisticated hybrid
turbo detector, which beneﬁcially combines the RMBER as well as CMMSE MUD and switches
to the CMMSE MUD after employing the RMBER MUD during the initial three iterations.
In comparison to Figure 3.14, the performance degradation of the RMBER MUD has been3.4.4. Bayesian Turbo MUD 79
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Figure 3.12: BER performance of the RMBER MUD supporting L = 6 BPSK users with the
aid of P = 2 receive antennas.
eliminated after invoking the sophisticated hybrid MUD. It is noted that at Eb/N0 = 2,3 and
4dB, the performance is degraded upon increasing the number of iterations. This is because
the EXIT curve of SIC-CMMSE MUD is lower than that of the RMBER MUD, when the a
priori information is insuﬃciently high, hence activating the SIC-CMMSE MUD in this region
will reduce the achievable iteration gain.
3.4.4 Bayesian Turbo MUD
When the a priori information concerning the likelihood of all the legitimate Nb = 2L number of
BPSK modulated L-user bit sequences becomes available, the joint PDF of the antenna array’s
output x and the transmitted BPSK modulated bits ˘ b
(j)
l ∈ {±1}, j ∈ 1,...,Nb of user l at the
output of the convolutional encoder can be expressed as the superposition of all the conditional
Gaussian PDFs positioned at the legitimate noiseless outputs corresponding to sl = +1 and
sl = −1, multiplied by the j-th legitimate signal vector’s probabilities, respectively, which can
be expressed as :
P(x,sl = +1) =
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =+1
P(s
(j)) e
„
−
( x−¯ xj )2
2σ2
n
«
, (3.22)3.4.4. Bayesian Turbo MUD 80
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Figure 3.13: EXIT chart of the hybrid MUD combining the RMBER and the CMMSE MUDs,
which employs the RMBER MUD for the initial three iterations and then invokes the CMMSE
MUD for P = 2 receiver antennas and L = 6 users.
P(x,sl = −1) =
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =−1
P(s
(j)) e
„
−
( x−¯ xj )2
2σ2
n
«
. (3.23)
The entire set of Nb = 2L number of legitimate vectors of the L users is partitioned into
two subset corresponding to sl = +1 and sl = −1 according to these two equations. In
Equation(3.22) and Equation(3.23), ¯ xj, j ∈ 1,...,Nb constitutes the noiseless received signal
vectors, where the Gaussian PDFs seen in Equation(3.22) and Equation(3.23) are centered. All
the other notations are deﬁned as before.
Based on the above arguments concerning the joint PDF of the received signal vector and
the l-th user’s transmitted bit, we advocate here a novel Bayesian turbo MUD. Let us use
the conditional likelihood of the received signal vector as that of the estimated bit decision3.4.4. Bayesian Turbo MUD 81
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Figure 3.14: BER performance of the RMBER-CMMSE MUD supporting L = 6 BPSK users
with the aid of P = 2 receive antennas.
concerning the lth user’s transmitted bit according to Equation(3.2). Then we have:
L
m,p(sl) = ln
P(sl = +1|x)
P(sl = −1|x)
= ln
P(x,sl = +1)
P(x,sl = −1)
= ln
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =+1 P(s(j)) e
„
−
( x−¯ xj )2
2σ2
n
«
 
∀j:s
(j)
l =−1 P(s(j)) e
„
−
( x−¯ xj )2
2σ2
n
«. (3.24)
This will lead to the maximum-likelihood solution. All the notations have been deﬁned before.
Note that the calculation of the legitimate channel output vectors ¯ xj and the Euclidian
distances  x − ¯ xj  with j ∈ 1,...,Nb is only necessary during the ﬁrst iteration and then can
be reused unaltered during the following iterations, which implies that multiple iterations do
not introduce excessive extra computational burdens in comparison to the non-iterative scheme.
In other words, the total computational complexity is dominated by the contribution of the
ﬁrst iteration.3.4.4. Bayesian Turbo MUD 82
3.4.4.1 Computational Complexity of the Bayesian Turbo MUD
The computational complexity imposed by the turbo Bayesian MUD may be divided into four
steps:
1. The calculation of the legitimate channel output states: 2NbitL+1P(2LNbit − 1)/(LNbit);
2. The calculation of the apriori information of each state according to Equation 3.18: (5L−
1)Nbit2NbitL/(LNbit);
3. The Euclidian distance evaluation of Equation 3.24: 2NbitL6P/(LNbit);
4. The calculation of the LLR values according to Equation 3.24: 2NbitL+1 − 1.
Hence, the computational complexity required for the detection of a single transmitted bit
can be shown to be given as i(2NbitL+1+3 2NbitL+1P/L−1)+2NbitL(2P(2L−1)+P(4L−1))/(L)
operations of real-valued multiplications or additions.
3.4.4.2 Simulated Performance of the Bayesian Turbo MUD
In Figure 3.15 the EXIT charts of an SIC-MMSE MUD and the simulated detection trajectories
supporting L = 6 users with the aid of P = 2 receiver antenna elements are plotted. The
modulation scheme considered was BPSK and the channel was assumed to be an uncorrelated,
independent Rayleigh fading channel. Additionally, the EXIT function of a NSC code having
octally represented generator polynomials of [15,17]8 is also illustrated. We denote the a priori
information and extrinsic information of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and I(E,MUD), respectively, while
the corresponding quantities of the channel decoder by I(A,CC) and I(E,CC), respectively. It can
be seen from Figure 3.15 that if the SNR is suﬃciently high, such as for example Eb/N0 = 4dB,
the decoding trajectory arrives at the top-right corner of the EXIT chart, indicating that the
MUD is capable of approaching the single-user bound. By contrast, at Eb/N0 = 2dB, the
trajectory is unable to reach the top-right corner, since there is no open tunnel between EXIT
curves of the MUD and the channel decoder.
The BER versus Eb/N0 performance for the system of Figure 3.1, which is also used for
generating Figure 3.15 is shown in Figure 3.16 for diﬀerent numbers of iterations. It can be
seen that the BER performance closely matches the predictions of the EXIT chart analysis
based on Figure 3.15. When we have Eb/N0 = 4dB, an open convergence tunnel emerges, the
BER performance approaches the single user bound. Since the Bayesian MUD emerges from
a higher starting point of the EXIT curve I(A,MUD) = 0 than all the other MUDs described
before at an given SNR, it requires a reduced number of iterations in order to converge.3.4.5. Reduced-Complexity Near-MAP MUD: K-Best Sphere Decoder 83
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Figure 3.15: Bayesian EXIT function for a system employing P = 2 receive antennas for
supporting L = 6 BPSK users and. Additionally, the EXIT function of a NSC code using the
generator polynomials of [15, 17] is illustrated. The trajectories were recorded for an interleaver
length of 20,480 bits.
3.4.5 Reduced-Complexity Near-MAP MUD: K-Best Sphere De-
coder
Although the classic Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) MUD oﬀers substantial performance advan-
tages over sub-optimum detection methods such as the CMMSE MUD, it exhibits a potentially
excessive computational complexity, especially in high-throughput systems invoking high-order
modulation schemes or a high number of transmit antennas/users. The family of sphere de-
tection (SD) arrangements [135,136] constitutes the most promising low-complexity near-MAP
turbo detection class. Amongst the diﬀerent SD techniques, the K-best SD [136] is most at-
tractive, since it has several advantages over the so-called depth-ﬁrst counterpart [135], such as
for example imposing a ﬁxed detection complexity and a ﬂexible hardware implementation.
The well-known ML solution is given by:
ˆ sML = arg min
ˆ s∈ML
c
||x − Hˆ s||
2
2, (3.25)
where Mc is the number of modulated symbol points in the constellation. Observe from Equa-3.4.5. Reduced-Complexity Near-MAP MUD: K-Best Sphere Decoder 84
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Figure 3.16: BER performance of the Bayesian MUD supporting L = 6 users with the aid of
P = 2 number of receive antennas.
tion 3.25 that a potentially excessive-complexity search may be required, depending on the
value of Mc and/or L, which prevents the application of the full-search-based ML MUD in
high-throughput scenarios. However, under the constraint of modulus modulation employed by
the system, such as for example BPSK as well as 4-QAM, and in comparison with the uncon-
strained MMSE solution of ˇ sc = (HHH + σ2
wI)HHx, the ML solution of Equation (3.25) can
be rewritten as [137]:
ˆ sML = arg min
ˆ s∈MM
c
(ˆ s −ˇ sc)
H(H
HH + σ
2
wIC)(ˆ s −ˇ sc). (3.26)
Let us generate the (L×L)-dimentional upper-triangular matrix U, which satisﬁes UHU =
HHH +σ2
wIC with the aid of, for example, the ubiquitous Cholesky factorization [135]. Conse-
quently, we can transform Equation(3.26) to [84]:
ˆ sML = arg min
ˆ s∈MM
c
(ˆ s −ˇ sc)
HU
HU(ˆ s −ˇ sc), (3.27)
= arg min
ˇ s∈MM
c
M  
i=1
u
2
ii[ˆ si − ˇ sc,i +
M  
j=i+1
uij
uii
(ˆ sj − ˇ xc,j)]
2
      
φ
, (3.28)3.4.5. Reduced-Complexity Near-MAP MUD: K-Best Sphere Decoder 85
where φ is the Partial Euclidean Distance (PED). All types of conventional SDs invoke the ac-
cumulated PED evaluation based tree search, thus the only diﬀerence between the SD detectors
is the way for carrying out the tree search. For the K-best SD [136], instead of expanding every
node at each tree search level, we only retain a ﬁxed number of K nodes having the smallest
accumulated PEDs. Subsequently, when the search reaches the tree leaf level, a candidate list
L is obtained, which is constituted by the Ncand = K candidate solutions and then used for the
extrinsic Log-Likelihoold-Ratio (LLR) calculation based on the Max-Log algorithms [84]:
L
m,e(bl) ≈
1
2
max
b∈L∩Bl,+1
{−
1
σ2||x − Hs||
2 + b
T
l   L
m,a(bl)}
−
1
2
max
b∈L∩Bl,−1
{−
1
σ2||x − Hs||
2 + b
T
l   L
m,a(bl)}. (3.29)
3.4.5.1 Computational Complexity of the K-Best Sphere Decoder
First of all, let us divide the complexity imposed by the K-best SD into two parts, which are
associated with the candidate-list generation and the extrinsic LLR calculation , respectively.
Furthermore, we quantify the complexity of the list generation in terms of the number of PED
evaluations corresponding to the term φ of Equation (3.28). Hence, the list-generation-related
complexity can be approximated as:
CSD ≤ L   Mc   K (3.30)
number of PED evaluations. On the other hand, the complexity imposed by the extrinsic LLR
calculation is quantiﬁed in terms of the number of Objective Function (OF) evaluations, which
corresponds to the two terms in Equation(3.29). The approximation in Equation(3.29) becomes
an equality, when L represents the entire search space, constituted by Ncand = ML
c = 2L Nbit
number of OF evaluations. Hence, the complexity of the resultant exact MAP detector can be
calculated as the total number of OF evalutions given by:
CMAP = L   Nbit   2
(L Nbit). (3.31)
The complexity increases exponentially with the product of the number of users L and the
number of bits per symbol Nbit. Let us consider an 8-transmit-antenna 4QAM SDM system as
an example, which imposes a total complexity of CMAP = 1,048,576 OF evaluations.
Fortunately, the high complexity imposed by the MAP algorithm may be signiﬁcantly re-
duced by generating a list of candidates having a length of Ncand with the aid of the K-best
SD, where we have 2L Nbit ≥ Ncand ≥ 1, since the corresponding complexity can be expressed
as:
CMAP = L   Nbit   Ncand. (3.32)3.4.5. Reduced-Complexity Near-MAP MUD: K-Best Sphere Decoder 86
Consequently, the complexity has become linearly proportional to the length of the list L. We
will demonstrate with the aid of our forthcoming simulation results that the value of Ncand can
be set to a small fraction of 2L Nbit.
3.4.5.2 Simulated Performance of the K-Best Sphere Decoder
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Figure 3.17: EXIT chart comparison of the K-best SD aided iterative receiver in the scenario
of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM SDM/OFDM system at SNR=8 dB. The eﬀective
throughput of the system using a half-rate NSC code employing the octal polynomials of [15,17]8
is 8 ∗ 2 ∗ 1/2 = 8BPS.
The beneﬁts of applying the SD scheme would be more explicit, if we consider the EXtrinsic
Information Transfer (EXIT) charts of a rank-deﬁcient scenario of employing P = 4 receiver
antennas for supporting L = 8 4-QAM OFDM transmiter antennas/users, which is plotted in
Figure 3.17. Observe in Figure 3.17 that using a suﬃciently large candidate list size Ncand = 128
and the low number of candidates K retained at each search level would enable the system to
approach the MAP performance with a signiﬁcantly reduced complexity. The comparisons
inferred from Figure 3.17 characterize the BER performance of the K-best SD arrangement.
On the other hand, as also shown in Figure 3.17, when K and Ncand are increased to 1024 for
the K-best SD, the resultant inner KSD’s EXIT curves are shifted toward the top of the EXIT
chart. As expected, the EXIT curve corresponding to K = Ncand = 1024 reaches a higher end3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 87
point than that associated with low K and Ncand values. Hence, we can infer from the above
observations that the K-best SD associated with a suﬃciently high number Ncand of candidate
solutions is capable of achieving a near-MAP BER performance.
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Figure 3.18: BER performance improvements achieved by the SIC-MMSE-aided iterative
center-shifting K-best SD receiver in the scenario of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM
SDM/OFDM system. The eﬀective throughput of the system using a half-rate NSC code
employing the octal polynomials of [15,17]8 is 8   2   1/2 = 8BPS.
Our EXIT-chart based predictions were conﬁrmed by the BER results of Figure 3.18. Specif-
ically, as seen in Figure 3.18, the K-best SD using K = 128 is capable of approaching the
performance of the ML MUD corresponding to K = 1024. Hence, both the associated memory
requirements and the computational complexity imposed are substantially reduced. Explicitly,
for a ﬁxed value of K, such as for example K = 128 and for the same target BER of 10−5,
we can observe that the iterative gain over the non-iterative Soft-Input-Soft-Output (SISO)
receiver was doubled to about 6 dB by the K-best SD scheme at the iteration index of It = 8.
3.4.6 Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD
In this subsection we propose an a priori information control scheme available for the turbo
MUDs, which is capable of achieving an attractive tradeoﬀ between the attainable complexity
reduction and the performance degradation imposed. First of all, let us review the deﬁnition of3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 88
the a priori LLRs, which is the logarithm of the ratio of the bit probabilities associated with
+1 and −1, that can be expressed as follows:
L
m,a(bl) = ln
P[bl = +1]
P[bl = −1]
. (3.33)
Therefore, the sign of the resultant LLRs indicates whether the current bit is more likely to be
+1 or −1, whereas the magnitude reﬂects how reliable the decision concerning the current bit
is. For example, given a large positive a priori LLR delivered by the outer channel decoder
of Figure 3.1, it is inferred that the corresponding transmitted bit is likely to have been +1.
Thus, we can introduce the a priori LLR threshold value TALT. Before invoking the a priori
probability vector for calculating Lm,p(sl), preprocessing of the a priori information is carried
out as follows:
P(sl = +1) =

  
  
1 if Lm,a(sl) > TALT;
0 if Lm,a(sl) < −TALT;
1
2(tanh(
Lm,a(sl)
2 ) + 1) else,
(3.34)
where l ∈ 1,...,L. We refer to this technique as the Apriori-LLR-Threshold (ALT) low-
complexity scheme.
3.4.6.1 ALT Aided Bayesian Turbo MUD
In order to apply the ALT technique for improving the performance of the Bayesian MUD, let
us now observe Equation (3.24) again. Once the a priori information Lm,a(sl) associated with
a speciﬁc user l has an absolute value higher than TALT, half the number of the 2Nbit(L−1) PDF
terms in both the numerator and denominator will become zero, when calucating Lm,a(sl′),l′  =
l. Hence the total number of calculations required by all the L users is nearly halved. If the
absolute value of the a priori information associated with another user is higher than TALT as
well, the complexity imposed will be further halved. Hence the complexity associated with the
Bayesian MUD using the ALT technique can be expressed as:
CALT ≈ CBayesian   (1 −
1
2
P(|L
m,a(sl)| > TALT))
L, (3.35)
where CBayesian is the original complexity of the Bayesian MUD as discussed in Section 3.4.4.1.
The total computation of Bayesian MUD is i(2NbitL+1 + 3   2NbitL+1P/L − 1) + 2NbitL(2P(2L −
1) +P(4L−1))/(L) operations of real-valued multiplications or additions, when considering a
single transmitted bit.
When the Gaussian distribution assumption is applied to the PDF of the LLRs, Lm,a(sl)
can be considered to be normally distributed with a mean of   = sl   σ2
LLR/2 and a variance of3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 89
σ2
LLR [103]. Then we can arrive at:
P(|L
m,a(sl)| > TALT) = P(L
m,a(sl) > TALT) + P(L
m,a(sl) < −TALT)
= Q
 
TALT − 1
2σ2
LLR
σLLR
 
+ Q
 
TALT + 1
2σ2
LLR
σLLR
 
. (3.36)
Furthermore, the a priori mutual information of I(A,MUD) available for the MUD and calculated
between the a priori information and the bipolar bits will be a function of a single parameter,
namely that of the LLR variance of σ2
LLR [103],
I(σLLR) = 1 −
  ∞
−∞
e
„
−(x−σ2
LLR/2)2
2σ2
LLR
«
√
2πσLLR
  log2 (1 + e
−x)dx. (3.37)
Since the function I(σLLR) is monotonically increasing, it is invertible. Therefore, the
complexity reduction ratio
CALT
COriginal will be a function of the LLR threshold TALT and that of
the a priori mutual information I(A,MUD) of the MUD. Substituting Equation 3.36 into Equation
3.35, we can express the complexity reduction ratio as:
CALT
CBayesian[I(A,MUD),TALT] ≈ (1 − 1
2P(|Lm,a(sl)| > TALT))L
=
 
1 − 1
2
 
Q
 
TALT− 1
2I−1(I(A,MUD))2
I−1(I(A,MUD))
 
+ Q
 
TALT+ 1
2I−1(I(A,MUD))2
I−1(I(A,MUD))
   L
, (3.38)
Figure 3.19 portrays the 3-D complexity reduction ratio of the ALT assisted Bayesian MUD
as a function of the threshold value and the a priori information I(A,MUD) provided by the
MUD, when supporting L = 6 users. As expected, this ratio is a monotonically increasing
function of the threshold TALT, while a monotonically decreasing function of the a priori mutual
information I(A,MUD) of the MUD. This implies that we have to set the value of TALT as low as
possible without inﬂicting any signiﬁcant performance degradation in order to obtain the best
possible complexity reduction.
In Figure 3.20, we plot both the associated EXIT charts along with the associated simulated
detection trajectories of the ALT assisted Bayesian turbo receiver having diﬀerent threshold
values, when supporting L = 6 users, and employing a half-rate, constraint-length-4 Non-
Systematic Convolutional (NSC) encoder for each UL user. The lines characterize the EXIT
curves of the proposed low-complexity Bayesian turbo detector in conjunction with diﬀerent
threshold values, indicating that the system’s performance remains virtually unimpaired, when
the threshold values are higher than TALT = 4. The simulated detection trajectories plotted in
conjunction with diﬀerent threshold values are also shown in Figure 3.20 using lines marked with
arrows. This also indicates that the best tradeoﬀ value of the LLR threshold is around TALT = 4.
Provided that the threshold is suﬃciently high, such as for example TALT = 4, the decoding
trajectory is capable of reaching the intersection of the EXIT curves, closely following the3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 90
Figure 3.19: Complexity reduction radio of the ALT assisted Bayesian MUD when supporting
L = 6 users.
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Figure 3.20: EXIT charts and simulated trajectories of the ALT assisted Bayesian MUD with
diﬀerent threshold values for P = 2 receiver antennas and L = 6 users.3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 91
behaviour predicted by the EXIT curves. However, a mismatch is observed between the EXIT
curves and the Monte-Carlo simulation based trajectory in Figure 3.20, when the threshold
value is insuﬃciently high, such as for example TALT = 2. The reason for the mismatch will be
further investigated by evaluating the PDF of ALT asssisted MUD in Section 3.4.6.4.
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Figure 3.21: BER performance of the ALT aided Bayesian MUD for P = 2 receiver antennas
and L = 6 users.
Figure 3.21 portrays the BER performance of the ALT aided Bayesian MUD parameterized
by the SNR, which conﬁrms the predictions of our EXIT chart analysis. It is clearly seen in
Figure 3.21 that when the SNR is higher than a certain threshold and the number of iterations
is suﬃciently high, the achievable BER of each of the three MUDs approaches the single-user
BER.
3.4.6.2 ALT Aided SIC-MBER Turbo MUD
Similarly to the Bayesian MUD, we can strike an attractive trade-oﬀ value between the achiev-
able complexity reduction and the tolerable performance loss also for the ALT aided SIC-MBER
MUD,. In Figure 3.22, we plot the EXIT chart along with the associated simulated detection
trajectories of the ALT assisted SIC-MBER turbo receiver having diﬀerent threshold values,
when supporting L = 6 users, and employing a half-rate, constraint-length-4 NSC encoder for3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 92
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Figure 3.22: EXIT charts characteristics of the ALT assisted SIC-MBER MUD with diﬀerent
threshold values for P = 2 receiver antennas and L = 6 users
each UL user. It is seen in Figure 3.22 that the higher the threshold value, the wider the open
tunnel between the EXIT curves, indicating that the system’s performance remains virtually
unimpaired, when the threshold values are higher than TALT = 3. The simulated detection
trajectories depicted in conjunction with diﬀerent threshold values are also shown in Figure
3.22 using the stair-case-shaped lines marked with arrows. This suggests that the best tradeoﬀ
value of the LLR threshold is around TALT = 3. The complexity reduction ratio of the ALT
technique applied to the SIC-MBER MUD is the same as that deﬁned in the context of the
Bayesian MUD outlined in Equation 3.38.
3.4.6.3 ALT Aided K-best SD Assisted Turbo MUD
When employing the ALT technique, the search tree of the K-best SD outlined in Section 3.4.5 is
depicted in Figure 3.23(a), which may be signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed by invoking an ALT controlled
technique. To be speciﬁc, ﬁrst we consider a BPSK modulated four-transmit-antenna scenario
as an example, where we have a detection list size of Ncand = K = 2, which means that the
two best candidates corresponding to the lowest two accumulated PEDs are retained at each
search tree level. If the a priori LLR of the lth user’s BPSK symbol is suﬃciently high, then3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 93
there is no need to continue the tree-search for that particular antenna during the SD process.
In other words, at the (l+1)-st tree search level, we retain a single branch instead of retaining
both legitimate detection options.
More speciﬁcally, as seen in Figure 3.23(a), when dispensing with the ALT scheme, after
Iped = 15 PED evaluations the SD opts for the speciﬁc tree leaf having a Euclidean distance of
0.56. Then the search portrayed in Figure 3.23(a) back-tracks to the (l = 4)-th level, yielding
the hypothesized ML solution. However, as the ALT based scheme is invoked, a pruned search
tree is obtained for the K-best SD, which is shown in Figure 3.23(b), if we assume that the
absolute values of the a priori LLRs of both the (l = 4)-th and the (l = 2)-nd users exceed the
preset ALT value of TALT = 7 after a certain number of iterations between the SD MUD and the
channel decoder of Figure 3.1. Speciﬁcally, the SD will discard all the branches corresponding to
s4 = 0 at the (m = 4)-th level and s2 = 1 at the (m = 2)-nd level. Consequently, only NPED = 9
PED evaluations have been carried out for this particular example, indicating a considerable
reduction of the computational complexity imposed. However, even more importantly, the SD
successfully identiﬁed the true ML solution, which is diﬀerent from the one generated by the
SD characterized in Figure 3.23(a), which dispensed with the ALT based technique. This was
achieved by back-tracking during the search from a diﬀerent tree leaf having a smaller Euclidean
distance of 0.39 to the (l = 4)-th level. Thus the incorrect search branch corresponding to
s4 = 0 was discarded as early as at the (l = 4)-th tree level, hence reducing the computational
complexity imposed, while simultaneously avoiding the situation of discarding a potential path
leading to the true ML solution. By contrast, the potential ML solution may be discarded
by the K-best SD using no thresholding at the (l = 2)nd level due to the fact that the true
ML path may have a temporarily larger PED. Thus, in addition to the achievable complexity
reduction, the main beneﬁt of employing the ALT based scheme for the K-best SD is its
potential performance improvement. Although the number of candidates retained at the lth
search tree level of Figure 3.23 remains K, the aﬀordable search-complexity is speciﬁcally
focused on the candidates having a given bit value at the mth position, which is determined by
the proposed LLR-based decision. In other words, the LLR-based search-tree pruning portrayed
in Figure 3.23(b) decreases the probability of discarding a potentially correct path at an early
search stage, especially when the value of K is set relatively small in the interests of maintaining
a low complexity.
Previously, we have assumed an LLR threshold of TALT = 7, which ensured that the pro-
posed ALT scheme performed well. However, it is clear that the LLR threshold cannot be set
arbitrarily, since it plays a vital role in determining the system’s performance. To be more
speciﬁc, if the threshold is set too high, the ALT scheme hardly aﬀects the system’s opera-
tion, since the a priori LLRs provided by the outer decoder are unlikely to be higher than the3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 94
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Figure 3.23: Illustration of the K-best SD algorithm with the aid of the ALT scheme, where
TALT = 7: The number in () indicates the PED of a speciﬁc node for the trial point in the
modulated constellation, while the other number outside () represents the order in which the
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Figure 3.24: Eﬀects of the LLR-threshold on both the BER performance and the computational
complexity of the K-best SD aided iterative receiver in an (8×4)-element 4QAM SDMA/OFDM
system, assuming that each subcarrier exprericences an uncorrelated, independent Rayleigh
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threshold, even after several iterations. By contrast, if the threshold is set to an excessively low
value, though the computational complexity can be substantially reduced, naturally, a BER
performance degradation is imposed. The above conjectures are veriﬁed by Figure 3.24, where
the bars in the histogram of Figure 3.24(a) represent the computational complexity imposed,
which was quantiﬁed in terms of the number of the PED-evaluations per channel use. The LLR-
thresholds employed by the ALT-assisted K-Best SD were set to values of TALT = 4, 7 and 10,
indicating that the lower the LLR-threshold, the higher the complexity reduction attained.
The corresponding BER curves plotted in Figure 3.24(b), however, demonstrate that when the
threshold is set to an excessively low value, this may be expected to impose a performance
degradation, as the SNR increases. This is not unexpected because when the SNR becomes
high, the a priori LLRs fed back by the outer decoder to the SD are becoming predominantly
higher than the LLR-threshold set at the very beginning of the iterative detection process. This
may trigger an aggressive search-tree-truncation, which in turn results in discarding the true
ML branch. In other words, in this scenario the truncation introduced by the ALT technique
was activated too early, before the receiver attained a suﬃciently high iterative gain. For ex-
ample, given a target BER of 10−5, a performance gain of about 1.5 dB was observed with the
aid of a threshold of TALT = 7 in Figure 3.24(b) over that of the receiver operating without
the ALT technique,, while a performance degradation of about 1.5 dB was imposed by setting
the threshold to TALT = 4. Note in Figure 3.24(b) that the BER curve corresponding to the
threshold of TALT = 10 is actually coincident with that of the ‘non-ALT-assisted’ system, as
shown in Figure 3.26, implying that the ALT scheme does not have any beneﬁcial eﬀect with
the aid of such a high threshold value. In conclusion, the threshold has to be carefully adjusted
for the sake of achieving the target performance as a function of the SNR encountered.
The EXIT charts of both the conventional SD dispensing with ALT technique and the ALT
assisted SD are portrayed in Figure 3.25. Speciﬁcally, the resultant EXIT curve of the ALT-
aided SD is evidently above that of the SD dispending with ALT, leading to the beneﬁt of
attaining a higher iteration gain with less iterations.
Figure 3.26 depicts the BER performance of the ALT-assisted K-best SD in the scenario
of an (8×4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM SDM/OFDM system in comparison to the system
dispensing with the ALT technique. Given a target BER of 10−5 and a ﬁxed list-length of
Ncand = K = 16, a performance gain of 2.5 dB can be achieved by setting the a priori-LLR-
threshold to TALT = 7, which is reduced to about 1 dB for the system using K = 128. Actually,
the ALT-aided receiver associated with K = 128 has already approached the MAP performance,
which required at least K = 1024 for the equivalent system dispensing with the ALT technique.
The ratio of these system complexities associated with the extrinsic-LLR-calculation is as high
as eight.3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 97
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Figure 3.27: Histogram of the candidate-list-generation-related computational complexity im-
posed by the ALT-aided K-best SD: (a) the overall computational complexity per channel
use for diﬀerent Eb/N0 values; (b) computational complexity per channel use of each iteration
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The complexity imposed by invoking the ALT scheme can be viewed in Figure 3.27(a), where
the overall computational complexity quantiﬁed in terms of the number of PED-evaluations
per channel use imposed by the system operating both with and without the aid of the ALT
scheme are plotted for the (8×4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4QAM SDM/OFDM system scenario.
Speciﬁcally, when dispensing with the ALT technique the SD only need to be carried out
once per channel use, regardless of how many iterations are used. Hence the system exhibits
the same computational complexity of 2,388 PED-evaluations per channel use for K = 128,
regardless of the channel SNR. By contrast, the number of PED-evaluations required by the
ALT-assisted receiver diﬀers for diﬀerent SNRs, since the candidate-list has to be regenerated
by the ALT-aided SD at each iteration. To be speciﬁc, observe in Figure 3.27(a) that the
complexity increases steadily as the SNR increases from 2 dB to 7 dB, peaking at about 17,000
PED-evaluations per channel use. Beyond 7 dB, the complexity decays steadily as the SNR
increases further, but levels out around 5,000 PED-evaluations at an SNR of 12 dB. More
explicitly, the number of iterations associated with the ALT-aided SD would increase when the
system’s SNR is increased from a low value, while the EXIT tunnel graduately opens. Once the
EXIT tunnel is fully open and we continue the system’s SNR is further increased, the number
of iterations required is decreased, because the EXIT tunnel becomes wider. With reference
to Figure 3.27(a), the candidate-list-generation complexity of the ALT-aided receiver is well
below that of its ‘non-ALT-aided’ counterpart for the SNR range spanning from 2 dB to 12
dB, except for SNRs in the immediate vicinity of 7 dB, if our aim is to achieve the near-MAP
BER performance quantiﬁed in Figure 3.26. Recall that such a high performance can only be
attained by having K = Ncand = 1024 for the system operating without the ALT technique or
by setting K = Ncand = 128 in the presence of the ALT scheme. Therefore, in the presence of
the ALT scheme, the candidate list has to be regenerated at each iteration. Nonetheless, the
total complexity imposed is substantially reduced, except for SNRs in the immediate vicinity
of 7 dB.
Furthermore, when the SNR is high, the number of PED-evaluations carried out at each
iteration is expected to decrease, as the iterations continue, as oberved in Figure 3.27(b). This
is due to the fact that the a priori LLRs fed back from the outer decoder to the SD are likely
to become higher than the LLR threshold after the ﬁrst few iterations, and this allows the
ALT-assisted SD to directly truncate the low-probability branches, hence leading to a reduced
multi-user/multi-antenna constellation size, which in turn results in a reduced complexity.3.4.6. Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided Low-Complexity Turbo MUD 100
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Figure 3.28: Histogram of the LLRs at both the input and the output of the ALT-assisted K-
best SD during the iterative process in the scenario of an (8×4)-element 4-QAM SDM/OFDM
system for K = Ncand = 128, ALT-aided, SNR=10 dB.3.5. Conclusions 101
3.4.6.4 Eﬀects of Non-Gaussian Distributed LLRs Imposed by the ALT Technique
In order to investigate the reason behind the EXIT chart mismatch seen in Figure 3.25, we
refer to the histograms of both the a priori and the extrinsic LLRs of the ALT-aided SD in
Figure 3.28. Recall that the EXIT chart analysis of an iterative receiver is suﬃciently accurate
only when the a priori LLRs at the input and the a posteriori LLRs at the output of a
constituent module of the iterative scheme exhibit a Gaussian distribution. However, we found
that the application of the ALT scheme actually degrades the accuracy of the approximate
Gaussian distribution exhibited by the LLRs at an early stage of the iterations, resulting in
a severe EXIT chart mismatch problem. Hence, although the theoretical EXIT curve of the
ALT-aided receiver obtained under the assumption of having near-Gaussian distributed LLRs
all the time can indeed reach the (1, 1) point of Figure 3.25, only a limited maximum iterative
gain can be achieved, because the resultant decoding trajectory gets trapped before reaching
the point of perfect convergence, as seen in Figure 3.25. Hence, a residual error ﬂoor persists.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the performances of diﬀerent SISO turbo MUDs designed for the SDMA/SDM-
OFDM scheme introduced in Section 3.2 were evaluated. The SIC-CMMSE MUD was outlined
in Section 3.4.1, while the SIC-RMMSE MUD specially designed for BPSK modulation was
introduced in Section 3.4.2. The SIC-MBER MUD and its reduced-complexity RMBER MUD
counterpart was discussed in Section 3.4.3, while the Bayesian MUD and the K-best SD MUD
were detailed in Section 3.4.4 and Section 3.4.5, respectively. Their implementational complex-
ity, EXIT characteristics and the simulated BER performance were discussed in detail within
the corresponding subsections. Since the individual users’ signals interfere with each other and
inﬂuence each other’s extrinsic mutual information IE contributions, an L-dimensional EXIT
chart would be required, which is unfeasible. In order to circumvent this problem and character-
ize the MUDs with the aid of EXIT charts in a 2-dimensional plane, rather than L-dimensional
plane, we have introduced an average-based 2D EXIT chart for the MUDs in Section 3.3. Pro-
vided that the average of the individual CIR taps as well as each user’s bit SNR is similar,
these assumptions may be judiciously exploited for the sake of simplifying the L-dimentional
EXIT chart analysis to a 2D process.
Furthermore, when the RMBER turbo MUD is considered, we slightly compromized the
attainable performance in order to arrive at complexity reduction. To elaborate a little further,
for the sake of striking a good compromise, in Section 3.4.3.5 we introduced a hybrid scheme,
which initially employs the RMBER MUD during the ﬁrst few iterations and subsequently3.5. Conclusions 102
activates the SIC-CMMSE or the SIC-RMMSE MUD for the rest of the iterative process. In
comparison to the full-complexity SIC-MBER MUD, this solution achieves a similar perfor-
mance at a signiﬁcantly lower complexity.
Subsequently, in Section 3.4.6 we proposed the ALT technique, which is applicable to all
the turbo MUDs of Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.4 and 3.4.5. for the sake of reducing their
complexity.
Turbo MUD Type Iteration Number of Operational Eb/N0
P = 2, L = 6 , BPSK Gain I Iterations approaching Single-User performance
SIC-CMMSE > 20dB 9 6.3dB
SIC-RMMSE 15.3dB 9 4.2dB
SIC-MBER 13.3dB 9 4.1dB
SIC-RMBER 17.4dB 7 10.4dB
SIC-RMBER-CMMSE 18.4dB 9 4.9dB
Bayesian 7.2dB 5 3.9sB
ALT aided SIC-MBER TALT = 4 13.2dB 9 4.1dB
ALT aided Bayesian TALT = 4 7.2dB 5 3.9dB
Table 3.2: Iteration gain, number of iterations required and the operational SNR to approach
the single-user performance of the iteratively-detected NSC-coded SDMA scheme employing
P = 2 receiver antennas and supporting L = 6 users upon using diﬀerent turbo MUDs.
It was shown in Sections 3.4.6.1 that the ALT assisted Bayesian MUD provides an attrac-
tive tradeoﬀ between the attainable complexity reduction and the performance degradation
imposed. When the LLR threshold was set to TALT = 4 for the Bayesian MUD considered
in Sections 3.4.6.1, the ALT aided Bayesian MUD achieved an identical BER performance to
at a signiﬁcantly lower complexity. The complexity reduction ratio is a function of both the
value of TALT and of the a priori information of Lm,a, hence a 3-dimensional relationship was
portrayed in Figure 3.19. Similarly, we investigated the exploitation of the ALT technique for
the SIC-MBER MUD in Section 3.4.6.2. Finally, we discussed the utilization of the ALT aided
process in the context of K-Best SD in Section 3.4.6.3. It was shown that the ALT technique
is capable of improving the tree search process of detection, therefore enhances the achivable
system performance, especially when only a small candidate list is aﬀordable. It was observed
in Figure 3.20 and 3.25 that a mismatch occured between the EXIT curve based prediction and
the simulated trajectory, when an excessively low threshold value was used. Therefore the ef-
fects of the Non-Gaussian LLR Distribution imposed by the ALT technique were characterized
in Figure 3.28.3.5. Conclusions 103
Naturally, this ALT based complexity-reduction technique can also be combined with the
SIC-CMMSE, SIC-RMMSE and other turbo MUDs. For the MMSE MUDs, this technique can
be interpreted as the soft version of a so-called rank reduction technique, therefore it is more
attractive.
In summary, all the diﬀerent turbo MUDs exhibit a substantial iteration gain, when the
SNR is suﬃciently high. However, the various MUDs impose diﬀerent complexities and require
diﬀerent SNR values. Generally, the higher the complexity imposed, the wider the open tunnel
between the EXIT curves and hence the lower the SNR value required. Furthermore, the ALT
technique is capable of signiﬁcantly reducing the complexity without any performance loss for
all the turbo MUDs, provided that its value was carefully chosen.
Speciﬁcally, we summarised the performance gains exhibited by the various turbo MUDs
schemes, when communicating over block faded Rayleigh fading channels in Table 3.2 and the
Computational complexities in terms of the number of operations for real-valued addition or
multiplication associated with diﬀernt turbo MUDs in Table 3.3.3.5. Conclusions 104
Turbo MUD Computational Complexity
SIC-CMMSE’s Weight Calculation 8PL2LN2
bit + 8P 2 + P + O(P 3)
SIC-CMMSE’s LLR computation 10P + 4PNbitL + 1
SIC-RMMSE’s Weight Calculation 32PL2L + 6P 2 + P + O(P 3)
SIC-RMMSE’s LLR computation 10P + 8PL + 1
SIC-MBER i[Ngrad(Nb/2)C∇PE
+(Nb − 1)] + Nb[2P(2L − 1) + P(4L − 1)]/(L)
SIC-RMBER i(Nb − 1) + Ngrad(Nb/2)Nb(6N + 2)
+Nb(2P(2L − 1) + P(4L − 1))/(L)
SIC-RMBER-CMMSE (i − j)(Nb − 1) + Ngrad(Nb/2)Nb(6N + 2) + Nb(2P(2L − 1)
+P(4L − 1))/(L) + j ∗ [8PL2LN2
bit + 8P 2 + P + O(P 3)]
Bayesian 2NbitL+1P(2LNbit − 1)/(LNbit) for legitimate channel
output states;
(5L − 1)Nbit2NbitL/(LNbit) for a priori information
of each state;
2NbitL6P/(LNbit) for The Euclidian distance evaluation;
2NbitL+1 − 1 for LLR calculation.
ALT aided SIC-MBER TALT = 4
 
1 − 1
2
 
Q
 
TALT− 1
2I−1(I(A,MUD))2
I−1(I(A,MUD))
 
+ Q
 
TALT+ 1
2I−1(I(A,MUD))2
I−1(I(A,MUD))
   L
∗CSIC−MBER
ALT aided Bayesian TALT = 4
 
1 −
1
2
 
Q
 
TALT− 1
2I−1(I(A,MUD))2
I−1(I(A,MUD))
 
+ Q
 
TALT+ 1
2I−1(I(A,MUD))2
I−1(I(A,MUD))
   L
∗CBayesian
Table 3.3: Iteration gain, number of iterations required and the operational SNR to approach
the single-user performance of the iteratively-detected NSC-coded SDMA scheme employing
P = 2 receiver antennas and supporting L = 6 users upon using diﬀerent turbo MUDs.Chapter 4
Iterative Transmit Signal Domain
Processing Aided OFDM Detectors for
Linear Gaussian Vector Channels
4.1 Introduction
The idea of multiple-access or multiplexing aided communications date back to Thomas A. Edi-
son’s invention in 1873, which ennables simultaneous transmission of diﬀerent information. Nu-
merous multiple-access and multiplexing communication techniques have been designed, such as
for example Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) / Code Division Multiplexing (CDM) [92],
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) [112], Interleaver Division Multiple Access (IDMA) /
Interleaver Division Multiplexing (IDM) [138] and so forth. In this chapter we will demonstrate
that all of these can be uniﬁed in a more general model: the Linear Gaussian Vector Channel
(LGVC) [139].
During the past a few years, LGVC based communications have attracted substantial
research eﬀorts for the sake of either improving the attainable system performance or in-
creasing the number of users supported, in particular in the context of MIMO techniques
[88, 101, 124, 140]. However, these communications systems impose a challenging detection
problem, since the complexity required by the Maximum Likelihood (ML) detector [141] in-
creases exponentially with the number of bits per symbol, the number of MIMO elements, as it
has to explore the entire search space. Alternatively, sub-optimum dectors such as for example
Matched Filtering (MF), MMSE and MBER linear detectors were proposed, which may have
a reduced complexity, provided that a degraded system performance may be tolerated.
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Again, the intrinsic reason for imposing exponentically increased complexity associated with
the exploration of the entire search space could be explained as follows. The noiseless phasors
corresponding to the received signals do not necessarily obey the regular phasor-constellation
structure as shown in Figure 4.1, obeyed by the transmitted phasors, because the phasor po-
QAM
QAM
S
X
Figure 4.1: Lattice structured constellations of transmit stream.
sitions are rotated by the channel matrix. Hence the receiver has to use appropriately rotated
decision boundaries. Substantial research eﬀorts have been invested in the design of eﬃcient
receivers, using for example channel matrix triangularization [141] and channel matrix diag-
onalization [141] techniques. where the diagonal nature of the resultant matrix allows us to
decompose the vector-channel into a bank of parallel scalar channels and hence to employ
individual detectors.
Inspired by the above arguments, we seek to design detection methods for the LGVC with
the more speciﬁc objective of ﬁnding an attractive linear relationship between the size of the
signalling constellation and the associated detection complexity. In order to accomplish this4.1. Introduction 107
aim, we contrive the concept of Transmit Domain Processing based Detectors (TDPD). The
basic idea of TDPDs is that of transforming the received signal to the transmitter’s phasor
domain and then to carry out detection in the transmit domain. Then a reduced-size-detection
candidate set is created, which consists of the constellation points near the appropriately se-
lected Search Center (SC). The resultant soft-metrics may be passed to the channel decoder.
Futhermore, this concept can be combined with the classic turbo principle [116] by iteratively
exchanging extrinsic information between the detector and the channel decoder.
Three aspects of the proposed TDPD conept require further investigations:
• Transformation of the received phasors to the transmitted phasor constellation
domain. Since the accuracy of the SC selection determines the performance of the
detector, it is desirable to arrive at a center as near to the actually transmitted contellation
vector as possible, which is however unknown to the receiver. Hence, several diﬀerent
arrangements will be proposed and investigated in this chapter for the sake of obtaining
accurate SCs.
• Selection of the candidate list set. The candidate list set is a reduced-size subset of
the entire search space and includes the most likely transmitted phasors. When the size
of the candidate list is increased, the probability of erroneous detection decreases at the
cost of an increased complexity. Therefore, there is a trade-oﬀ between the candidate list
size and the achievable correct detection probability. Naturally, the list-size determines
the complexity imposed. Furthermore, a number of solutions may be used to determinate
the candidate list, such as for example using a ﬁxed number of candidates or using a
given search radius for the search-sphere surrounding the SC. In this chapter, the K-
best candidate list based SD is invoked, since it is easy to control the complexity versus
detection reliability trade-oﬀ. Moreover, we will contrast two candidate list generation
regimes, namely that of the Sphere Decoder (SD) and the proposed SubSet Combination
(SSC) technique.
• Calculation of the soft decision output, for a speciﬁc candidate list. The selected
candidate list is typically a reduced-size subset of the entire constellations space. Each
element of the candidate list is considered in turn as the most likely actually transmitted
phasor. Thus the Euclidean Distance (ED) between the received phasor and these candi-
dates is evaluated for the sake of LLR calculation, resulting in a substantical complexity
reduction in comparison to that of considering the full constellation.
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the family of iterative schemes is capable of providing
numerous beneﬁts over non-iterative schemes, such as for example achieving an improved BER4.1. Introduction 108
performance and/or operating at a reduced SNR value, which is facilitated by controlling the
number of iterations and so forth. Naturally, increasing the number of iterations increases
the complexity of its implementational cost. Therefore, the family of iterative TDPD schemes
operating in the scenario of LGVC attrated our intense interest. According to the structure of
the TDPD seen in Figure 4.3, the SC generation process transforms the a priori information
to the transmitted phasor domain of Figure 4.1. Subsequently, we create the iterative SISO
TDPD by passing the LLR soft information based on the candidate list obtained to the channel
decoder. As a beneﬁt of the iterative TDPD’s concerted action with the channel decoder, the
SC generation accuracy is improved with the aid of a priori information during each consecutive
iteration. Moreover, diﬀerent methods of generating both the SC and the candidate list can
be activated during the iterative process, which leads to the concept of hybrid SC generation
and hybrid candidate list generation schemes, respectively. These hybrid schemes potentially
enable us to inherit all the advantages of the diﬀerent SC generation or candidate list generation
schemes.
In recent years, OFDM arrangements have found their way into numerous standards, thus
we will investigate OFDM modulated LGVCs. EXIT charts [103] will be used to investigate the
achievable performance of our iterative TDPD aided LGVC OFDM system, which provides us
the ability of visualizing the mutual information exchange between the inputs and outputs of
all the concatenated receiver components and of predicting their convergence behaviors. As the
best available bechmarkers for the near-MAP type of detectors investigated, both the iterative
Maximum A Posterori (MAP) and the conventional iterative SD are adopted in our evaluation
of the iterative TDPDs. For simplicity, we assume that perfect Channel State Information
(CSI) is available at the receiver.
Hence, in this chapter, we will propose the novel concept of TDPD for LGVC, characterize
a range of diﬀerent non-iterative as well as iterative TDPDs and investigate their performance
in comparison to Maximum Likelihood (ML) or Maximum A Posterori (MAP) algorithms
employed as our benchmark schemes, when using convolutional codes.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the LGVC model
equipped with the iterative SISO detector is discussed, where the information exchange between
the iterative components is also detailed. In Section 4.3 the concept of TDPD is introduced
and its theoretic validation is provided. Subsequently, the design of diﬀerent iterative TDPDs
is detailed in Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, where the SC generation, candidate list generation and
output LLR calculation are discussed. The complexity imposed by the iterative TDPDs is
then analyzed in Section 4.7, followed by the achievable performance of the iterative TDPDs
evaluated for both BPSK and 4-QAM transmissions in the scenario of OFDM modulated LGVC4.3. Concept of TDPD 110
the complex-valued transmitted signal sl of the l-th stream, where l ∈ 1,...,L and the AWGN
process, np encountered at the p-th receiver element, where p ∈ 1,...,P are assumed to exhibit
a zero mean and variances of σ2
l and 2σ2
n, respectively.
Furthermore, H is the (P × L)-element matrix constituted by the set of channel transfer
factors hp,l. when random channels are considered, each element hp,l of H represents a stochastic
process such as for example Rayleigh, Rice or Nakagami-m fading process. For simplicity, in
this chapter we assume that each element hp,l of H is a zero-mean, unity-variance stationary
independent identical distribution (i.i.d.).
As seen in Figure 4.2, the a posteriori information Lm,p(sl) output by the turbo TDPD is
derived by exploiting both the received signal vector x and the a priori information Lm,a(sl)
of all the L transmit streams generated by the channel decoders.
4.3 Concept of TDPD
Let us brieﬂy review the ML metric given by :
ˆ sML = arg min
ˆ s∈ML
c
||x − Hˆ s||
2
2, (4.2)
where Mc is the number of modulated symbol points in the constellation, such as for example
the PSK and QAM schemes.
As we argued before, a very high complexity search may be required to explore the entire
space, as shown in Figure 4.1. Hence we simplify the search by introducing the TDPD Objective
Function (OF) expressed as:
ˆ sTDPD = arg min
ˆ s∈ML
c
||H(ˆ s − sc)||
2
2, (4.3)
where sc is a general SC. Given sc = (HHH+σ2
nI)HHx, it may be readily shown that the ML
solution of (4.2) can be transformed into [104]:
ˆ sML = ˆ sTDPD, (4.4)
More generally, we can give the theoretic validation of the TDPD by the following Lemma
1.
Lemma 1: The error probability of TDPD decisions is an increasing function of the Eu-
clidean Distance (ED) between the SC vector sc and the true transmitted vector s, which may
be formulated as:4.3. Concept of TDPD 111
P(ˆ s1  = s) < P(ˆ s2  = s),if ∆
2
1 < ∆
2
2, (4.5)
where
ˆ s1 = arg min
ˆ s1∈ML
c
||H(ˆ s − sc,1)||
2
2, (4.6)
ˆ s2 = arg min
ˆ s2∈ML
c
||H(ˆ s − sc,2)||
2
2, (4.7)
∆
2
1 = ||(s − sc,1)||
2
2, (4.8)
∆
2
2 = ||(s − sc,2)||
2
2. (4.9)
Proof :
Let us deﬁne:
ξ = H(ˆ s − sc), (4.10)
and
∆
2 = ||(s − sc)||
2
2. (4.11)
Since each element hp,l of the channel matrix H is a zero-mean, unit-variance stationary
i.i.d. process, each element ξp of the ED vector ξ is also a zero-mean stationary i.i.d. process.
The variance of ξp is expressed as:
σ
2
ξ = ∆
2. (4.12)
When the number of transmitted streams L is large enough, ξp can be approximated by
a complex-Gaussian distributed random variable owing to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT).
Speciﬁcally, if hp,l represents the independent, stationary and complex-Gaussian distributed
channel gain, then ξp is also complex-Gaussian distributed. Consequently, the magnitude ||ξp||
is Rayleigh distributed having a PDF:
P(||ξp||) =
||ξp|| exp
 
−
||ξp||2
2∆2
 
∆2 . (4.13)4.3. Concept of TDPD 112
Assuming that the SC is near enough to the true transmitted constellation vector, we have:
P(ˆ s  = s) = 1 − P(ˆ s = s)
≈ 1 − P(||ξp|| < ̺)
= 1 − (1 − exp
 
−
̺2
2∆2
 
)
= exp
 
−
̺2
2∆2
 
, (4.14)
where ̺ is a positive value corresponding to the decision boundary of s. It is seen from Equation
(4.14) that the error probability P(ˆ s  = s) is an increasing function of the ED ∆2 between the
SC and the true transmitted vector. In other words, if we have ∆2
1 < ∆2
2, then we can arrive
at P(ˆ s1  = s) < P(ˆ s2  = s). Hence, Equation (4.5) stands.
Based on the Lemma 1, we can summarize that if the SC is more accurate, then the per-
formance of the TDPD is expected to improve. This conclusion inspires us to ﬁnd a subset of
the constellation points in the transmit domain surrounding the SC as our detection candidate
list. This allows us to transform the ED metric value determined in the receiver domain to the
corresponding metric in the transmit domain.
LLR output 
Calculation
TDPD
Search Center
Calculation
Candidate List
Generation
x
H
Lm,p
Lm,a
Lc,p
Figure 4.3: Structure of the iterative TDPD.
The structure of the iterative TDPD is depicted in Figure 4.3, where it is seen that the
TDPD is constituted of three basic steps:
• Iterative SC calculation,
• Candidate list generation,
• LLR output calculation.
The a priori LLRs, the received signals and the CSI are available to the TDPD, and the
TDPD outputs the resultant soft decisions uponing carrying out the above-mentioned three
steps. The forwarding of the a posterori LLRs Lc,p from the channel decoder is optional in the
TDPD, but it may be beneﬁcially exploited to calculate the SC. Subsequently, we will discuss
the above-mentioned three steps of the TDPD.4.4. Calculation of the Search Center 113
4.4 Calculation of the Search Center
Since the accuracy of the SC signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the performance of TDPD, it is worth
investigating diﬀerent methods of SC calculation. Naturally, the TDPD is expected to become
signiﬁcantly more powerful, when it is employed in the iterative detection aided channel coded
system of Figure 4.2. With the aid of a priori information gleaned from the channel decoder, the
proposed SC update operation carried out during the iterative detection process may gradually
generate more accurate SC, as detailed in this section.
4.4.1 SIC-CMMSE Aided SC Calculation
It is worth mentioning that with the aid of the unconstrained CMMSE solution of
ˆ sc = (H
HH + σ
2
nI)H
Hx, (4.15)
the ML solution of Equation 4.2 can be transformed into [137]:
ˆ sML = arg min
ˇ s∈ML
c
(ˇ s −ˆ sc)
H(H
HH)(ˇ s −ˆ sc)
= arg min
ˇ s∈ML
c
 H(ˇ s −ˆ sc) 
2. (4.16)
Therefore, the ML solution is one of the speciﬁc examples of our proposed TDPD. In physi-
cal terms this implies that the CMMSE cost function is evaluated for all the ML
c number of
legitimate constellations. Moreover, as stated before, the ML detector has an exponentially
increasing complexity as a function of the number of bits per symbol, the number of antennas
and number of users.
4-QAM Symbol Alphabet (i denotes
√
−1)
bl,1 bl,2 00 01 10 11
sl (1 + i)/
√
2 (−1 + i)/
√
2 (1 − i)/
√
2 (−1 − i)/
√
2
Table 4.1: 4-QAM symbol alphabets over the complex numbers
In the context of the iterative TDPD scheme of Figure 4.2, given the a priori LLRs provided
by the channel decoder, we invoke the reduced-complexity SIC-CMMSE scheme of Section
3.4.1 to calculate the SC. Recall the simple plausible philosophy of detecting all the modulated
symbols, commencing from the highest-power symbol, and then eliminating its eﬀects from the
composite signal by remodulating the corresponding symbol and substracting it. Let us deﬁne
the lth transmit stream’s associated soft output symbol, more precisely, the mean of its soft
output symbol as:
¯ sl = E[sl] =
 
q
s
(q)
l   P[sl = s
(q)
l ], (4.17)4.4.2. SIC-RMMSE Aided SC Calculation 114
where q is the number of points in the modulation constellation. Hence, we have q = 2 for
BPSK and q = 4 for 4QAM or QPSK, while s
(q)
l represents the qth legitimate value of the
symbol sl. The symbol alphabet of the 4-QAM scheme is shown in Table 4.1, where bl,1 and
bl,2 denote the two bits associated with a 4-QAM constellation. Consequently, for 4-QAM, we
arrive at:
¯ sl =[ℜ(¯ sl); ℑ(¯ sl)],
=[P[bl,2 = −1]   (+1) + P[bl,2 = +1]   (−1);
P[bl,1 = −1]   (+1) + P[bl,1 = +1]   (−1)]/
√
2, (4.18)
where P[bz = ±1] can be computed according to [101] as:
P[bz = +1] =
1
1 + e−L(bz) (4.19)
and
P[bz = −1] =
1
1 + e+L(bz), (4.20)
respectively. The a priori variance of the symbol transmitted from the lth stream is expressed
as:
vl =Cov[sl,sl],
=E[sls
∗
l] − E[¯ sl]E[¯ s
∗
l], (4.21)
=1 − |¯ sl|
2, (4.22)
for constant-modulus modulation schemes, such as BPSK, QPSK and 4-QAM.
The estimated tranmit symbol, which is used as the lth element sc,l of SC sc of the TDPD,
is then generated by the SIC-CMMSE algorithm as:
sc,l = ¯ sl + vlw
H
l,CMMSE(x − H¯ s), (4.23)
while the lth column of the CMMSE weight matrix WCMMSE can be expressed as:
wl,CMMSE = (HVH
H + 2σ
2
nIP)
−1hl, (4.24)
where IP represents the (P × P)-element identity matrix and V = diag[v1,v2,    ,vL].
4.4.2 SIC-RMMSE Aided SC Calculation
In the context of BPSK modulation, the desired signal sl is real-valued and hence only the real
part of the estimated signal is required. Therefore, we can adopt the SIC-RMMSE scheme to4.4.3. SIC-MBER Aided SC Calculation 115
calculate the SC. According to the simulation results presented in Section 3.4.2, we can infer
that for BPSK modulation the SC based on the SIC-RMMSE algorithm is more accurate than
that based on the SIC-CMMSE algorithm. Similarly, we have:
¯ sl =ℜ(¯ sl)
=P[bl = +1]   (+1) + P[bl = −1]   (−1)
=tanh(
Lm,a
2
). (4.25)
The estimated transmit SC element sc,l based on the SIC-RMMSE algorithm is written as:
sc,l = ¯ sl + ℜ(vlw
H
l,RMMSE(x − H¯ s)), (4.26)
where wl,RMMSE denotes the SIC-RMMSE weight vector, which can be derived by using the
inverse of the operator of Equation 3.13 and the vertically concatenated SIC-RMMSE weight
vector of Equation 3.12.
4.4.3 SIC-MBER Aided SC Calculation
Naturally, we can also use the SIC-MBER arrangement to calculate the SC. Since the estimated
symbol of the SIC-MBER algorithm is statistically more accurate than those of both the SIC-
CMMSE algorithm and SIC-RMMSE algorithm, the achievable performance of the SIC-MBER
SC calculation is expected to be better. However, the complexity imposed by the SIC-MBER
weight matrix derivation may be excessive, because no closed-form MBER weight solution
exists. Since the TDPD aims for providing a low-complexity solution, we may avoid using the
SIC-MBER to calculate the SC.
Nonetheless, when the SIC-MBER aided SC calculation is adopted, the SC element sc,l is
expressed as:
sc,l = ¯ sl + vlw
H
l,MBER(x − H¯ s), (4.27)
where wl,MBER denotes the SIC-RMMSE weight vector, which can be obtained by employing
the CG algorithm or GAs, as described in Section 3.4.3.
4.4.4 A Posteriori Direct-Hard-Decision Aided SC Calculation
The so-called a posteriori Direct-Hard-Decision (DHD) aided method calculates the SC for the
forthcoming detection iteration by imposing hard decisions on the interleaved a posteriori LLRs
Lc,p at the output of the channel decoder. Then it recreates the modulated signal from the
resultant bit sequences to recreate the transmit phasor constellation for all the L transmitter4.4.5. A Posteriori Direct-Soft-Decision Aided SC Calculation 116
streams, in order to generate the symbol vector, which corresponds to the most recently obtained
SC, yielding:
sc,l = Modulation[Sign(L
c,p
l )], (4.28)
where Modulation[] denotes the function mapping the modulating symbols to the modulated
signal and Sign() represents the hard decision function. Normally, when the SNR and the
number of iterations is suﬃciently high, the symbol estimated by the hard-decision detector
would become reliable, which results in a conﬁdent output. The resultant fairly accurate SC
is consequently quite beneﬁcial for the TDPD, while the associated SC will lead to a biased
result, if the hard-decision is insuﬃciently reliable. On the other hand, the a posteriori LLR is
not independent of the received signal, thus the SC calculated may contain a bias at the output
of the TDPD. This problem will be circumvented with the aid of an adaptive SC calculation
scheme, which will be detailed in Section 4.4.8.
4.4.5 A Posteriori Direct-Soft-Decision Aided SC Calculation
Based on the idea of retaining the soft-bit-information contained in the a posteriori LLRs, in this
section we propose an iterative a posteriori Direct-Soft-Decision (DSD) aided SC calculation
in comparison to the a posteriori DHD aided SC calculation of Section 4.4.4. More explicitly,
soft-decisions are employed to substitute the hard-decisions used in Section 4.4.4 during the
SC process. Thus the soft symbol decision derived provides a soft SC for the TDPD and
based on the soft center the TDPD may be expected to generate a improved candidate list for
the following LLR calculation. Although the soft center calculation imposes a slightly higher
computational complexity than its hard-decision based counterpart, the iterative DSD aided
SC algorithm is capable of attaining a higher performance gain than the conventional iterative
receiver.
Consequently, the A Posteriori DSD aided SC is calculated by:
sc,l = E[sl] =
 
q
s
(q)
l   P[sl = s
(q)
l ]. (4.29)
In comparison to the mean of the soft output symbol formulated in Equation 4.17, Equation
4.29 employs the a posteriori LLRs L
c,p
l , rather than the extrinsic LLRs L
c,e
l of the channel
decoder to compute the probability P[sl = s
(q)
l ], using Equations 4.19 and 4.20.
4.4.6 Extrinsic Direct-Hard-Decision Aided SC Calculation
In joint iterative detection and decoding, an iteration gain is achieved by exchanging extrinsic
information between the detector and the decoder [142]. This means that the statistical inde-4.4.7. Extrinsic Direct-Soft-Decision Aided SC Calculation 117
pendence of the detector and decoder outputs is highly desirable. According to this principle,
we propose an Extrinsic LLR assisted SC calculation scheme. The beneﬁt of this is that the
decision bias alluded to in Section 4.4.5 and carried by the a posteriori LLRs can be mitigated,
when our conﬁdence in the decision is insuﬃciently high.
For the Extrinsic DHD aided SC calculation scheme, hard-decisions are imposed on the
interleaved extrinsic LLRs Lc,e at the output of the channel decoder. Then the resultant
hard decision based bit sequences are remodulated in order to create the transmit-domain
constellations for all the L transmit streams, and the associated modulated vectors are employed
as the SC sc. Similarly to Equation 4.28, the SC element sc,l is expressed as:
sc,l = Modulation[Sign(L
c,e
l )], (4.30)
where all the notations are deﬁned as before.
4.4.7 Extrinsic Direct-Soft-Decision Aided SC Calculation
Similar to the Extrinsic DHS aided SC scheme, we can construct the soft-decision-aided version
of the SC calculation based on the extrinsic LLRs. Consequently, the extrinsic DSD aided SC
is derived by using the extrinsic LLRs L
c,e
l in Equations 4.19 and 4.20, as well as calculating
the a priori soft mean, expressed as:
sc,l = ¯ sl = E[sl] =
 
q
s
(q)
l   P[sl = s
(q)
l ]. (4.31)
Our investigations not included here suggest that in comparison to its a posteriori couter-
part, the extrinsic DSD aided SC initially exhibits a better performance during the ﬁrst few
interations, when the a priori value is not very high. This is due to the reason that the iteration
gain attained with the aid of extrinsic information is capable of providing a bias-free SC for
the TDPD, which would be present owing to the eﬀects of channel fading and noise imposed
on the a posteriori information.
Again, the soft SC calculation requires a slightly higher computational complexity than the
hard-decision based SC generation. However, the iterative DSD aided SC algorithm is capable
of attaining a higher performance gain than the DHD aided SC scheme.
4.4.8 Partial A Posteriori LLR Based SC and Hybrid SC Calcu-
lation
In this section, we will proposed two more sophisticated schemes for SC calculation. Firstly, we
have found that the a posteriori LLRs are capable of providing a more conﬁdent decision for4.4.8. Partial A Posteriori LLR Based SC and Hybrid SC Calculation 118
SC than the extrinsic LLRs, provided that the mutual information between the sliced bits and
the source bits is suﬃciently high. Moreover, the extrinsic LLR based SC calculation avoids
the decision bias that may be imposed by the a posteriori LLRs. Thus here we propose an
adaptive SC calculation scheme to combine the beneﬁts of both the a posteriori LLRs and
extrinsic LLRs. Secondly, during the iterative process, we can active diﬀerent SC calculation
methods for diﬀerent iteration indices. This may enable the SC calculation to generate a more
accurate SC, despite imposing a reduced computational complexity. To combine the advantages
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the turbo LGVC detection, when employing the partial a posteriori
LLR of the channel decoder as the a priori information of the TDPD. Observe that this receiver
architecture is identical to that of Figure 4.2, apart from the introduction of the scaling factor
γ ﬁrst invoked in Equation (4.32).
of both the a posteriori and extrinsic LLR based SC calculation process, we deﬁne the combined4.4.8. Partial A Posteriori LLR Based SC and Hybrid SC Calculation 119
a posteriori and extrinsic LLR of the channel decoder, denoted as:
L
c,pp
l = L
c,e
l + (1 − γ)L
c,a
l
= L
c,p
l − γL
c,a
l ,0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, (4.32)
where γ is the weighting coeﬃcient of the a posteriori LLR, which is in the range of [0,1] and
used to adjust the proportion of the a priori information within L
c,pp
l . If we have γ = 1, then
the channel decoder output L
c,pp
l is equivalent to the a posteriori LLR, yielding L
c,pp
l = L
c,p
l . By
contrast, if we have γ = 0, then the combined a posteriori and extrinsic LLR L
c,pp
l is equivalent
to the extrinsic LLR, corresponding to L
c,pp
l = L
c,e
l . The weighting coeﬃcient γ can be adjusted
as a function of the interation index, which results in an adaptive combined a posteriori and
extrinsic output. The combined a posteriori and extrinsic LLR is then forwarded to the TDPD
of Figure 4.4 as its a priori information L
m,a
l after interleaving. The modiﬁed schemetic of the
iterative TDPD channel coded system based on the combined a posteriori and extrinsic LLR
L
c,pp
l is portrayed in Figure 4.4, where the γ-weighted a priori information L
c,a
l of the channel
decoder is subtracted from its a posteriori output L
c,p
l .
Generally, this combined a posteriori and extrinsic LLR method is applicable to a variety
of diﬀerent TDPDs and MUDs, since the higher the reliability of the decision feedback, the
more dramatic the reduction of the interference. The combined a posteriori and extrinsic
LLRs may be more beneﬁcial than the conventional extrinsic LLRs for employment as the a
priori information provided for the detectors, since in general we have E(L
c,pp
l ) > E(L
c,e
l ).
On the other hand, using the combined a posteriori and extrinsic information as the a priori
information clearly violates the independence between the extrinsic information of the TDPD
and the channel decoder, which is required by the turbo principle, and this may result in a
serious performance loss during a few initial iterations. Therefore beneﬁcial compromise value
of the weighting factor γ is sought. Alternatively, we can employ a variable weighting factor γ
rather than a ﬁxed one. More explicitly, ideally γ should have a value close to unity during a
few initial iterations and have a value close to zero after the initial phase. Hence we introduce
an exponential weighting factor expressed as:
γ
[i] = ̟
[i−1], (4.33)
where the superscript [i] denotes the ith iteration and ̟ is a positive constant obeying 0 <
̟ < 1. Hence we have γ[0] = 1 and γ[i] ≈ 0, when i is suﬃciently high.
Consequently, we can construct the associated combined a posteriori and extrinsic LLR
based SCs using the methods of both DHD and DSD, and the resultant SCs are expected to be
more accurate than without using the combined LLRs. Similarly, we can create the combined4.5. Candidate List Generation 120
a posteriori and extrinsic information based SIC-CMMSE, SIC-RMMSE and SIC-MBER SC
based schemes.
Furthermore, we can introduce the concept of the Hybrid SC (HSC) calculation. As argued
in the context of the adaptive weighting factor γ, the SC construction methods used during
diﬀerent iterations may be rendered adaptive, thus we may also consider the employment of
diﬀerent SC algorithms for the diﬀerent iterations. Since the characteristics of the diﬀerent SC
algorithms are diﬀerent, we can combine the advantages of the diﬀerent methods and hence
maximize the beneﬁts of the resultant SC schemes. For instance, the SIC-CMMSE or SIC-
RMMSE based SC calculation imposes a higher complexity than the DHD or DSD based ones,
but as a beneﬁt, they are capable of generating more accurate SCs, when the a priori LLRs
Lm,a are not suﬃciently high. Therefore, we may invoke the SIC-CMMSE or SIC-RMMSE
based SC calculation during a few initial iteraions and then active the DHD or DSD for the
remaining iterations.
4.5 Candidate List Generation
As inferred from Lemma 1, the detection error probability of the proposed TDPD is an increas-
ing function of the SC. Therefore, the detection candidate list selection can be regarded as the
process of choosing an approriate number of constellation points in the vicinity of the SC from
the cloud of legitimate constellation phasors.
The detection candidate list generation process can be divided into two categories:
• Direct candidate selection from the entire search space. This method directly
evaluates the metric ||H(ˆ s − sc,1)||2, and then select the most ’similar’ vector candidates
from the entire search space under certain constrains, such as for example a given can-
didate list size Kcand or a given maximum deviation ||H(ˆ s − sc,1)||2 < Rradius. The SD
of Section 3.4.5 or the tree-search based candidate list selection methods belong to this
category. For instance, the K-Best SD of 3.4.5 can be invoked, if we constrain the can-
didate list size Kcand to a constant value. In comparison to the conventional K-Best SD,
the proposed K-Best SD employs the metric of ||H(ˆ s − sc,1)||2 based on the center-shifted
SC calculation of 4.5.1.
• Candidate list generation by SubSet Combination (SSC). In order to derive the
detection candidate list, this method ﬁrst creates an individual subset for each of L
number of transmit streams. The lth subset consists of a certain number of constellation
points in the vicinity of the lth center element sc,l. We may then require that the distance4.5.1. K-Best SD Assisted Direct Candidate List Generation 121
of the lth center element sc,l from the considered constellation points must be less than a
constant value rradius for the sake of creating the corresponding subset, since the distance
between the lth center element sc,l of the SC vector sc and the constellation point nearest
to sc,l represents the accuracy (reliability) of sc,l. Alternatively, similar to the K-Best
SD, we may constrain the number of elements in the candidate list L , which potentially
allows us to have a diﬀerent candidate subset size for each of the L number of subsets.
After we generated the L number of subsets, the ﬁnal candidate list can then be readily
generated by combining all the L subsets.
Generally, the direct candidate list selection method imposes a signiﬁcantly higher complex-
ity than its SSC based couterpart. As a return for investing a higher complexity, the direct
candidate list generation method typically provides a more reliable set of L candidates.
In the following subsections, we will introduce a variety of diﬀerent candidate list generation
schemes, namely the K-best SD based candidate list generation, the K-best SSC based candidate
list generation and a hybrid scheme.
4.5.1 K-Best SD Assisted Direct Candidate List Generation
As mentioned in Section 3.4.5, the candidate list can be directly generated based on the evalu-
ation of the metric of Equation 4.3. Hereby, we employ the K-Best SD method of Setion 3.4.5
to generate the candidate list.
The SD based candidate list generation requires the triangularization of the channel matrix,
which generates the (L×L)-element upper-triangular matrix U satisfying UHU = HHH. For a
constant modulus modulation scheme, such as PSK or 4-QAM, we have UHU = HHH+σ2
aIP,
where σa is small real constant.Thus the TDPD Objective Function (OF) of Equation 4.3 is
transformed into:
ˆ sTDPD = arg min
ˆ s∈ML
c
||U(ˆ s − sc)||
2
2
= arg min
ˆ s∈ML
c
L  
i=1
u
2
ii[ˆ si − sc,i +
L  
j=i+1
uij
uii
(ˆ sj − sc,j)]
2
      
φ
, (4.34)
where φ corresponds to the so-called accumulated Partial Euclidean Distance (PED) evaluation
used for carrying out the tree-search. For the K-Best SD, a ﬁxed number of Kcand is retained
at each tree search level having the smallest accumulated PEDs. Hence, a candidate list L
containing Kcand number of superimposed L-stream symbols is obtained after the search reached
the tree-leaf level.4.5.2. Subset Combination Based Candidate List Generation 122
4.5.2 Subset Combination Based Candidate List Generation
As seen from Lemma 1, the distance vector ∆2 between the center vector and the true trans-
mitted constellation vector can be used to evaluate the performance of the detection scheme.
Thus the norm of the distance vector ∆2
c between the SC vector sc and the nearest constella-
tion vector can be regarded as ∆2, when the SC found is suﬃciently accurate. Consequently,
we may use the lth element ∆2
c,l of the distance vector ∆2
c to characterize the reliability of
the lth stream’s detection. The next step is then that of determining the Mcand,l number of
constellation points considered for the lth of the L number of transmit streams.
If the number Mcand,l is adjusted to be proportional to the distance ∆2
c,l, then we have
Mcand,1
∆2
c,1
=
Mcand,2
∆2
c,2
=     =
Mcand,L
∆2
c,L
=∝, (4.35)
where ∝ is the variable indicating the speciﬁc proportion of candidates assigned to the lth
stream from the entire set of
 L
l=1 Mcand,l. In other words, the number of OF evaluations is
only
 L
l=1Mcand,l, but the total number of subset candidate combination is given by:
Kcand =
L  
l=1
Mcand,l
= ∝
L
L  
l=1
∆
2
c,l, (4.36)
thus we have:
∝=log
"
Kcand QL
l=1 ∆2
c,l
#
L
=log
Kcand
L −2  
L  
l=1
log
∆c,l
L . (4.37)
Consequently, the theoretical value of Mcand,l is then given by:
Mcand,l =
 
log
Kcand
L −2  
L  
l=1
log
∆c,l
L
 
  ∆
2
c,l. (4.38)
Since all of the L number of Mcand,l values have to satisfy:
1 ≤ Mcand,l ≤ L, (4.39)
we set the actual value of M
′
cand,l,l ∈ [1   (L−1)] to the integer nearest to its theoretical value
computed from Equation 4.38, which satisﬁes Equation 4.39, and ﬁnally the value of M
′
cand,L is4.5.3. Hybrid Candidate List Generation 123
set to:
M
′
cand,L =
Kcand
 L−1
l=1 M
′
cand,1
. (4.40)
Alternatively, we may only require the actual derived number of candidates to be approxi-
mately equal to Kcand and then we can set the actual value of M
′
cand,L to the interger nearest
to its theoretical value computed from Equation 4.38.
Now that we have decided about all the L values of M
′
cand,l,l ∈ [1   (L−1)], the next step
is that of choosing M
′
cand,l number of elements for each of the L subsets. The M
′
cand,l number
of points are then the nearest ones amongst all the legitimate constellation points to the lth
subset center element sc,l. Since the constellation points are equi-spaced, it is straightforward
to select the required M
′
cand,l number of points for the lth stream, once we know the coordinates
of sc,l.
Subsequently, the candidate list L is readily generated by combining the L number of
subsets. In comparison to the method of constraining the total number Kcand of elements in
the candidate list L, we may constrain the maximum radius rradius of the constellation points
considered in each of the L subsets from its associated subset center element sc,l,l ∈ [1   L].
This method allow us to have a similar conﬁdence for all the L resultant subsets and hence to
guarantee the quality of the ﬁnal candidate list L.
4.5.3 Hybrid Candidate List Generation
For the iterative detector, we may adopt a diﬀerent candidate list generation method for the
diﬀerent iteration indices. Recall that the K-Best SD assisted method is capable of generating
a more reliable candidate list than the SSC based scheme, because during the initial iterations,
the SC is typically insuﬃciently accurate, while the SSC method becomes capable of reducing
the complexity of the K-Best SD assisted method during the following iterations. Furthermore,
we may active any of these two methods at any stage of the iterative processes and hence by
combining the beneﬁts of the diﬀerent methods, we arrive at a ﬂexible MUD.
4.6 Output LLR Calculation
For the sake of attaining an iteration gain, we have to provide extrinsic information L
m,e
l for
the lth channel decoder, which will become its a priori information L
c,a
l after deinterleaving.
For the sake of calculating the extrinsic LLR of the kth bit within a speciﬁc constellation
symbol for k = 0,    ,(log
Mc
2 − 1) asssociated with the lth transmit stream, the candidate list4.7. Computational Complexity of the Iterative TDPD 124
L has to be seperated into two subsets, so that we have L
k,l
1 , {s ∈ L : bk,l = 1} and likewise
L
k,l
0 , {s ∈ L : bk,l = 0}. In other words, L
k,l
1 /L
k,l
0 represents all candidates of the set L,
where the kth bit of the lth transmit stream bk,l is equal to a logical one or zero, respectively.
Therefore, the LLR-value of bit bk,l can be written as:
L
m,p(bk,l) =ln
 
s∈L
k,l
1 p(x/s,H)   e
PL−1
l′=0
PB−1
k′=0 bk′,l′Lm,a(bk′,l′)
 
s∈L
k,l
0 p(x/s,H)   e
PL−1
l′=0
PB−1
k′=0 bk′,l′Lm,a(bk′,l′)
=L
m,a(bk,l) + ln
 
s∈L
k,l
1 p(x/s,H)   e[
PL−1
l′=0
PB−1
k′=0 bk′,l′Lm,a(bk′,l′)−bk,lLm,a(bk,l)]
 
s∈L
k,l
0 p(x/s,H)   e[
PL−1
l′=0
PB−1
k′=0 bk′,l′Lm,a(bk′,l′)−bk,lLm,a(bk,l)]
, (4.41)
where p(x/s,H) is given by:
p(x/s,H) =
1
√
2πσn
e
−
 x−Hs 2
2σ2
n . (4.42)
Note that the calculation of the legitimate channel output vectors ¯ x and the Euclidian
distances |x − ¯ x| along with the vectors in the candidates list L may only be necessary before
the ﬁrst iteration and can be used during the later iterations.
In order to further reduce the complexity of the LLR calculations, we can use the max-log
approximation [84] of Equation 4.41, resulting in:
L
m,p(bk,l) ≈L
m,a(bk,l) +
1
2
max
s∈L
k,l
1
{−
1
σ2
n
|x − Hs|
2 +
L−1  
l′=0
B−1  
k′=0
bk′,l′L
m,a(bk′,l′) − bk,lL
m,a(bk,l)}−
1
2
max
s∈L
k,l
0
{−
1
σ2
n
|x − Hs|
2 +
L−1  
l′=0
B−1  
k′=0
bk′,l′L
m,a(bk′,l′) − bk,lL
m,a(bk,l)}. (4.43)
Thus we have derived the soft a posteriori information L
m,p
l ,l ∈ [1,    ,L] of Figure 4.2.
Consequently, the associated extrinsic LLR output L
m,e
l ,l ∈ [1,    ,L] of Figure 4.2 is generated
by:
L
m,e(bk,l) = L
m,p(bk,l) − L
m,a(bk,l), (4.44)
which will then be passed to the channel decoder after deinterleaving.
Therefore, the detection process entails three steps, namely that of the SC calculation,
candidate list generation and soft-LLR computation.
4.7 Computational Complexity of the Iterative TDPD
First of all, the complexity CTDPD imposed by the iterative TDPD can be divided into three
contributions during each iterative process, which are the complexity CRC associated with the4.7. Computational Complexity of the Iterative TDPD 125
SC calculation, CCL associated with the candidate list generation and CLLR associated with
the extrinsic LLR calculation, respectively, yielding:
CTDPD = CRC + CCL + CLLR. (4.45)
For the hybrid methods applied to both the SC calculation and candidate list generation
the associated complexities CRC and CCL have to be analyzed based on each speciﬁc iteration,
since they depend on the iteration index. Since the complexity imposed by each iteration is
the same for the constituent components of the hybrid scheme, we will omit the number of
iterations in our forthcoming complexity analysis. The resultant complexity associated with
the hybrid scheme can be readily derived by a superposition of the complexity associated with
the speciﬁc methods employed in each iteration.
As far as the complexity CRC associated with the SC calculation is concerned, most of
the proposed methods have been analyzed in Chapter 3 and the related results can be reused
here. Moreover, the DHD, the DSD based algorithms and the partial a posteriori LLR assisted
approaches have not been investigated. From the investigations provided in Sections 4.4.4-4.4.8
it is seen that the complexities imposed by the direct hard/soft decision aided SC calculations
as well as the partial a posteriori LLR calculation may be deemed negligible.
The computational complexity CKSD
CL associated with the K-Best SD assisted candidate list
generation consists of that for the channel matrix triangularization and the number of PED
evaluations corresponding to the term φ of Equation 4.34. The channel matrix triangularization
is only required during the ﬁrst iteration. On the other hand, the complexity of PED evaluations
constitutes the main contribution of CKSD
CL , since this process is required during every single
iteration. Omitting the complexity associated with the channel matrix triangularization, CKSD
CL
can be expressed as:
C
KSD
CL ≤ L   Mc   Kcand (4.46)
number of PED evaluations.
For the K-Best SSC based candidate list generation of Section 4.5.2, the complexity CKSC
CL
entails the determination of the size of the L number of subsets and the selection of the vectors
of these subsets. As outlined in Equation 4.38, the calculation of the subset sizes is so simple
that it may be deemed negligible. Since the constellation points are equi-spaced in the transmit
domain, the selection of the M
′
cand,l,l ∈ [1,L] best elements of the subsets associated with the
lth transmit stream required no additional computation, when the coordinates of the center
sc,l are already available. In conclusion, the computational complexity CKSC
CL imposed by the
K-Best SSC based candidate list generation may be deemed negligible.
Finally, the complexity associated with the extrinsic LLR calculation is quantiﬁed in terms4.8. Performance of the Iterative TDPD 126
of the number of Objective Function (OF) evaluations, which corresponds to the two terms in
Equation 4.43, if we employ the Max-Log solution. The exact MAP detector is based on the
evaluation of the OF for the entire search space, including 2L Bps number of candidates, so the
total number of the OF evaluations is given by:
C
MAP
LLR = L   Bps2
L Bps. (4.47)
Clearly, the complexity CMAP
LLR increases exponentially with the product of the number of trans-
mit streams L and the the number of bits Bps per constellation symbol.
Fortunately, this complexity may be signiﬁcantly reduced by reducing the size of candidate
list L rather than exploring the entire search space. In comparion to the exact MAP detector,
the complexity CL
LLR associated with using the candidate list L of size Kcand becomes:
C
L
LLR = L   Bps   Kcand. (4.48)
number OF evalutions. Consequently, the complexity of CLLR has become linearly proportional
to the length Kcand of the list L. It will be demonstrated with the aid of our forthcoming
simulation results that the value of Kcand can be set to a small fraction of the entire search
space 2L Bps.
4.8 Performance of the Iterative TDPD
Based on the above discussions, it is clearly seen that the iterative TDPD can be constructed
by employing diﬀerent algorithms at diﬀerent indices of the iterative processes for all the three
detection steps, namely for the SC calculations, for the candidate list generation and for the out-
put LLR derivation. In order to analyze the convergence behavior of the resultant approaches,
EXIT charts will be used as our semi-analytical tool. Since some of the MUD schemes such
as the SIC-RMMSE aided TDPD are only available for speciﬁc modulation schemes, we will
organize our system performance results according to the diﬀerent modulation types. All the
system parameters used in our simulations are outlined in Table 4.2, unless otherwise stated.
4.8.1 Performance of BPSK Modulation
In this section, we will investigate the achievable performance of iterative TDPD in conjunction
with BPSK modulation.4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 127
System Parameters Choice
System LGVC OFDM
No. of Sub-Carriers 128
Modulation BPSK, 4-QAM
No. of Transmit Antenna 6,8
No. of Receive Antenna 2,4
Block Length 10240
CIR Model P(τk) = [0.5 0.3 0.2], (k = 0, 1, 2)
CIR Tap Fading OFDM symbol invariant fading
Normalised Doppler Frequency fD = 0.1
Channel Estimation Ideal
Detector K-Best List-SD, various TDPDs
List Length Ncand Kcand
RSC(2,1,3)
Channel Encoder Generator polynomials (6/13)
Code termination (Oﬀ)
Iterations terminate as soon as
No. of Iterations (Variable) the resultant trajectory line
reaches the point of convergence
Table 4.2: Summary of system parameters for the iterative TDPD Aided Coded LGVC OFDM
system
4.8.1.1 Performance of SIC-CMMSE SC Aided Iterative K-best SD
In Figure 4.5 the EXIT chart based comparison of SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD and the
conventional K-best SD iterative receiver supporting L = 8 BPSK streams with the aid of
P = 4 receiver antenna elements is plotted. We denote the a priori information and extrin-
sic information of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and I(E,MUD), respectively, while the corresponding
quantities of the channel decoder by I(A,CC) and I(E,CC), respectively. It is seen in Figure 4.5
that in the absence of our proposed SIC-CMMSE SC scheme, the conventional inner decoder’s
EXIT curve rises slowly upon increasing the a priori information, which was caused by using
an insuﬃciently large candidate list size Kcand, such as for example in the cases of Kcand = 2,
Kcand = 4 and Kcand = 8. It is seen in Figure 4.5 that this problem was eﬀectively solved by the
application of the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-Best SD scheme. More explicitly, when using the
SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-Best SD scheme, the inner detector’s EXIT curve rises more rapidly,
when the a priori mutual information (MI) increases, even when using a limited list size of4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 128
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Figure 4.5: EXIT chart comparison of SIC-CMMSE RC aided K-best SD and the Conventional
K-best SD iterative receiver in the scenario of an (8×4)-element rank-deﬁcient BPSK OFDM
LGVC system at SNR=1dB.
Kcand = 2,4 in this speciﬁc scenario. Furthmore, both the EXIT curves of the SIC-CMMSE SC
aided K-Best SD associated with diﬀerent Kcand values and that of the conventional K-best
SD using Kcand = 64 converges to the same end point, when perfect a priori information of
IA,MUD = 1 is provided. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.5, when Kcand is increased to
64 for the conventional K-best SD, the resultant performance corresponds to that of the MAP
detector. As expected, the EXIT curve corresponding to Kcand = 64 reaches a higher end point
than that associated with low Kcand values. However, as a beneﬁt of the SIC-CMMSE SC aided
scheme, the EXIT curve of the inner detector may arrive at a similarly high end point, despite
using signiﬁcantly smaller Kcand values than that of the conventional SD. Hence, we can infer
from the above observations that the SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSD is capable of achieving a
near-MAP BER performance in conjunction with small values of Kcand.
The BER versus Eb/N0 performance improvement recorded for the SIC-CMMSE SC aided
iterative K-best SD TDPD using BPSK modulation and predicted by the EXIT-chart of Figure
4.5 is shown in Figure 4.6, where a signiﬁcant performance gain was achieved by employing
the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD. Explicitly, as seen in Figure 4.6, the SIC-CMMSE SC
aided iterative K-best SD using Kcand = 16 is capable of approaching the performance of the4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 129
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Figure 4.6: BER performance improvement achieved by the SIC-CMMSE RC aided iterative
K-best SD receiver in the LGVC of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient BPSK OFDM system.
conventional iterative SD in conjunction with Kcand = 64, at a BER of 10−4. Hence, both the
associated memory requirements and the computational complexity imposed are substantially
reduced. Explicitly, for a ﬁxed value of Kcand, such as for example Kcand = 8 and for the same
target BER of 10−4, it is seen that the iterative gain over the non-iterative Soft-Input-Soft-
Output (SISO) receiver was increased to about 9 dB from 7 dB by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided
K-best SD TDPD scheme, when compared to that achieved by the conventional iterative SD.
Since the total complexity of the iterative TDPD employing SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best
SD is mainly associated with that of the candidate list generation, which may be quantiﬁed in
terms of the number of PED-evaluations similar to the conventional K-best SD, we compare
the associated complexities in Figure 4.7. It is seen in Figure 4.7 that the complexity imposed
by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD is well below that of the conventional SD for the SNR
range of [−6,2]dB. This statement is valid, when our aim is to achieve the near-MAP BER
performance characterized in Figure 4.6, which can be attained by having Kcand = 64 for the
conventional K-best SD scheme or by setting Kcand = 16 associated with the TDPD employing
the SIC-CMMSE RC aided K-best SD. Actually, the number of PED-evaluations carried out
per channel use by the conventional K-best SD system remains as high as 3,725, regardless of
the SNR and of the number of iterations. On the other hand, the iterative TDPD assisted by4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 130
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Figure 4.7: Computational complexity histogram of the SIC-CMMSE RC aided iterative K-
best SD (Kcand = 16) receiver in the LGVC scenario of an (8×4)-element rank-deﬁcient BPSK
OFDM system.
the SIC-CMMSE RC aided K-best SD has to regenerate the candidate list at each iteration,
but nonetheless, the total complexity imposed is still substantially reduced.
4.8.1.2 Performance of SIC-RMMSE SC Aided Iterative K-best SD
Recall from Section 3.4.2 that the SIC-RMMSE SC is expected to be more accurate than SIC-
CMMSE SC. Furthermore,in Figure 4.5 we have compared the EXIT characteristics of both the
SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD TDPD and of the conventional K-best SD iterative receiver.
In this section we only compare the EXIT charts of the SIC-CMMSE and the SIC-RMMSE
SC aided K-best SD TDPDs supporting L = 8 BPSK streams with the aid of P = 4 receiver
antenna elements, as plotted in Figure 4.8.
More explicitly, it is seen in Figure 4.8 that the SIC-RMMSE SC aided K-best SD has a
similar EXIT performance as the SIC-CMMSE SC aided one, where all the inner detector EXIT
curves ascend rapidly, when the a priori mutual information (MI) increases, even when using
a limited list size of Kcand = 2,4,8 in this speciﬁc scenario. Furthmore, all the EXIT curves of
both the SIC-CMMSE and the SIC-RMMSE SC aided K-Best SDs associated with diﬀerent
Kcand value as well as that of the conventional K-best SD using Kcand = 64 traverse to the same4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 131
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Figure 4.8: EXIT chart comparison of the SIC-CMMSE and SIC-RMMSE SC aided K-best
SDs as well as of the iterative MAP receiver in the scenario of an (8×4)-element rank-deﬁcient
BPSK OFDM LGVC system at SNR=1dB.
end point, which indicates that both the proposed SIC-CMMSE and the SIC-RMMSE aided K-
Best SDs are capable of approaching the MAP performance, when perfect a priori information
is provided. As expected, the EXIT curve associated with the SIC-RMMSE SC aided SD is
slightly above that of the SIC-CMMSE scheme at a given Kcand value, especially when the a
priori information is low, such as for example I(A,MUD)=0 and Kcand is small, such as for example
Kcand = 2. Explicitly, the EXIT curve starting point of the SIC-RMMSE scheme at I(A,MUD)=0
is about 0.06 higher than that of the the SIC-CMMSE scheme associated with Kcand = 2,
while there is no observable diﬀerence of the starting point between the curves associated with
Kcand = 8 in Figure 4.8. This is interpreted as the consequence of having a small diﬀerence in
the SC accuracy between the SIC-RMMSE and the SIC-CMMSE schemes, when the a priori
information increases. Finally, it becomes explicit in Figure 4.8 that upon increasing Kcand from
2 to 8, the resultant EXIT tunnel becomes wider, which has two potential beneﬁts. Either the
required SNR is reduced or the number of iterations may be reduced. Furthermore, having a
larger candidate list size Kcand compensates for the reduced SC accuracy and hence reduces
the resultant EXIT curve discrepance between the diﬀerent SC schemes. Figure 4.5 plots the
BER versus Eb/N0 performances recorded for both the SIC-CMMSE and the SIC-RMMSE SC4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 132
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aided iterative K-best SD TDPDs using BPSK modulation, which were characterized by the
EXIT-chart of Figure 4.8. As expected, the SIC-RMMSE SC aided iterative K-best SD exhibits
a similar performance to the SIC-CMMSE SC aided one, while a signiﬁcant performance gain
was achieved by employing the SIC-CMMSE or SIC-RMMSE SC aided K-best SD. Explicitly,
as seen in Figure 4.9, both the SIC-CMMSE and the SIC-RMMSE SC aided iterative K-best
SDs using Kcand = 16 are capable of approaching the performance of the conventional iterative
SD operating in conjunction with a quadrupled list size of Kcand = 64, at a BER of 10−4.
Hence, both the associated memory requirements and the computational complexity imposed
are substantially reduced. It is also observed in Figure 4.5 that the SIC-RMMSE RC aided
iterative K-best SD slightly outperforms its SIC-CMMSE RC aided counterpart, especially
when a small list size of Kcand is employed, such as for example Kcand = 8.
As mentioned above, the total complexity of the K-best SD based iterative TDPD employing
diﬀerent RCs is dominated by that of the candidate list generation, which may be quantiﬁed in
terms of the number of PED-evaluations, as in the conventional K-best SD. Thus Figure 4.10
plots the complexity of both the SIC-RMMSE and the SIC-CMMSE SC assisted K-best SD in
conjunction with Kcand = 8. It is seen in Figure 4.10 that the complexity imposed by the SIC-4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 133
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Figure 4.10: Computational complexity histogram of both the SIC-CMMSE SC and of the
SIC-RMMSE SC aided iterative K-best SD (Kcand = 16) receivers in the LGVC scenario of an
(8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient BPSK OFDM system.
RMMSE aided K-best SD is slightly below that associated with the SIC-CMMSE SC scheme for
the SNR range of [−2,3]dB, when the the candidate list size Kcand is the same. In comparison
to the BER performance characterized in Figure 4.5, the beneﬁt of applying the SIC-RMMSE
SC in the iterative TDPDs is more explicit, since the SIC-RMMSE SC assisted scheme slightly
outerperforms the SIC-CMMSE SC based approach in BER terms, while imposing a lower
complexity.
4.8.1.3 Performance of SIC-CMMSE SC Aided SSC Based Iterative TDPDs
As analyzed in Section 4.5.2, the SSC based candadiate list generation method is less complex
than the K-best SD based approach. Let us now investigate the associated peformance of the
SSC based scheme combined with the SIC-CMMSE SC calculation.
Figure 4.5 compares the EXIT charts of both the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD and
of the SSC based TDPDs supporting L = 8 BPSK streams with the aid of P = 4 receiver
antenna elements. It is seen in Figure 4.11 that the EXIT curves of both schemes ascend
rapidly, when increasing the a priori information from I(A,MUD) = 0 to I(A,MUD) = 1, even
when using a limited list size of Kcand = 2,4,8 in this speciﬁc scenario. Furthermore, the4.8.1. Performance of BPSK Modulation 134
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Figure 4.11: EXIT chart comparison of the SIC-CMMSE Aided K-best SD and of the SSC
based iterative TDPD of Kcand = 2,4,8 and 16 (Clockwise) in the scenario of an (8×4)-element
rank-deﬁcient BPSK OFDM LGVC system at SNR=1dB.
larger the candidate list size Kcand, the higher the EXIT curve associated both with the SIC-
CMMSE SC aided K-best SD and the SSC based schemes. As expected, the EXIT curve
associated with the K-best SD candidate list generation is higher than that associated with
the SC scheme, which is achieved at the cost of an increased complexity. It is observed in
Figure 4.11 that the diﬀerence between the EXIT curves of the K-best SD and SSC schemes
is increased when a higher Kcand value is employed. This could be explained by observing that
the SD based candidate list generation algorithm is more accurate in terms of evaluating the
PED in the receiver domain compared to the SSC based schemes. Thus the diﬀerence between
the achievable performance of the associated candidate lists becomes more intuitive, as the list
size Kcand is increased.
Figure 4.12 plots the BER versus Eb/N0 performances recorded for both the SIC-CMMSE
SC aided iterative K-best SD and the SSC TDPDs using BPSK modulation, as predicted by
the EXIT-chart Figure 4.11. As seen in Figure 4.11, the SD based candidate list generation
outperforms the SSC based one, conﬁrming that the simulated BER performance agrees with
the EXIT-chart predicitions. This is conﬁrmed by Figure 4.12, where the SIC-CMMSE SC
aided K-best SD scheme exhibited about 2dB Eb/N0 beneﬁt over the SIC-CMMSE SC aided4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 135
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Figure 4.12: BER performance achieved by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided iterative K-best SSC
receiver in the LGVC of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient BPSK OFDM system.
K-best SSC scheme, when the same value of Kcand was employed, such as for example Kcand = 8.
On the other hand, the complexity imposed by the SSC algorithm is signiﬁcantly lower than
that of the SD algorithm.
4.8.2 Performance of 4-QAM
In this section, we will investigate the beneﬁts of applying the iterative TDPDs to 4-QAM
modulated OFDM systems experienceing LGVC in comparison to employing the conventional
K-best SD. If we consider rank-deﬁcient scenarios, the achievable performance gain becomes
higher. In the following sections we will investigate and compare the beneﬁts of exploiting
diﬀerent SC schemes in conjunction with diﬀerent candidate list generation methods.
4.8.2.1 Performance of SIC-CMMSE SC Aided Iterative K-best SD
In Figure 4.13 the EXIT chart comparison of the SIC-CMMSE RC aided K-best SD TDPD
and of the conventional K-best SD assisted iterative receiver supporting L = 8 4-QAM streams
with the aid of P = 4 receiver antenna elements is provided. We denote the a priori informa-4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 136
tion and extrinsic information of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and I(E,MUD), respectively, while the
corresponding quantities of the channel decoder by I(A,CC) and I(E,CC), respectively.
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Figure 4.13: EXIT chart comparison of the SIC-MMSE SC aided K-best SD and of the conven-
tional K-best SD assisted iterative receiver in the scenario of an (8×4)-element rank-deﬁcient
4-QAM OFDM LGVC system at SNR=-1dB.
Observe in Figure 4.13 that in the absence of our proposed SIC-CMMSE SC scheme, the
conventional inner decoder’s EXIT curve decayed upon increasing the a priori information
owing to the ﬂawed information exchange between the inner and outer decoders, which was
caused by the employment of an insuﬃciently large candidate list size Kcand, such as for example
in the cases of Kcand = 16, Kcand = 32 and Kcand = 64. It is seen in Figure 4.13 that this
problem was eﬀectively solved by the application of the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-Best SD
scheme. More explicitly, when using the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-Best SD scheme, the inner
detector EXIT curve no longer decays, when the a priori mutual information (MI) increases,
even when using a limited list size of Kcand = 16 in this speciﬁc scenario. On the other hand,
as shown in Figure 4.13, when Kcand is increased to 1024 for the conventional K-best SD, the
resultant inner detector EXIT curves increase. As expected, the EXIT curve corresponding to
Kcand = 1024 reaches a higher end point than that associated with low Kcand values. However,
as a beneﬁt of the SIC-CMMSE SC aided scheme, the EXIT curve of the inner decoder may
arrive at an even higher end point, despite using signiﬁcantly smaller Kcand values than that of4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 137
the conventional SD. Hence, we can infer from the above observations that the SIC-CMMSE
SC aided KSD is capable of achieving a near-MAP BER performance in conjunction with small
values of Kcand.
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Figure 4.14: BER performance improvement achieved by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided iterative
K-best SD receiver in the LGVC of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM OFDM system.
The BER versus Eb/N0 performance improvement recorded for the SIC-CMMSE SC aided
iterative K-best SD predicted by the EXIT-chart of Figure 4.13 is shown in Figure 4.14, where a
signiﬁcant performance gain was achieved by employing the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD.
Explicitly, as seen in Figure 4.14, the SIC-CMMSE SC aided iterative K-best SD using Kcand =
16 is capable of approaching the performance of the conventional iterative SD in conjunction
with Kcand = 1024, at a BER of 10−5. Hence, both the associated memory requirements and
the computational complexity imposed are substantially reduced. For a ﬁxed value of K, such
as for example K = 32 and for the same target BER of 10−5, it is seen that the iterative gain
over the non-iterative Soft-Input-Soft-Output (SISO) receiver was increased to about 6 dB from
3 dB by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD scheme, when compared to that achieved by
the conventional iterative SD.
Since the total complexity of the iterative TDPD employing both SIC-CMMSE SC gen-
eration and K-best SD based candidate list generation is mainly associated with that of the4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 138
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Figure 4.15: Computational complexity histogram of the SIC-MMSE RC aided iterative K-best
SD (Kcand = 16) receiver in the LGVC scenario of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM
OFDM system.
candidate list generation, which similar to conventional K-best SD can be quantiﬁed in terms
of the number of PED-evaluations. We compared the associated complexities in Figure 4.15.
It is seen in Figure 4.15 that the complexity imposed by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD
is well below that of the conventional SD for the SNR range of [−7,3]dB. This statement is
valid when our aim is to achieve the near-MAP BER performance characterized in Figure 4.14,
which can be attained by having Kcand = 1024 for the conventional K-best SD scheme or by
setting Kcand = 16 in the TDPD employing both SIC-CMMSE SC and the K-best SD based
candidate list generation. Actually, the number of PED-evaluations carried out per channel use
by the conventional K-best SD system remains as high as 13,652, regardless of the SNR and the
number of iterations. On the other hand, the iterative TDPD assisted by the SIC-CMMSE SC
and K-best SD candidate list generation has to regenerate the candidate list at each iteration,
but nonetheless, the total complexity imposed is substantially reduced.4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 139
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Figure 4.16: EXIT chart analysis of the DHD SC based K-best SD aided iterative TDPD
receiver in the LGVC scenario of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM OFDM system at
SNR=-1 dB using Kcand = 128
4.8.2.2 Performance of the A Posteriori DHD and DSD SC Aided Iterative K-
best SD
The EXIT charts of the iterative TDPD using the a posteriori DHD SC and the K-best SD
based candidate list generation are shown in Figure 4.16. Observe in Figure 4.16 that the
EXIT curves of the iterative TDPD using the DHD RC aided K-best SD scheme decayed upon
increasing the a priori information I(A,MUD), when the a posteriori information ID(CC) is not
suﬃciently high, such as for example ID(CC) < 0.7 owing to the ﬂawed information exchange
between the inner and outer decoders. Thus the DHDC SC aided scheme is only activated, when
the maximum attainable iterative gain of the conventional KSD scheme is achieved, namely
when the resultant decoding trajectory reaches the intersection of the EXIT curves of the inner
and outer decoder. The stair-case-shaped decoding trajectory of Figure 4.16 follows exactly
the same path as with the DHD SC selection scheme disabled, until it reaches the point of
intersection. Then, with the aid of the increasingly accurate search center provided by the
DHD SC aided scheme, the decoding trajectory continues to evolve through the open EXIT
tunnel of Figure 4.16 between the inner detector and the outer decoder EXIT curves. Hence,
we can infer from the above observations that the DHD SC aided K-best SD receiver is capable4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 140
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Figure 4.17: BER performance improvements provided by the a posteriori DHD and DSD
SC aided KSD schemes in the context of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient OFDM system.
Compared to the a posteriori DHD SC aided KSD receiver, the a posteriori DSD SC aided
KSD iterative receiver is capable of achieving a better BER performance at a slightly higher
computational complexity imposed by the search center calculation process.
of achieving a near-MAP BER performance in conjunction with small values of Kcand.
Figure 4.17 portrays the BER curves of the a posteriori DSD SC aided K-best iterative SD
receiver in comparison to those of the conventional iterative K-best SD receiver dispensing with
center-shifting and to the a posteriori DHD SC aided iterative K-best SD receiver. It is seen in
Figure 4.17 that a better BER performance can be achieved in both scenarios, where Kcand = 32
and Kcand = 64 were employed by the a posteriori DSD SC aided iterative receiver than that by
the a posteriori DHD SC aided one. These further improvements attained by the a posteriori
DSD SC scheme are indeed expected, because the action of transforming the a posteriori LLRs
Lc,p to hard decisions discards the useful soft information contained in the LLRs, which indicates
how reliable our estimate of the most recently obtained center is. Remarkably, when having a
list-length of Kcand = 64, the a posteriori DSD SC aided receiver outperforms the conventional
iterative K-best SD receiver dispensing with SC selection and hence having a high complexity
associated with a list size of Kcand = 1024. This remarkable complexity reduction is achieved,
while simultaneously approaching the performance of the exact MAP detector, which may be
implementationally infeasible.4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 141
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Figure 4.18: Computational complexity comparison of the a posteriori DHD, of the a posteriori
DSD SC aided iterative center-shifting K-best SD (Kcand = 32) receivers as well as of the
conventional K-best SD receiver dispensing with SC selection in the LGVC scenario of an
(8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM OFDM system.
Figure 4.18 compares the complexities of three schemes, namely that of the DHD, the DSD
SC aided iterative K-best SD (Kcand = 32) receivers and of the conventional K-best SD receiver
dispensing with SC selection. It is shown that the candidate list generation complexity of both
the a posteriori DHD SC and the a posteriori DSD SC aided K-best SD receivers is well below
that of the conventional SD receiver using no SC, when considering the SNR range spanning
from -8 dB to 2 dB, except for SNRs in the vicinity of -3 dB, provided that our aim is to
achieve the near-MAP BER performance quantiﬁed in Figure 4.17. By comparison, the near-
MAP BER performance can only be attained by having Kcand = 1024 for the system operating
without the SC selection scheme or by setting Kcand = 64 and 128 in the presence of the DSD
SC aided and DHD SC aided schemes, respectively. Actually, the number of PED-evaluations
carried out by the system dispensing with the SC selection scheme per channel use remains as
high as 13,652, regardless of the SNR and the number of iterations. On the other hand, in the
presence of the SC assisted scheme, the candidate list has to be regenerated at each iteration,
but nontheless, the total complexity imposed is substantially reduced.4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 142
4.8.2.3 Performance of SIC-CMMSE SC Aided K-best SSC Iterative TDPDs
In Figure 4.19 the EXIT chart comparison of SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SSC and SD
TDPDs as well as the conventional K-best SD assisted iterative receiver supporting L = 8
4-QAM streams with the aid of P = 4 receiver antenna elements are plotted. As before,
we denote the a priori information and extrinsic information of the MUD by I(A,MUD) and
I(E,MUD), respectively, while the corresponding quantities of the channel decoder by I(A,CC)
and I(E,CC), respectively.
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Figure 4.19: EXIT chart comparison of SIC-CMMSE RC aided K-best SC scheme and SD
scheme as well as the Conventional K-best SD iterative receiver in the scenario of an (8 × 4)-
element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM OFDM LGVC system at SNR=1 dB.
As seen in Figure 4.19, the conventional inner detector EXIT curve decayed upon increasing
the a priori information owing to the ﬂawed information exchange between the inner and outer
decoders, which was caused by using an insuﬃciently large candidate list size Kcand, such as for
example in the cases of Kcand = 16 and Kcand = 32. By contrast, this problem was eﬀectively
solved by the application of the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-Best SD scheme, as described in
Section 4.8.2.1. Furthermore, the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-Best SSC arrangement is also
capable of solving this problem, as demonstrated in Figure 4.19. However, the initial EXIT
curve point associated with the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-Best SC scheme is seen to be at a4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 143
lower value than that of both the conventional K-Best SD scheme and of the SIC-CMMSE SC
aided K-Best SD scheme.
This can be explained as that when the SC is potentially inaccurate as IA,MUD is small, the
approximation of ∆c ≈ ∆ assumed by the SSC candidate list generation method of Section 4.5.2
becomes inaccurate. Hence the resultant extrinsic mutual information I(E,MUD) at the output of
MUD becomes lower than that associated with the K-Best SD candidate list generator method
in conjunction with the same Kcand value.
We also observe in Figure 4.19 that the EXIT curve of the K-Best SSC candidate list gener-
ation arrangement evolves to higher value than that of the K-Best SD candidate list generation
arrangement operating in conjunction with the SIC-CMMSE SC, when the a priori information
is suﬃciently high. This suggests that the SSC candidate list generation arrangement is even
more sophisticated than the SD candidate list generation scheme, when the SC is suﬃciently
accurate and this guarantees that the approximation of ∆c ≈ ∆ is valid.
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Figure 4.20: BER performance achieved by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided iterative K-best SSC
receiver in the LGVC of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM OFDM system.
In order to compare all the three diﬀerent TDPDs, namely that of the conventional K-
best SD, the SIC-CMMSE aided K-best SD and the SIC-CMMSE aided K-best SSC schemes,
we plot their BER versus Eb/N0 performance in Figure 4.20, which may be predicted by the4.8.2. Performance of 4-QAM 144
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Figure 4.21: BER performance achieved by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided iterative K-best hybrid
SSC receiver in the LGVC of an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient 4-QAM OFDM system.
EXIT-chart of Figure 4.19. First of all, signiﬁcant iteration gains were achieved by all the
three schemes. It is seen in Figure 4.20 that the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD outperforms
both the conventional K-best SD and the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SSC. Explicitly, for
a ﬁxed value of Kcand, such as for example Kcand = 32 and for the same target BER of
10−5, it is seen that the performance beneﬁt of the SIC-CMMSE aided K-best SD over the
conventional K-best SD is about 3dB and that of the latter over the SIC-CMMSE aided SSC is
also about 3dB. Although it is seen that the SIC-CMMSE aided K-best SSC scheme exhibits a
worse performance than the conventional K-best SD since its EXIT curve emerges from a low
starting point in the EXIT chart seen in Figure 4.19, it imposes a signiﬁcantly lower complexity
than that required by the K-best SD benchmarks. Furthermore, we may improve the BER
performance of the SIC-CMMSE SC aided SSC scheme by employing the hybrid candidate list
generation technique of Section 4.5.3. During a few initial iterations we use the conventional
K-best SD candidate list generation and then we active the K-best SSC technique of Section
4.5.2. Hence this hybrid techniques is capable of circumventing the problem of the low IE,MUD
starting point, hence maximizing the beneﬁts of employing the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best
SSC scheme, as predicted in Figure 4.19. The BER performance improvement provided by
this hybrid K-best SSC candidate list generation in conjunction with the SIC-CMMSE SC is4.9. Conclusions 145
characterized in Figure 4.21. As expected, the BER performance of the SIC-CMMSE SC aided
K-best SSC is substantially improved by the hybrid arrangement and it becomes capable of
approaching the MAP performance in conjunction, despite having a small candidate list size
Kcand, such as for example Kcand = 16 and Kcand = 32. Explicitly, the BER peformance gain of
the SIC-CMMSE aided hybrid K-best SSC over the conventional K-best SD is about 3dB and
5dB for Kcand = 32 and Kcand = 16, respectively, when aiming for the same target BER of 10−5.
Therefore the SIC-CMMSE SC aided hybrid K-best SSC is capable of achieving a similar BER
performance to the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD at a signiﬁcantly reduced-complexity.
4.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we proposed the novel concept of turbo TDPDs in order to circumvent the
exponentially increasing complexity imposed by the conventional MAP detector while still
approaching the optimal BER performance of the latter in the scenario of CDMA and various
MIMOs communicating over linear Gaussian vector channels. The schematic of turbo LGVC
detection was introduced in Figure 4.2 of Section 4.2, while the principle and system model of the
TDPD considered was outlined in Section 4.2, where we seperated the TDPD of Figure 4.2 into
three components. Subsequently, a variety of diﬀerent SC calculation methods, candidate list
generation regimes and output LLR computation techniques were provided in Sections 4.4, 4.5
and 4.6, respectively. Explicitly, the SIC-CMMSE assisted SC, the SIC-RMMSE aided SC and
the SIC-MBER SC selection schemes were discussed in Sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.4.3, respectively,
while the a posteriori DHD assisted SC, the a posteriori DSD aided SC, the extrinsic DHD
assisted SC selection and the extrinsic DSD based SC were detailed in Sections 4.4.4, 4.4.5,
4.4.6 and 4.4.7, respectively. Finally, the partial a posteriori LLR based SC as well as the
hybrid SC techniques were outlined in Section 4.4.8. For the candidate list generation block
of Figure 4.3 we introduced three diﬀerent schemes, namely the K-best SD scheme, the SSC
scheme and the hybrid solutions of Sections 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, respectively. We compared
the diﬀerent solutions in the light of the compexity associated with the diﬀerent TDPDs in
Section 4.7.
Consequently, the simulated performance of various TDPDs was investigated in Sections
4.8.1 and 4.8.2, respectively, for both BPSK modulation and for 4-QAM in conjunction with
the system parameters listed in Table 4.2. Speciﬁcally, it was shown in Sections 4.8.1.1 and
4.8.1.2 that for the BPSK modulated OFDM LGVC system, both the SIC-CMMSE SC and the
SIC-RMMSE SC aided K-best SD aided iterative TDPDs are capable of achieving a near-MAP
BER performance, despite imposing both signiﬁcantly reduced memory requirements and com-4.9. Conclusions 146
P = 4, L = 8 , BPSK Candidate List BER performance SNR discrepancy with
Iterative TDPD Type Size Kcand Gain over KSD respect to MAP receiver
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSD 8 2.1dB 1.4dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSD 16 2.4dB −0.1dB
SIC-RMMSE SC aided KSD 8 2.6dB 1.1dB
SIC-RMMSE SC aided KSD 16 2.7dB −0.1dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSC 8 −0.6dB 3.4dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSC 16 0.2dB 2.0dB
Table 4.3: BER performance gain over the conventional iterative K-best SD employing the
iterative TDPDs of Section 4.8.1 and the associated SNR discrepancy with respect to the
MAP detector in conjunction with a BPSK modulated OFDM system in the scenario of block
Rayleigh fading and an (8×4)-element rank-deﬁcient LGVC, when aiming for the target BER
of 10−4.
putational complexity in comparison to the conventional iterative K-best SD, which is one of the
most attractive low-complexity near-MAP MUDs found in the literature at the time of writing.
On the other hand, the SIC-RMMSE SC aided K-best SD based iterative TDPD exhibited a
further performance enhancement in terms of the achievable BER performance, despite impos-
ing a reduced computational complexity in comparision to the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best
SD iterative TDPD. As an application of the low-complexity K-best SSC candidate list gener-
ator, the SIC-CMMSE SC aided SSC scheme demonstrated an improved BER performance in
Section 4.8.1.3, while imposing a modest candidate list generation complexity in comparison to
the SD based TDPDs, such as the SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SD. Similarly, the attainable
BER performance and the computational complexity imposed by the SIC-CMMSE SC aided
K-best SD based iterative TDPD over the conventional K-best SD employing 4-QAM in the
LGVC scheme was also conﬁrmed in Section 4.8.2.1. Furthermore, the performance achieved
by the a posteriori DHD and DSD SC aided K-best SD iterative TDPDs was demonstrated
in Section 4.8.2.2. The iterative TDPDs considered also exhibited an attractive performance
gain, despite their reduced complexity in comparison to the conventional K-best iterative SD
aided receiver. Finally, in Section 4.8.2.3 we investigated the achievable performance of the
SIC-CMMSE SC aided K-best SSC iterative TDPD in the scenario of a 4-QAM based OFDM
LGVC, as we did for BPSK modulation in Section 4.8.1.3. To ellaborate a little further, we ac-
tivated the SD candidate list generator during a few initial iterations to assist the SIC-CMMSE
SC aided K-best SSC, which resulted in substantial BER performance improvements. Hence
the system was capable of approaching the MAP performance in conjunction with a small value
of Kcand, such as for example Kcand = 16 and Kcand = 32, as shown in Figure 4.21, despite the4.9. Conclusions 147
modest complexity associated with the candidate list generation.
P = 4, L = 8, 4-QAM Candidate List BER performance Distance from
Iterative TDPD Type Size Kcand Gain over KSD MAP receiver
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSD 16 4.3dB 0.1dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSD 32 3.8dB −0.4dB
a posteriori DHD hybrid SC aided KSD 32 0.2dB 4.1dB
a posteriori DSD hybrid SC aided KSD 32 0.9dB 2.5dB
a posteriori DHD hybrid SC aided KSD 64 0.7dB 1.1dB
a posteriori DSD hybrid SC aided KSD 64 1.8dB 0.1dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSC 16 −4.0dB 9.1dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided KSC 32 −3.4dB 5.8dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided hybrid KSC 16 5.4dB −0.4dB
SIC-CMMSE SC aided hybrid KSC 32 3.1dB −0.5dB
Table 4.4: BER performance gain over the conventional iterative K-best SD employing the
iterative TDPDs and the associated SNR discrepancy with respect to the MAP detector in
conjunction with a 4-QAM modulated OFDM system in the scenario of block Rayleigh fading
and an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient LGVC, when aiming for the target BER of 10−5
In summary, all the iterative TDPDs operating in conjunction with diﬀerent system pa-
rameters, such as for example BPSK and QAM exhibit a substantial iteration gain over the
convetional K-best SD aided iterative receiver, when the SNR is suﬃciently high. Generally,
the more accurate the SC provided, the more the constituent iterative TDPDs beneﬁt. More-
over, the SSC scheme of Section 4.5.2 is capable of generating a superior candidate list output,
when the SC is suﬃciently near to the ’true’ transmitted signal vector, while the SD scheme
is capable of providing a beneﬁcial candidate list in the vicinity of the SC, even when supplied
with low a priori information. On the other hand, the SSC scheme is more computationally ef-
ﬁcient in constructing the candidate list than the SD scheme, since the correspoding complexity
of the SC scheme is modest in comparison to that of the SD arrangement.
Speciﬁcally, we compared the performance gains exhibited by the various iterative TDPD
schemes over the conventional K-best SD based receiver, when communicating over block faded
Rayleigh channels employing BPSK modulation or 4-QAM in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
The computational complexities of the iterative TDPDs employing BPSK or 4-QAM in terms of
the sum of the SC calculation complexity CRC, that of the candidate list generation complexity
CCL and that of the extrinsic LLR calculation complexity CLLR, as well as the complexity
reduction factor with respect to the conventional K-best SD are outlined in Tables 4.5 and 4.6,
respectively.4.9. Conclusions 148
P = 4, L = 8, BPSK Candidate List SNR Computational Complexity
Iterative TDPD Type Size Kcand CRC CCL(PED) CLLR(OF)
Conventional KSD 8 3.6dB NULL 203 LKcand
Conventional KSD 16 2.1dB NULL 375 LKcand
Conventional KSD 64 0.4dB NULL 3,846 LKcand
SIC-CMMSE 8 1.6dB 32PL2L + 8P 2 712 LKcand
SC aided KSD +P + O(P3)
SIC-CMMSE 16 0.4dB 32PL2L + 8P 2 1,223 LKcand
SC aided KSD +P + O(P3)
SIC-RMMSE 8 1.4dB 32PL2L + 6P 2 534 LKcand
SC aided KSD +P + O(P3)
SIC-RMMSE 16 0.4dB 32PL2L + 6P 2 1,211 LKcand
SC aided KSD +P + O(P3)
SIC-CMMSE 8 4.0dB 32PL2L + 8P 2 Negligible LKcand
SC aided KSC +P + O(P3)
SIC-CMMSE 16 2.3dB 32PL2L + 8P 2 Negligible LKcand
SC aided KSC +P + O(P3)
Table 4.5: Complexity comparison between the conventional iterative K-best SD and various
iterative TDPDs for a BPSK modulated OFDM system in the scenario of block Rayleigh fading
and an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient LGVC, when aiming for the target BER of 10−5.4.9. Conclusions 149
P = 4, L = 8, 4-QAM Candidate List SNR Computational Complexity
Iterative TDPD Type Size Kcand CRC CCL(PED) CLLR(OF)
Conventional KSD 16 6dB NULL 404 LKcand
Conventional KSD 32 3.8dB NULL 724 LKcand
Conventional KSD 64 3.0dB NULL 1,364 LKcand
Conventional KSD 1024 1.5dB NULL 13,652 LKcand
SIC-CMMSE 16 2dB 128PL2L + 8P 2 1,212 LKcand
SC aided KSD +P + O(P3)
SIC-CMMSE 32 1.2dB 128PL2L + 8P 2 2,172 LKcand
SC aided KSD +P + O(P3)
A posteriori DHD hybrid 32 4.2dB Negligible 2,371 LKcand
SC aided KSD
A posteriori DSD hybrid 32 3.6dB Negligible 1,853 LKcand
SC aided KSD
A posteriori DHD hybrid 64 2.2dB Negligible 4,467 LKcand
SC aided KSD
A posteriori DSD hybrid 64 1.3dB Negligible 3,632 LKcand
SC aided KSD
SIC-CMMSE 16 9.1dB 128PL2L + 8P 2 Negligible LKcand
SC aided KSC +P + O(P3)
SIC-CMMSE 32 7.0dB 128PL2L + 8P 2 Negligible LKcand
SC aided KSC +P + O(P3)
SIC-CMMSE 16 1.3dB 128PL2L + 8P 2 127 LKcand
SC aided hybrid KSC +P + O(P3)
SIC-CMMSE 32 1.2dB 128PL2L + 8P 2 204 LKcand
SC aided hybrid KSC +P + O(P3)
Table 4.6: Complexity comparison between the conventional iterative K-best SD and various
iterative TDPDs for the 4-QAM modulated OFDM system in the scenario of block Rayleigh
fading and an (8 × 4)-element rank-deﬁcient LGVC, when aiming for the target BER of 10−5.Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we proposed and investigated a variety of diﬀerent techniques in order to improve
the eﬃciency of both single-user and multi-user systems for transmission over the OFDM-
symbol-invariant Rayleigh fading channels. A brief summary of the thesis and the main ﬁndings
of our research will be presented in Section 5.1. This will be followed by a range of ideas on
future research in Section 5.2.
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis proposed and investigated the applications of OFDM, the turbo principle, sphere
packing modulation, the EXIT-chart-optimized irregular design principle, of MUD, the MBER
criterion and low-complexity TDPDs, These techniques were listed in Figure 1.1. A variety
of beneﬁts accrued, including a low-complexity, an increased DCMC capacity, an enhanced
BER performance and data throughput, a reduced delay and ﬁnally, near-capacity operation,
as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The major ﬁndings were as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we proposed a novel single-user SP-OFDM scheme, which was capable
of achieving a DCMC capacity improvement in comparison to the identical-throughput
conventional modulation schemes dispensing with SP modulation, where FD and/or TD
diversity was achieved by mapping the bits of a single SP symbol to OFDM subcarriers,
which were suﬃciently far apart to fade independently. Based on the DCMC capacity
evaluated for the SP-OFDM scheme considered, it was found that minimizing the corre-
lation between the FDCHTFs associated with subcarriers conveying a single SP symbol
improved the best possible upper-bound performance limit as seen in Figure 2.10. Hence,
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in Section 2.5 we contrived a SPTSCM scheme aiming for this target and demonstrated
in Figure 2.10 that a FD spacing of four subcarriers was suﬃcient to ensure that the
correlation between the FDCHTFs considered typically remained suﬃciently low for the
CIR of Table 2.12. Moreover, iterative detection exchanging extrinsic information be-
tween the modulator’s demapper and the channel decoder was employed in Figure 2.1.
Signiﬁcant BER performance improvements were achieved in Figure 2.20 in compari-
son to both the non-iterative SP-OFDM scheme and to the identical-throughput classic
QPSK-OFDM benchmarker system. EXIT charts were used to investigate the attainable
iterative detection characteristics, which allowed us to search for the speciﬁc bit-to-SP-
symbol mapping that provides the best performance. Alternatively, in Section 2.4.2 an
IrSP signal construction scheme was contrived in order to more ﬂexibly design a speciﬁc
bit-to-SP-symbol mapper for the required optimization target. The IrSP matching proce-
dure can either aim for providing the best trade-oﬀ between low-SNR operation and a low
error ﬂoor or for optimizing only one of these two factors. Furthermore, it was observed
in Figure 2.20 that upon using an appropriate SPTSCM mapping scheme and I = 7 de-
tection iterations, an Eb/N0 gain of about 4.5dB. Similarly, in Figure 2.11 a capacity gain
enhancement of 0.3bit/s/Hz was obtained by the 1/2-rate NSC coded SP-OFDM scheme
using the bit-to-SP-symbol mapping arrangement of q = 7 summarized in Table 2.8 over
the identical-throughput QPSK-OFDM benchmarker scheme. It was demonstrated in
Table 2.15 that the proposed SP-OFDM arrangement operates within 2.1dB from the
maximum achievable rate limit obtained using EXIT charts in conjunction with a FD
spacing of four sub-carriers and the bit-to-SP-symbol mapper of q = 4.
• In Chapter 3, diverse MUD techniques designed for the rank-deﬁcient multi-user SDMA-
OFDM uplink were studied. In Section 3.4 a comparative study of diﬀerent turbo MUD
schemes was carried out in terms of their implementational complexity imposed and the
BER performance attained. An EXIT chart based turbo MUD analysis was provided
in Section 3.3 for a multi-user transmission scenario. In order to circumvent the need
for using an L-dimensional EXIT chart for an (L − 1)-user communication system, we
employed simpliﬁed two-dimensional EXIT curves by averaging all the users’ mutual
information. Provided that the average of each Channel Impulse Response (CIR) tap
as well as each user’s bit energy (Eb) to noise power spectral density (N0) ratio may be
deemed similar, these assumptions may be judiciously exploited for the sake of simplifying
the L-user EXIT chart analysis. It was demonstrated in Section 3.4 that these EXIT
analysis techniques eﬀectively predicted the convergence behaviour and BER performance
of the turbo MUDs including the SIC-CMMSE, the SIC-RMMSE, the SIC-MBER, the
RMBER, the Hybrid-RMBER, Bayesian and the KSD schemes. Additionally, in Section5.1. Summary and Conclusions 153
3.4.6 we advocated a general ALT technique in order to reduce the complexity of the turbo
MUDs by striking an attractive trade-oﬀ between the attainable complexity-reduction
and the performance loss imposed. The relationship between the complexity reduction
achieved, the value of the LLR threshold TALT and the a priori information of MUD Lm,a
was portrayed in Section 3.4.6.1. It was observed in Figure 3.26 that the application of
the ALT technique in the context of the iterative K-best SD of Section 3.4.6.3 is capable
of outperforming the iterative K-best SD dispensing with the ALT technique in terms of
its BER performance versus detection complexity balance, when a carefully chosen LLR
threshold TALT value is employed. A mismatch was observed between the Monte-Carlo
simulation based decoding trajectory and the corresponding EXIT curve of Figure 3.25,
when an excessively low threshold value was used for the ALT technique. It was revealed
in Figure 3.28 that phenomenon is due to the eﬀects of non-Gaussian distributed LLRs
imposed by the ALT technique.
• In Chapter 4 the novel TDPD concept was proposed in order to circumvent the expo-
nentially increasing complexity of the MAP detector, which was capable of approaching
the optimal BER performance of the conventional MAP detector for transmission over
the generalized linear Gaussian vector channel model. It was exhibited that an attractive
linear relationship between the size of signalling constellation and the associated detec-
tion complexity was provided by this TDPD framework. Moreover, the validation of the
TDPD concept of Section 4.3 was provided by Lemma 1, which indicated that the ED
metric value determined in the receiver’s signal domain can be the readily transformed to
the corresponding metric valid for the transmit signal domain. This allowed us to create
a signiﬁcantly reduced-size candidate list, while maintaining a suﬃciently high conﬁdence
guantiﬁed in terms of the soft information corresponding to the detected signal phasors.
The TDPD method of Figure 4.3 was separated into three steps, consisting of SC calcula-
tion, candidate list selection and soft decision output generation. For the SC calculation,
we invoked the SIC-CMMSE assisted SC of Equation 4.23, the SIC-RMMSE aided SC
of Equation 4.26, the SIC-MBER SC selection of Equation 4.27, the a posteriori DHD
assisted SC of Equation 4.28, the a posteriori DSD aided SC of Equation 4.29, the extrin-
sic DHD assisted SC selection of Equation 4.30, the extrinsic DSD based SC of Equation
4.31, the partial a posteriori LLR based SC of Figure 4.4 and the hybrid SC techniques
of Section 4.4.8. For the candidate list generation stage of Figure 4.3, we proposed three
diﬀerent solutions, namely the K-best SD scheme of Section 4.5.1, the SSC scheme of
Section 4.5.2 and the hybrid arrangement of Section 4.5.3. Our comparison of the results
in Figure 4.21 demonstrated that the SIC-CMMSE SC aided hybrid K-best SSC scheme
of Section 4.5.2 and using a candidate list size of Kcand = 32 is capable of achieving a5.1.1. Sphere Packing OFDM Design 154
sightly better BER performance in comparison to the MAP MUD, while maintaining a
near-linear relationship between the size of the signalling constellation and the complexity
imposed.
in Sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.3 we will summarise the main ﬁndings and results of our investigations
presented in this thesis.
5.1.1 Sphere Packing OFDM Design
The SP-OFDM scheme proposed in Chapter 2 amalgamates the merits of Sphere Packing
and OFDM for the sake of achieving an increased DCMC capacity and an enhanced spectral
eﬃciency and beneﬁts from both FD and TD diversity with the aid of a well-designed SPTSCM
component. Furthermore, iterative detection was used for the SP-OFDM scheme in order to
achieve iteration gains and to approach the channel capacity.
The schematic of the iterative detection aided single-user SP-OFDM system was portrayed in
Figure 2.1, where the transmitted source bits were convolutionally encoded and then interleaved
by a random bit interleaver for the sake of achieving an iteration gain. The SP modulator maps
B number of channel-coded bits b = b0,...,B−1 ∈ {0,1} to a SP symbol s ∈ S, which is multi-
dimensional symbol vector. The SP symbol is then mapped to space-time-frequency slots.
In the scheme of Figure 2.1, multiple OFDM subcarriers obeying an appropriately designed
frequency-time pattern are used to convey the SP symbols. In contrast to the SP-OFDM
scheme of Figure 2.1, the conventional single-user OFDM system schematic was depicted in
Figure 2.2, where a conventional modulator and demodulator dispensing with the SPTSCM
block was employed.
In Section 2.4, we elaborated on the principle of sphere packing in little more detail, which
has the best known Euclidean distance and achieves a substantial coding advantage. This
procedure of mapping a sequence of bits to the conventional constellation and to the sphere
packing constellation are portrayed in Figures 2.5 and Figures 2.6, respectively. Furthermore,
a variety of diﬀerent schemes designed for mapping B number of source bits to the L SP
constellation points may be considered for designing the EXIT characteristics of the associated
demapper based on ﬁnding the L lowest energy SP constellation points. Explicitly, the set of
ten diﬀerent SP mapping schemes q ∈ [0,1,2    ,9] shown in Figure 2.7 was used, where we
speciﬁcally selected these mapping schemes from all the possible AGM schemes for L = 16 in
order to arrive at diﬀerent EXIT characteristics. For the sake of circumventing the exhaustive
search procudure of diﬀerent SP bit-to-symbol mapping schemes, we proposed the more ﬂexible
and more powerful irregular sphere packing signal construction scheme of Section 2.4.2, which is5.1.1. Sphere Packing OFDM Design 155
interpreted as a weighted superposition of Q number of regular mapping schemes, as expressed
in Equation 2.11. The beneﬁt of this is that we can optimize the corresponding fraction of bits
to be mapped to the constituent components of the irregular scheme. This facilitates striking
the best trade-oﬀ between the operating SNR threshold and the resultant error ﬂoor of the
iterative detection aided system, aiming to arrive at an EXIT curve, which is near-parallel
to the middle section of that of the channel decoder, which results in a high single-iteration
gain. Alternatively, we may aim for providing the lowest attainable error ﬂoor at a given SNR
value with the aid of the objective function of Equation 2.14. More beneﬁcially, we found that
the amalgamated irregular matching procedure can be signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed by considering
as few as two constituent bit-to-SP-symbol mapping schemes, namely the mapping associated
with q = 0 having the horizontal EXIT curve in Figure 2.7 and the mapping having the steepest
EXIT curve associated with q = 1 in Figure 2.7.
As a further beneﬁt of our proposed SP-OFDM scheme seen in Figure 2.1, a SP-to-OFDM-
sub-carrier mapping block was contrived in order to further improve the attainable system
performance, as outlined in Section 2.5, where diﬀerent SPTSCM patterns were investigated
by maximizing the available TD or FD diversity by beneﬁcially selecting the speciﬁc OFDM
subcarriers conveying the SP symbols. Furtheremore, a rectangular interleaver can be used to
implement the SPTSCM schemes, as exempliﬁed in Figure 2.9. As a guide to SPTSCM design,
the capacity of the SP-OFDM scheme equipped with the SPTSCM block was formulated in
Equation 2.18 of Section 2.6, where the correlation between the OFDM subcarriers conveying
a single SP symbol was considered and a numerical technique was developed for estimating the
DCMC capacity of Equation 2.18, as expressed as in Equation 2.22
Subsequently, the design of a soft-in-soft-out sphere packing demapper was detailed in Sec-
tion 2.7 in order to support the iterative decoding process. The LLR output of the SP demapper
was presented in Equation 2.25, while the max-log approximation based output was formulated
in Equation 2.26.
Without loss of generality, the proposed SP-OFDM system’s performance was investigated,
when considering a SP modulation scheme associated with L = 16 SP symbols and using M = 2
OFDM sub-carriers and the system parameters listed in Table 2.12. Figure 2.10 and Figure
2.11 portrayed the DCMC capacity of both the SP-OFDM system of Figure 2.1 and that of the
identical-throughput conventional QPSK-OFDM system of Figure 2.2 in conjunction with dif-
ferent SPTSCM patterns and diﬀerent bit-to-SP-symbol mapping schemes, respectively. It was
shown in Figure 2.10 that a DCMC capacity gain enhancement of 0.25bit/s/Hz was achieved
over the conventional QPSK-OFDM system by employing sphere packing modulation. A further
DCMC capacity beneﬁt of 0.08bit/s/Hz was provided by adopting the appropriately designed5.1.1. Sphere Packing OFDM Design 156
SPTSCM component of Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.10 a FD spacing of four OFDM sub-carriers
applied in our speciﬁc context was shown to be suﬃciently large to ensure a near-independent
relationship between the FDCHTFs associated with the subcarriers conveying a single SP sym-
bol. The DCMC capacity of the SP-OFDM system is independent of the choice of the speciﬁc
bit-to-SP-symbol mapping schemes summarized in Tables 2.1 to 2.10. It was demonstrated in
Figure 2.12 that anti-Gray mapping is capable of achieving substantial iteration gains, when
provided with improved a priori information. By contrast, the Gray mapping scheme has a
horizontal EXIT curve, as shown in Figure 2.12. Naturally, the SPTSCM assisted SP-OFDM
scheme has a higher attainable iteration gain than its SP-OFDM counterpart dispensing with
the SPTSCM block, as also illustrated in Figure 2.12. Moreover, when the TD diversity is ex-
ploited in the design of the SPTSCM scheme, the EXIT characteristic of the SP-OFDM scheme
depends on the Doppler frequency, as depicted in Figure 2.13. The EXIT characteristics of the
proposed SP-OFDM scheme recorded for diﬀerent bit-to-SP-symbol mapping arrangements was
studied in Figures 2.14 to 2.17, where several aspects were investigated, such as for example
the shape and area of the open convengence tunel, the EXIT curve’s starting point at IM,a = 0
and the error ﬂoor observed. Subsequently, an irregular SP matching procedure was exempli-
ﬁed in Figure 2.18. On the other hand, in order to show the eﬀects of the interlaver depth
on the achievable performance of iteratively detected schemes, Figures 2.21 to 2.25 compared
the Monte-Carlo simulation-based decoding trajectories of the SP-OFDM scheme while Figure
2.26 portrayed the corresponding BER performance. It is inferred from Figure 2.21 that the
interlever depth has to be higher than 32,768 bits in order to guarantee the provision and
exchange of independent LLR sequences between the iterative detector components in our spe-
ciﬁc SP-OFDM case. Furthermore, the BER performance of the SP-OFDM scheme recorded
for diﬀerent OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequencies was provided in Figure 2.29, when
the SPTSCM scheme was designed for achieving TD diversity. Similarly, the BER performance
of the diﬀerent bit-to-SP-symbol mapping schemes q = 0−9 was illustrated in Figures 2.27 and
2.28, where substantial iteration gains were observed for all the diﬀerent SP-OFDM conﬁgura-
tions. The corresponding Monte-Carlo simulation results associated with the irregular sphere
packing aided SP-OFDM systems aiming for either providing a better trade-oﬀ between having
a low error ﬂoor and a low operational SNR value or for attaining a reduced error ﬂoor at a
speciﬁc SNR were shown in Figures 2.30 to 2.33, which conﬁrmed our expectations.
Finally, the achievable coding gains, the Eb/N0 distance from the maximum achievable rate
limit of the iteratively detected NSC-coded SP-OFDM system in conjunction with diﬀerent
SPTSCM arrangements, as well as diﬀerent OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency val-
ues and diﬀerent bit-to-SP-symbol mapping schemes were compared in Tables 2.13, 2.14 and
2.15. It was observed that a substantial coding gain was achieved for the considered system5.1.2. Iterative MUDs for the OFDM SDMA Uplink 157
and the SP-OFDM scheme was capable of operating within 2.1dB from the DCMC capacity in
conjunction with an appropriate system architecture.
5.1.2 Iterative MUDs for the OFDM SDMA Uplink
SDMA aided OFDM exhibits a substantially higher achievable system capacity than conven-
tional single-antenna aided systems, as a beneﬁt of employing antenna arrays. This is achieved
by allowing the users to communicate within the same time-slot and frequency band, diﬀer-
entiating them with the aid of their unique user-speciﬁc channel impulse response. However,
this requires sophisticated MUDs. Hence, a challenging rank-deﬁcient uplink scenario was
considered in Chapter 3, where we studied a variety of diﬀerent SISO turbo MUDs.
The system model of a turbo-detection aided SDMA OFDM uplink scenario assisted by
iterative detection exchanging extrinsic information between the SISO MUD component and
a bank of convolutional channel decoder belonging to the L users was depicted in Figure 3.1,
where the interleavers and deinterleavers were used to separate the MUD and the channel
decoders for the sake of rendering the distribution of the extrinsic information fed into the
MUD and channel decoders independent of each other.
As a convenient semi-analytical tool, EXIT-chart analysis was invoked for the MUD case
considered in Section 3.3, where an L-dimensional EXIT chart was simpliﬁed to a two-dimensional
one by using the average of the L users’ mutual information as that of the MUD. This simpli-
ﬁcation may be judiciously invoked in the context of having similar CIRs and SNRs for all the
L users. Explicitly, the EXIT chart based BER estimation procedure used allows us to predict
the BER performance of the system considered as presented in Section 3.3.1 in the context of an
example seen in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1. The attainable iterative detection aided convergence
behaviour can be predicted by the EXIT chart based analysis upon observing the open tunnel
associated with the EXIT curves, as outlined in Section 3.3.1. Additionally, the gradient of
the EXIT curves seen in Figure 3.4 was used to predict the ”waterfall” region of the associated
BER curves, as detailed in Section 3.3.1.
As a benchmarker, the SIC-CMMSE was introduced in Section 3.4.1, where its computa-
tional complexity and simulated performance was also investigated. Subsequently, the SIC-
RMMSE MUD speciﬁcally designed for BPSK modulation was outlined in Section 3.4.2, where
the vertical matrix concatenation technique was employed to calculate the RMMSE weight
vector. In comparison to the SIC-CMMSE MUD of Section 3.4.1, the SIC-RMMSE MUD re-
moves the unnecessary constraint imposed on the array weight matrix by the SIC-CMMSE of
Equation 3.8 and hence it becomes capable of improving the attainable BER performance of5.1.2. Iterative MUDs for the OFDM SDMA Uplink 158
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Figure 5.2: EXIT charts of diﬀerent turbo MUDs for P = 2 receiver antennas and L = 6 users.
the turbo MUD. Furthermore, we contrived a more sophisticated turbo MUD in Section 3.4.3
by directly minimizing the BER of Equation 3.16, rather than the MSEs of Equations 3.8 and
3.11 at the cost of an increased complexity, since typically the BER is often used as the QoS
metric in communications. For the sake of striking a good trade-oﬀ, we slightly compromized
the attainable BER performance of the SIC-MBER turbo MUD in order to arrive at a com-
plexity reduction by proposing the SIC-RMBER scheme of Section 3.4.3.1. To elaborate a
little further, we introduced the hybrid scheme shown in Figure 3.14, which initially employs
the RMBER MUD of Section 3.4.3.1 during the ﬁrst few iterations and subsequently activates
the SIC-CMMSE of Section 3.4.1 or the SIC-RMMSE MUD of Section 3.4.2 for the rest of the
iterative process. Observed in Figure 3.14 that in comparison to the full-complexity SIC-MBER
MUD, this solution achieves a similar performance at a signiﬁcantly reduced complexity. The
Bayesian MUD and the K-best SD MUD were subsequently detailed in Sections 3.4.4 and
3.4.5, where we investigated their EXIT characteristics, computational complexity and attain-
able BER performance. Figure 5.2 compares the EXIT curves of diﬀerent turbo MUD schemes
when supporting L = 6 users at both Eb/N0 = 0dB and 6dB. Figure 5.3 portrays the attain-
able BER performance of all the MUDs parameterized by the SNR, except for the RMBER
detector, which conﬁrms the predictions of our EXIT chart analysis. It is clearly seen in Figure
5.3 that provided the SNR is higher than a certain threshold and the number of iterations is
suﬃciently high, the achievable BER of the proposed MUDs approaches the single-user-bound.5.1.2. Iterative MUDs for the OFDM SDMA Uplink 159
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Figure 5.3: BER performance of the diﬀerent MUDs for P = 2 receiver antennas and L = 6
users, where the curve denoted as ”SIC-MBER Est” is the estimated BER performance of the
SIC-MBER MUD.
As a general SISO MUD complexity reduction technique applicable to all the turbo MUDs
of Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.5, the ALT scheme was proposed in Section 3.4.6 for the sake of further
improving their performance. Explicitly, it was shown in Section 3.4.6.1 that the ALT assisted
Bayesian MUD provides an attractive tradeoﬀ between the attainable complexity reduction and
the performance degradation imposed. When the LLR threshold was set to TALT = 4 for the
Bayesian MUD considered in Sections 3.4.6.1, the ALT aided Bayesian MUD achieved an iden-
tical BER performance to the full-search-based ML detector at a signiﬁcantly lower complexity
as seen in Figure 3.21. The attainable complexity reduction ratio is a function of both the
value of TALT and of the a priori information of Lm,a, hence the corresponding 3-dimensional
relationship was portrayed in Figure 3.19. Similarly, we investigated the exploitation of the
ALT technique in the SIC-MBER MUD of Section 3.4.6.2. Finally, we discussed the utilization
of the ALT aided process in the context of the K-Best SD in Section 3.4.6.3. It was shown in
Figure 3.23 that the ALT technique is capable of improving the tree-search process of detection,
therefore enhances the achievable system performance, especially when only a small candidate
list is aﬀordable. It was observed in Figures 3.20 and 3.25 that a mismatch occurred between5.1.3. Iterative Transmit Domain Processed Detectors 160
the EXIT curve based prediction and the Monte-Carlo simulation based trajectory, when an
excessively low threshold value was used. Therefore the eﬀects of the non-Gaussian LLR dis-
tribution imposed by the ALT technique were characterized in Figure 3.28. Speciﬁcally, when
this technique was applied to the MMSE based MUDs, it was interpreted as the soft-decision
based version of a so-called rank reduction technique, therefore it is more attractive.
Speciﬁcally, when communicating over block-faded Rayleigh channels, the performance gains
exhibited by the various turbo MUD schemes were summarised in Table 3.2. The corresponding
computational complexities expressed in terms of the number of real-valued addition or multi-
plication operations associated with the diﬀerent turbo MUDs were summarized in Table 3.3.
It may be observed in Table 3.2 that the Bayesian MUD achieved the highest iteration gain.
Moreover, it is seen from Table 3.3 that the SIC-RMMSE of Section 3.4.2 and SIC-CMMSE
of Section 3.4.1 impose a similar computational complexity, which is the lowest amongst the
MUDs compared.
5.1.3 Iterative Transmit Domain Processed Detectors
The novel framework of TDPDs applied to the LGVC scenario was proposed in Chapter 4. This
was inspired by the analysis of the intrinsic reasons for imposing an exponentically increasing
complexity by the MAP detector as a function of both the number of antennas/streams and
the number of bits per symbol. The noiseless phasors corresponding to the received signals do
not necessarily obey the regular phasor-constellation structure, as shown in Figure 4.1. Hence,
we contrived the iterative TDPDs of Figure 4.3, which aims to transform the received signal to
the transmitter’s phasor domain and then carries out detection in the transmit domain. Conse-
quently, the search procedure is operated within a regular phasor space and thus the complexity
imposed can be signiﬁcantly reduced while still approaching the optimal BER performance of
the conventional full-search-based MAP detector.
The general LGVC-based system model was introduced in Section 4.2, where the schematic
of the iterative detectors communiciting over the LGVC was portrayed in Figure 4.2. Subse-
quently, we introduced the concept of TDPD and provided its justiﬁcation in Section 4.3, where
we also demonstrated that the performance of the TDPD is expected to improve, provided that
improved-accuracy SCs can be generated. This conclusion allows us to transform the ED metric
value determinated in the receiver domain to the corresponding metric in the transmit domain.
Furthermore, the structure of the iterative TDPD was depicted in Figure 4.3, which consists
of three basic functional blocks: iterative SC calculation, candidate list generation and LLR
output calculation. More speciﬁcally, these three blocks of the TDPD were detailed in Sections
4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.5.1.3. Iterative Transmit Domain Processed Detectors 161
In Section 4.4.1, the SIC-CMMSE aided SC scheme employing the complex-valued MMSE
criterion to calculate the search center was proposed. It was observed in Equation 3.25 that the
ML solution can be deemed as a speciﬁc example of our proposed TDPDs, given an appropriate
SC. By contrast, we detailed the SIC-RMMSE SC regime in Section 4.4.2. Since the SIC-
RMMSE algorithm of Section 4.4.2 removed the unnecessary constraint imposed on the cost
function by the SIC-CMMSE scheme of Section 4.4.1, it became capable of improving the
accuracy of the SC. However, this arrangement is only available for BPSK modulated systems.
Additionally, the SIC-MBER aided SC calculation outlined in Section 4.4.3 is expected to
be more accurate than both the SIC-CMMSE algorithm of Section 4.4.1 and SIC-RMMSE
algorithm of Section 4.4.2, which potentially results in an improved attainable performance.
However, the complexity imposed by the SIC-MBER weight matrix generation may be excessive,
because no closed-form MBER weight solution exists at the time of writing. Since the TDPD
aims for providing a low-complexity solution, we may avoid the use of the SIC-MBER to
calculate the SC.
On the other hand, the a posteriori/extrinsic as well as the direct-hard-decision/direct-
soft-decision aided SC calculation framework was provided in Sections 4.4.4 to 4.4.7, where
we compared and analyzed the characteristics of these four SC calculation arrangements. It
was concluded that the extrinsic information based SC calculation scheme of Sections 4.4.6
and 4.4.7 is capable of maintaining an independent relationship for the extrinsic information
exchanged between the channel decoder and the search center calculation, while the a posteriori
information based techniques may generate a more reliable SC than the extrinsic information
based schemes, provided that the conﬁdence of the channel decoder’s output is suﬃciently
high. It was also concluded that the iterative DSD aided SC algorithms is capable of attaining
a higher performance gain than the DHD aided SC scheme. In order to obtain an advanced SC
calculation scheme combining the merits of both the a posteriori information aided regimes and
extrinsic information assisted arrangements, in Section 4.4.8 we discussed an attractive partial
a posteriori LLR based SC calculation method, which used the combined a posteriori and
extrinsic LLRs for the center calculation, while adaptively adjusting the weighting coeﬃcient
γ of the a posteriori LLRs in Equation 4.32, as depicted in Figure 4.4.
Furthermore, the concept of the Hybrid SC (HSC) calculation was also introduced in Section
4.4.8 as an extension of the adaptive weighting factor based idea in the partial a posteriori LLR
based SC calculation. The underlying principle is that we employ diﬀerent SC construction
methods during diﬀerent iterations and then potentially combine the advantages of the diﬀerent
schemes.
As the second essential step of the iterative TDPD of Figure 4.3, the candidate list generation5.1.3. Iterative Transmit Domain Processed Detectors 162
was investigated in Section 4.5. The detection candidate list selection can be regarded as
the process of choosing an appropriate number of constellation points in the vicinity of the
SC from the cloud of legitimate constellation phasors. Subsequently, the K-best SD based
candidate list generation was presented in Section 4.5.1, where the idea of evaluating the metric
||H(ˆ s − sc,1)||2 with the aid of channel matrix triangularization was presented for selecting the
most ’similar’ vector candidates from the entire search space. By contrast, the SSC based
candidate list generation was detailed in Section 4.5.2, where ﬁrst an individual subset was
created for each of the L number of transmit streams and then the ﬁnal candidate list was
generated by combining all the obtained L subsets. Moreover, the hybrid scheme employing
diﬀerent candidate list generation methods for the diﬀerent iteration indices was addressed in
Section 4.5.3 as a beneﬁcial extension of the proposed basic regimes.
The calculation of the output LLR for the iterative TDPD was detailed in Section 4.6,
where we formulated the LLR output and its max-log approximation in Equations 4.41 and
4.43 based on the candidate list that we derived in the second step of the iterative TDPD.
For the sake of evaluating the cost of the iterative TDPD, we discussed its computational
complexity in Section 4.7. It was seen that the complexity associated with the TDPD scheme
is commensurate with the complexity CRC of the SC calculation, with CCL of the candidate
list generation and with CLLR of the extrinsic LLR calculation.
In Section 4.8.1, we studied the Monte-Carlo simulation based performance of the iterative
TDPDs in conjunction with BPSK modulation and 4-QAM, while employing diﬀerent combi-
nations of the SC calculation, the candidate list generation and the output LLR derivation.
EXIT charts were used again as our tool for analyzing the convergence behaviour of diﬀerent
iterative TDPDs. It was demonstrated in Sections 4.8.1.1 and 4.8.2.1 that the SIC-CMMSE
SC aided iterative K-best SD achieved substantial BER performance beneﬁts, while allowing
a signiﬁcantly reduced complexity in comparison to the conventional SD approach, as shown
in Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.14 and 4.15. On the other hand, in Section 4.8.1.2 the SIC-RMMSE
aided K-best SD demonstrated a better performance in terms of the attainable BER perfor-
mance and the complexity imposed in comparison to the SIC-CMMSE SC aided arrangement.
Nonetheless, the a posteriori DHD and DSD SC aided Iterative K-best SD also exhibited an
improved BER and/or reduced complexity in comparison to the conventional K-best SD in
Section 4.8.2.2. Although the SSC aided iterative TDPDs suﬀered from a low EXIT-curve
starting point at Ia = 0 as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.19, this weakness was circumvented
by employing the K-best SD candidate list generation during a few initial iterations. The
resultant BER performance associated with the SIC-CMMSE SC aided iterative K-best SSC
TDPD using the hybrid candidate list generation method was portrayed in Figure 4.21, where5.2. Suggestions for Future Work 163
the system was capable of approaching the full-complexity MAP performance in conjunction
with a small value of Kcand, such as for example Kcand = 16 and Kcand = 32, despite the modest
complexity associated with the candidate list generation.
Finally, in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 we compared the performance gains exhibited by the various
iterative TDPD schemes over the conventional K-best SD based receiver, when communicating
over block faded Rayleigh channels employing the BPSK modulation or 4-QAM, respectively.
The computational complexities of the iterative TDPDs employing either BPSK or 4-QAM in
terms of the sum of the SC calculation complexity CRC, that of the candidate list generation
complexity CCL and that of the extrinsic LLR calculation complexity CLLR, as well as the
complexity reduction factor calculated with respect to the conventional K-best SD were outlined
in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
5.2 Suggestions for Future Work
For the future work, we can extend the research presented in this thesis in several ways. In this
section we present some ideas which are of potential interest.
5.2.1 Multi-User Sphere Packing Transmission
As discussed in Chapter 2, the sphere packing signalling may achieve an increased DCMC
system capacity in comparison to conventional modulation. Since only the single-user scenario
employing sphere packing was investigated in Chapter 2, we can extend this scheme to the
multi-user case as a solution for further improving the multi-user transmission performance.
It is also worth mentioning that the MUD techniques we proposed in Chapter 3 can be
tailored for employment in conjunction with sphere packing modulation. Since the complexity
associated with multi-user sphere packing detection may be excessive, it is necessary to design
low-complexity MUDs for this scenario. Explicitly, the sphere decoder of Section 3.4.5 can
be readily exploited for decoding the sphere packing symbols, if the tree-search procedure in
the sphere decoder is appropriately modiﬁed. We can combine several layers of the bit-based
tree-search corresponding to the same sphere packing symbol, hence creating a single layer,
which results in a SP symbol based candidate list. Furthermore, the MBER criterion may
be employed for constructing the MBER MUD for sphere packing modulation. As the MBER
MUD directly minimizes the BER as the optimization cost-function, the resultant MBER MUD
may provide an attractive trade-oﬀ between the excessively complex but optimal MAP detector
and the low-complexity MMSE detector, especially for a rank-deﬁcient uplink scenario.5.2.2. Multi-User MBER Precoding Aided Transmission for SDMA 164
5.2.2 Multi-User MBER Precoding Aided Transmission for SDMA
When the SDMA technique is employed for downlink transmission, a serious problem is that the
CIR information associated is unavailable at the MUT scheme. For the sake of circumventing
this problem and transforming the vector channel to a set of independent parallel channels,
where the users only need single-user receivers, the so-called precoding technique has attracted
extensive interest [143–148]. However, the conventional precoding schemes, such as for example
the MMSE based precoding and the Zero-Forcing (ZF) based preprocessing can only provide
promising beneﬁts for a full-rank system, while this condition may not always hold. Hence,
it is desirable to introduce novel techniques for overcoming this diﬃculty. Fortunately, the
MBER criterion [149–152] is capable of circumventing the rank restrictions. Explicitly, we
may consider a downlink system communicating over non-dispersive channels. When using a
linear precessing matrix P at the transmitter, the average BER at the output of the receiver
can be formulated based on Equation 3.16. Subsequently, we can use the so-called sequential
quadratic programming (SQP) [153–156] algorithm to optimize the precoding matrix P under
the constraint of a given total transmission power.
5.2.3 Further development of the Iterative TDPDs
The beneﬁts of iterative TDPDs have been shown in Chapter 4 for multiple-access scenarios us-
ing for example MIMO schemes. Nonetheless, we may employ other methods for the calculation
of the search center and for candidate list generation. Alternatively, we can combine the itera-
tive TDPDs with more powerful channel decoders, such as for example IRregular Convolutional
Codes (IRCC) [105,130] or Variable-Length IRregular Convolutional Code (VL-IRCC) [120].
As seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.19, the SSC based candidate list generation technique has a low
EXIT-curve starting point at Ia = 0. Therefore, the EXIT-curve matching procedure used by
the IRCCs would avoid the early intersection of the EXIT trajectories and hence would improve
the associated performance of the SSC based iterative TDPDs. On the other hand, we may
consider speciﬁc applications of the TDPDs in diﬀerent scenarios, such as for example in the
case of multi-functional MIMOs, which allow us to combine the beneﬁts of the Vertical Bell
Labs Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) scheme, of space-time codes as well as of beamforming.
As the rank of the system matrix may be high in multi-functional MIMOs, achieving an excel-
lent BER performance in TDPDs may impose a high complexity, which may be mitigated with
the aid of the ALT-technique of Section 3.4.6
Additionally, we can construct irregular iterative TDPDs by using the EXIT-curve matching
process of Section 2.4.2 in order to match the EXIT-curve of the outer channel decoder. Since5.2.3. Further development of the Iterative TDPDs 165
we have introduced a variety of diﬀerent TDPD examples, any of them may be used as a
constituent of an irregular scheme , which may be optimized by invoking the EXIT chart
matching procedure of Section 2.4.2. The resultant irregular iterative TDPD will be constructed
as the superpostion of these basic components.List of Symbols
General notation
• The superscript ∗ is used to indicate complex conjugation. Therefore, a∗ represents the
complex conjugate of the variable a.
• The superscript T is used to indicate matrix transpose operation. Therefore, aT represents
the transpose of the matrix a.
• The superscript H is used to indicate complex conjugate transpose operation. Therefore,
aH represents the complex conjugate transpose of the matrix a.
• The notation ∗ denotes the convolutional process. Therefore, a ∗ b represents the convo-
lution between variables a and b.
• The notation ˆ x represents the estimate of x.
• The notation X(f) is the Fourier Transform of x(t).
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Special symbols
αq: The fraction coeﬃcient of the transmission frame in conjunction with the q-th compo-
nent SP mapping arrangement.
Σ: The covariance matrics.
σLLR: Variance of of LLR varibles.
σa: Variance of of a priori LLR varibles.
σe: Variance of of LLR varibles.
σn: Variance of of Gaussian random varibles.
σnI: Variance of of In-phase component of noise .
σnQ: Variance of of Quadrature-phase component of noise.
αq: The fraction of the q-th basic component for constructing the irregular SP.
∆t: TD separation.
∆f: FD separation.
∆2: ED between the SC and the true transmitted vector.
γ: Weighting coeﬃcient.
τ: The time-lag.
Θ: Objective function.
b: A symbol vector, or combination, representing one of the possible transmited symbol
sequence.
B: Number of bits of a data sequence.
C: The channel capacity.
det(): Determinant function.
D: Interleaver depth.
E: Total energy of all the constellation points belonging to the Lattice Set.
Ef: Eﬃciency.List of Symbols 168
E[ ]: Expectation.
E[k]: The expected value of k.
Eb: Bit energy.
Eb/N0: Ratio of bit energy to noise power spectral density.
Es: Symbol energy.
Es/N0: Ratio of symbol energy to noise power spectral density.
fD: The OFDM-symbol-normalized Doppler frequency.
H: The system matrix in single-user or multi-user system.
hi: The channel’s impulse response.
It: Number of iterations invoked.
I: Mutual information.
ID,a: The a priori mutual information provided for the channel decoder.
ID,e: The extrinsic mutual information provided for the channel decoder.
ID,p: The posteriori mutual information provided for the channel decoder.
IM,a: The a priori mutual information provided for the modulator.
IM,e: The extrinsic mutual information provided for the modulator.
IM,p: The posteriori mutual information provided for the modulator.
L: The number of users or streams.
Le: The extrinsic Informaiton.
La: The a priori Informaiton.
Lm,p: The posteriori informaiton of MUD.
Lm,e: The extrinsic Informaiton of MUD.
Lm,a: The a priori Informaiton of MUD.
mh: Mean of the complex-Gaussian random vector h.List of Symbols 169
M: The dimension of complex-valued space.
N0: Noise power spectral density.
P(): PDF or probability function of a random variable or vector.
Pb: Bit error probability.
p: The receiver antenna index.
P: The number of receiver antennas.
q: Mapping index.
Q: Number of mapping schemes considered.
q: Quality metrics.
R: Code rate.
R: Resources metrics.
ˆ s
[i]
l : Estimated signal of the l-th user during the i-th decoding iteration.
¯ s[i]: mean vector of the estimated signal during the i-th decoding iteration.
s: The sphere packing symbol or signal vector transmitted.
sc: Search center
SFD: FD spacing.
STD: TD spacing.
Tsp: The sphere packing mapping function from real-valued space to complex-valued space.
TM,q: The EXIT chart transfer function of the demodulator in conjunction with the q-th
mapping scheme.
x: The received multi-user/stream vector signals.
xl,m: The m-th element of the l-th legitimate complex-valued vectors.
W: The weight of MUD.
wQ: The weight vector of the quality metrics
wR: The weight vector of the resourcesList of Symbols 170
V: Variance matrix of MUD.
v
[i]
l : The a priori variance of the l-th user during the i-th decoding iteration.
y: The complex-valued received signal vector.Glossary
2G second generation
3GPP third-Generation Partnership Project
ALT A-priori-LLR-Threshold
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BER Bit error ratio, the number of the bits received incorrectly
BS Base Station
CCMC continuous-input continuous-output memoryless channel
CDM Code Division Multiplexing
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
CG Conjugate Gradient
CIR Channel Impulse Response
CP Cyclic Preﬁx
CSI Channel State Information
DAB Digital Audio Broadcasting
DCMC Discrete Input Continuous Output Memoryless Channel
DHD Direct-Hard-Decision
DMB-T/H Digital Multimedia Broadcast-Terrestrial/Handheld
DMC Discrete Memoryless Channel
DR Dynamic Range
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DSD Direct-Soft-Decision
DSTS Diﬀerential Space-Time Spreading
DVB Digital Video Broadcasting
ED Euclidean Distance
EXIT EXtrinsic Information Transfer
FD Frequency-Domain
FDCHTF Frequency Domain CHannel Transfer Factors
FH Frequency-Hopping
GA Genetic Algorithms
GM Gray Mapping
GSM Global System for Mobile
HSC Hybrid SC
IC Interference Cancellation
IDM Interleaver Division Multiplexing
IDMA Interleaver Division Multiple Access
IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
IQ-SPTSCM In-phase/Quadrature SPTSCM
IS-95 Interim Standard 95
ISI Intersymbol Interference
LDPC Low Density Parity Check
LGVC Linear Gaussian Vector Channel
LLR Log Likelihood Ratio
LTE Long Time Evolution
MAP Maximum A PosterioriGlossary 173
MBER Minimum Bit Error Rate
MED Minimum Euclidean Distance
MF Match Filtering
MIMO Multi-Input Multi-Output
ML Maximum Likelihood
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error
MS Mobile Station
MUD Multi-User Detector
NSC Non-Systematic Convolutional
OF Objective Function
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
OHRSA Optimum Hierarchy Reduced Search Algorithm
PDF Probability Density Function
PED Partial Euclidean Distance
QoS Quality of Service
RMBER Reduced-Complexity Minimum Bit-Error Rate
RMSE Real-valued MSE
RSC Recursive Systematic Convolutional
SC Search Center
SD Sphere Decodern
SDM Space Division Multiplexing
SDMA Space Division Multiple Access
SIC-CMMSE Complex-valued Minimum Mean Square Error
SIC-MBER Soft Interference Cancellation based Minimum Bit-Error RateGlossary 174
SIC-RMMSE Real-valued Minimum Mean Square Error
SISO Soft-Input-Soft-Output
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio, noise energy compared to the signal energy
SP Sphere Packing
SPTSCM SP-to-OFDM-SubCarrier Mapping
SSC SubSet Combination
STBC Space-Time Block Coding
STC Space-Time Codes
STS Space-Time Spreading
TD Time-Domain
TDPD Transmit Domain Processing based Detectors
UL uplink
W-CDMA Wideband Code division multiple access
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
WSS Wide-Sense-StationaryBibliography
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